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on May 30, 1985, the fifteen foot, two-ton bronze sculpture, Liberation,
the creation
of the late Natan Rapoport, the Polish-born artist who died on June 4, 1987. His artistic goal was
to embody in bronze a daring vision: in the face of sorrow and tragedies, he asserted that hope
triumph
despite atrocity. The sculpture is located in Liberty State Park, New Jersey, which forms a
can
triangle with the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island.
Liberation depicts an American soldier carrying a survivor out of a concentration camp. The chests of
the rescuer and rescued are joined, as if sharing one heart. The way that the survivor's body is cradled in
the arms of his liberator reflects comfort and trust.
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Liberation is a testament to the Americans who liberated the camps, and it is a memorial to those
who perished. But it is also a symbol of the strong helping the weak, not persecuting them. It is a vision
of one human being supporting another. It is a tribute to the best of America's dreams: freedom, com
passion, bravery, and
hope.
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Greetings to the men and women of the Armed Forces as you observe the Days of
Remembrance.
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We Americans, participants in the liberation of Europe in World War
know all
Washington,
too well the horrors
the Holocaust. On the Mall
museum
taking shape
help share that knowledge with those who visit our nation's
capital. And
scores
communities across the country, our citizens are sharing
projects
similar
education and commemoration. Remembrance
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teach
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The Holocaust

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

10 February 1989

A MESSAGE FROM THE

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
to provide this Department of Defense Guide for
Commemorative Observances. This Second Edition has
been developed to provide you with the background, information,
and guidance you will need in the planning and conduct of a var
iety of meaningful programs in commemoration of the Days of
Remembrance of the Victims of the Holocaust.

I

am pleased

Annual

The United

States Holocaust Memorial Council establishes a one
period
week
each spring for Days of Remembrance observances. I
already have advised the Service Secretaries that in 1989 the Days
of Remembrance will be observed from Sunday, April 30, through
Sunday, May 7. (Projected dates for future years are contained in a
Planning Calendar in Part 3 of this Guide.) I encourage all Armed
Forces personnel, who are entrusted with the security of our
Nation's values, to join in observing these Days of Remembrance
on an annual basis.
presents many universal lessons which are appropriate to recall — both for military
members and civilian employees of the Department of Defense. Our Nation's critical military role in
liberating Europe from Nazi domination represents a national commitment to our democratic beliefs and
the high value we place on individual freedoms and human dignity. As we continue our celebration of the
Bicentennial of the United States, the universal lessons of the Holocaust give us the chance to reaffirm
our belief in the worth and dignity of every individual and to strengthen our dedication to securing the
blessings of liberty.

The Holocaust
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William H. Taft, IV
Deputy Secretary of Defense

Grateful acknowledgment is made for permission to reprint from the following:
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University of Pittsburgh Press, 1986; The Liberators, eds. Yaffa Eliach and Brana Gurewitsch, Center for
Holocaust Studies Documentation and Research, 1981; The Holocaust, by Martin Gilbert, Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1986; Auschwitz and the Allies, by Martin Gilbert, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1981; “Bergen-Belsen, April 24, 1945'' by Patrick Gordon Walker, The New York Times, 1985; The
Gunskirchen Lager, ed. Fred R. Crawford, Emory University, 1980, Survival in Auschwitz, by Primo
Levi, Orion Press, 1959; Clouded Sky, by Miklos Radnoti, translated by Steven Polgar, Stephen Berg, and
S.J. Marks, Harper and Row, 1972; The Men With the Pink Triangle, by Heinz Heger, translated by David
Fernbach, Alyson Publishers, 1980; The Reawakening, by Primo Levi, Macmillan Publishing Company,
1965; “Death Fugueſ" by Paul Celan, translated by Joachin Neugroschel, “Getting Lost in Nazi
Germany” by Marvin Bell, “You Move Forwardſ' by Thomas Sessler, from Voices Within the Ark: The
Jewish Modern Poets, eds. Howard Schwartz and Anthony Rudolf, 1980, Avon Books; Nazi
Cultural, and Social Life in the Third Reich, by George Mosse, Grosset Universal
Culture:Intellectual,
Library, 1966; "Chorus of the Rescued," by Nelly Sachs, Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, Inc., 1967; Strangers
in Their Own Land. Young Jews in Germany and Austria Today, by Peter Sichrovsky, English
translation copyright 1986 by Basic Books, Inc., originally published in German as Wir Wissen Nicht Was
Morgen Wird, Wir Wissen Wohl Was Gestern War. Junge Juden in Deutschland und Oesterreich,
copyright 1985 by Verlag Kiepenheurer & Witsch, Koln, reprinted by permission of Basic Books, Inc.; The
Nazi Doctors, by Robert Jay Lifton, Basic Books, 1986; Born Guilty: Children of Nazi Families, by Peter
Sichrovsky, translated by Jean Steinberg, Basic Books, 1988; The Future of Immortality and Other
Essays for a Nuclear Age, by Robert Jay Lifton, Basic Books, 1987; The Destruction of the European Jews,
Revised and Definitive Edition, 3 vols., by Raul Hilber, Holmes & Meier, 1985, Night, by Elie Wiesel, Hill
and Wang, 1960, Women in the Resistance and in the Holocaust, by Vera Laska, Greenwood Press, 1983;
This Way for the Gas, Ladies and Gentlemen, Tadeusz Borowski, Viking Penguin, 1967; History: A Novel,
by Elsa Morante, translated by William Weaver, Vintage Books, 1984, Ghetto Diary, by Janusz Korczak,
Schocken, 1978; The Drowned and the Saved, by Primo Levi, Simon and Schuster, 1988; "The Hidden
Holocaust," by Theodore S. Hamerow, Commentary, 1985; The Holocaust and Genocide, ed. Harry
Furman, et al., Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, 1983; Responsa From the Holocaust, by Rabbi
Ephraim Oshry, Judaica Press, 1983; They Thought They Were Free, by Milton Mayer, University of
Chicago Press, 1955; The Terrible Secret: Suppression of the Truth About Hitler's Final Solution, by
Walter Laqueur, Little, Brown, 1980. The Survivor: An Anatomy of Life in the Death Camps, by Terrence
Des Pres, Oxford, 1976; Shoah: An Oral History of the Holocaust, by Claude Lanzmann, Pantheon, 1985;
An Interrupted Life, by Etty Hillesum, translated by Arnold J. Pomerans, Pantheon, 1984; Letters From
Westerbork, by Etty Hillesum, translated by Arnold J. Pomerans, Patheon, 1986; Lest Innocent Blood Be
Shed, by Philip Hallie, Harper Colophon Books, 1979, The Abandonment of the Jews: America and the
Holocaust 1941-1945, by David S. Wyman, Pantheon, 1984; The Rescuers: A Social-Psychological Study of
Altruistic Behavior During the Nazi Era, doctoral dissertation by Eva Fogelman, 1987; The Courage to
Care, by Carol Rittner and Sondra Myers, New York University Press, 1986; The War Against The Jews
1933-1945, by Lucy S. Dawidowicz, Bantam, 1975; Murderous Science: Elimination by Scientific Selection
of Jews, Gypsies and Others, Germany, 1933-1945, by Benno Mueller-Hill, translated by George R. Fraser,
Oxford University Press, 1988; Inside Nazi Germany: Conformity, Opposition and Racism in Everyday
Life, by Detlev J. K. Peukert, translated by Richard Deveson, Yale University Press, 1987; When Biology
Became Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nazi Germany, ed. Renate Bridenthal, Atina Grossman &
Marion Kaplan, Monthly Review Press, 1984, Gypsies on Polish Roads, by Jerzy Ficowski, translated by
Regina Gelb, Wydawnictwo Literackie, Krakow-Wroclaw, 1985;Oesterreichs Zigeuner im NS-Staat(Aus
tria's Gypsies and the Nazi State), by Selma Steinmetz, translated by Sybil Milton, Europa Verlag, 1966,
"Nazis and the Greek Roma: A Personal Testimony," by Ioannis Vrissakis as told to Ian Hancock, unpub
lished; Dokumente zur "Euthanasie" (Documents on Euthanasia), collected by Ernst Klee, translated by
Beatrice Smedley, Fisher, Verlag, 1985; Rosa Winkel, Rosa Listen [Pink Triangles, Pink Lists), by Hans
Georg Stumke and Rude Finkler, translated by Beatrice Smedley, Rowohlt, 1981; The Jewish Way: Living
the Holidays, by Irving Greenberg, Summit, 1988.
For advice on using these and other resources, contact the International Center for Holocaust Studies;
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith; 823 United Nations Plaza; New York, NY 10017-3560.
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An Introductory Message to Commanders

it was our Nation's military forces which first witnessed evidence of
the Holocaust as they liberated the camps — and cognizant of the fact that those of us in uniform
must remember both the dreams we stand for and the nightmares we stand against—the Secretary of
Defense encouraged the Military Services to create appropriate observances for the Days of Re
membrance of the Victims of the Holocaust. Since 1984, a Secretary of Defense memorandum to Service
Secretaries encouraging local command observances has been issued annually.
The United States Holocaust Memorial Council (USHMC), established in 1980 by Public Law 96-388,
coordinates an annual, national civic commemoration of the Days of Remembrance of the Victims of
the Holocaust, which is held in the Nation's capital. Local civilian ceremonies are conducted through
out the United States during the annual Days of Remembrance, proclaimed by the USHMC for a
designated one-week period (Sunday to Sunday) each spring — between mid-April and mid-May.
n 1984, mindful of the fact that

National efforts to reaffirm the values of America must include the military. When our leaders meet at
our annual national breakfast to remember the prayers and the dreams all Americans share, local
command breakfasts are scheduled on ships and stations around the world. Now local military
observances will link us to our nation's efforts to remember the Holocaust: Command ceremonies will
be scheduled during the same week as our national ceremony in the U.S. Capitol and civilian
observances throughout the land. Together we will remember the past so that together we might build a
better future.
This Department of Defense Observance Guide was developed to assist your project officer and his or
her committee in designing meaningful programs of remembrance. It is envisioned that your local
committee will be interdisciplinary and representative of the range of staff elements/units in your
command. Included in the Guide are suggestions for planning commemorative observances, a detailed
planning checklist which can be tailored to local circumstances, and other helpful tools. The minimum
level of observance is to conduct an appropriate program or ceremony some time during the week
commemorating the Days of Remembrance. By way of illustration, a complete sample ceremony is
provided.
While this Observance Guide has been prepared primarily for programs during the National Days of
Remembrance, it is a valuable resource for programs throughout the year linked to Equal Opportunity
goals, or morals/values/ethics leadership training. Additionally, the checklist for project officers (con
tained in Part 3 of the Guide) is an invaluable tool for individuals charged with planning/coordinating
responsibility for any command event.
The Observance Guide itself is designed to be useful to project officers/committees in programming a
central command observance, a variety of commemorative events, and a wide range of education
programs. Local creativity is encouraged.

We are told that the American soldier does not know what he is
fighting for. Now, at least, he will know what he is fighting against.

—Dwight D. Eisenhower
1945

Background Information for Resource Personnel
and Project Officers
2.

A. Remembering The Holocaust
Focus on the Specific
It is crucial to be specific about the definition of the Holocaust that is commemorated during these
Days of Remembrance. As defined in 1979 by the President's Commission on the Holocaust:
The Holocaust was the systematic, bureaucratic annihilation of six million Jews by the Nazis
and their collaborators as a central act of state during the Second World War; as night
descended, millions of other peoples were swept into this net of death. It was a crime unique
in the annals of human history, different not only in the quantity of violence — the sheer
numbers killed – but in its manner and purpose as a mass criminal enterprise organized by
the state against defenseless civilian populations. The decision to kill every Jew everywhere
in

Europe:

the definition of Jew as target for death transcended all boundaries . . . .
people, as distinguished from their subjuga

The concept of the annihilation of an entire

tion, was unprecedented; never before in human history had genocide been an all-pervasive
government policy unaffected by territorial or economic advantage and unchecked by moral
or religious constraints . . . .
The Holocaust was not simply a throwback to medieval torture or archaic barbarism but a
thoroughly modern expression of bureaucratic organization, industrial management, scien
tific achievement, and technological sophistication. The entire apparatus of the German
bureaucracy was marshalled in the service of the extermination process . . . .
The Holocaust stands as a tragedy for Europe, for Western Civilization, and for all the world. We must
remember the facts of the Holocaust, and work to understand these facts.

Define Terms With Precision
To learn from history, we must record its events as accurately and as specifically as possible. We must
with precision.

use words

With the passage of time, the word, "holocaust," has been used in many contexts, and has been given
many meanings. For the purposes of recalling the Holocaust — the horror we remember and confront
during the Days of Remembrance — we must remember what this event was, within the context of
history. To do that, it is equally important to identify what it was not.
The Holocaust is not a term for:
all the evils of the world;
of great magnitude, or widespread death and destruction;
— all war or all world wars;
— all the terrors of World War II — or all the many civilian deaths associated with that war, in
cities throughout Europe.
—

– any tragedy

B. Confronting the Holocaust
The Holocaust and Anti-Semitism
was an event contemporaneous in large part with World War II — but separate from
trains, personnel, and material
fact, the Final Solution often took precedence over the war effort
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discrimination, prejudice, and
From the Holocaust, we begin
understand the dangers
all forms
bigotry; hatreds which,
and, on the
their extreme forms, can lead
mass slaughter and genocide
personal level, can endanger our ethical being.
commonplace and acceptable
From the Holocaust, we can learn the way evil can
that no one
takes stand until
too late.
From the Holocaust we can examine humans
victims and executioners, oppressors and liberators,
collaborators and bystanders, rescuers, and witnesses.
From the Holocaust, we are reminded that humans can exhibit both depravity and heroism. The
victims
Nazi persecution demonstrated tremendous spiritual fortitude and resistance. There was also
physical
the
and spiritual heroism
those who risked their lives
save others.
Holocaust,
From the
we must remember the depths
which humanity might sink; but then we must
remember,
well, the heights
which we might aspire.

C. The United States Holocaust Memorial Council
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for

the dead

Elie Wiesel
Founding Chairman
United States Holocaust Memorial Council

and the living
uſe must bear

witness

^2.

States Holocaust Memorial Council (USHMC) Serves
the central Federal agency respon
sible for supporting and coordinating remembrance efforts nation-wide, the following information
the
USHMC
included
useful background material for resource personnel and project officers.
more
complete history
the national effort
remember the Holocaust
included
"America Remembers"
(Part
Section
this Observance Guide).
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The things I

saw beggar description. . . . The visual evidence and the verbal testimony of starvation,
cruelty, and bestiality were so overpowering as to leave me a bit sick. ... I made the visit deliberately, in
order to be in a position to give first hand evidence of these things if ever, in the future, there develops a
tendency to charge these allegations merely to "propaganda."

—General Dwight D. Eisenhower, Supreme Commander of the Allied For
ces in the European Theater, in a letter to Chief of Staff George Mar
shall following visit to the Ohrdruf slave labor camp, April 15, 1945
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grasp the
event of unprecedented evil. During World War II the United States, like
magnitude
the Holocaust.
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the war, however, knowledge
the facts dramatically
advancing units
increased
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network
Nazi concentration camps,
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annihilation centers, slave labor camps and massacre sites. The Nazis and their collaborators murdered
approximately
million Jews, including more than
million Jewish children, and millions
others
—Poles, Slavs, Jehovah's Witnesses, Gypsies, the physical and mentally handicapped, homosexuals
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what
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America's leaders have reiterated General Eisenhower's pledge
remember the Holocaust and
assure that future generations will have the opportunity
learn
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Americans for three reasons. First,
was
expose the horrible truth
American troops who liberated many
the death camps, and who helped
what had been done there. Also, the United States became
homeland for many
those who were
able
survive. Secondly, however, we must share the responsibility for not being willing
acknowl
edge forty years ago that this horrible event was occurring. Finally, because we are humane people,
study the systematic destruction
peoples, we feel compelled
concerned with the human rights
prevent such enormities from occurring
the Jews
that we may seek
learn how
the future.
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October 1980, unanimous Congress committed the nation
institutionalize official remembran
the Holocaust. Following the recommendations
the President's Commission on the Holocaust,
independ
the Congress created the United States Holocaust Memorial Council (Public Law 96-388)
composed
distinguished citizens appointed
ent federal establishment. The Council's membership
Representatives. The
the President, five United States Senators and five members
the House
Council was given two-fold mandate:
ces

"[1]

[To provide for

appropriate ways for the Nation to commemorate the Days of Remembrance,
as
an annual national, civic commemoration of the holocaust, and . . . encourage and sponsor
appropriate observances of such Days of Remembrance throughout the United States;

"[2]

[To plan, construct

and oversee the operation of a permanent living memorial museum to the

victims of the holocaust.

. . ."

States Holocaust Memorial Museum, which is being built (with funds raised from private
Washington,
D.C., between the Washington Monument and the Jefferson Memorial, will not
donors) in
only tell the story of the Holocaust but will also be a center for educational and cultural programs.
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The President's Commission on the Holocaust Report recommended that the Days
Remembrance
annual observance "occur on days when Americans worship
the churches and synagogues
the
encompass the internationally recognized Holocaust Remembrance Day, Yom Hashoah,
nation
the 27th
the month
Nissan
the Hebrew calendar (Congressional Record, Vol. 125, No. 99,7/20/79,
Danforth, see section entitled "America Remembers"). That date also
97,
Res.
the Honorable John
significant American involvement
marks the anniversary
the liberation
the concentration camps.
Thus, the Days
Remembrance are commemorated each year beginning on the Sunday preceding (or on)
Holocaust Remembrance Day, and conclude the following Sunday.
April
The first Council-sponsored Days
Remembrance national civic commemoration was held
making
public
30, 1981,
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appearance
the White House. President Ronald
his first
after recover
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attempted assassination,
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We remember the suffering and the death
Jews and all those others who were persecuted
World
April
War
We commemorate the days
1945 when American and Allied Troops liberated
Nazi death camps.
The tragedy
took place
our life time. We share the wounds
the
survivors. We recall the pain only because we must never permit
come again.
Our spirit
strengthened
remembering and our hope
our strength.

Governors, mayors, educators, librarians, Catholic, Protestant and Jewish theologians, military person
nel around the world and private citizens have in ever-growing number joined the Council in observance
of these annual Days of Remembrance.
As an integral part of the commitment to remember, the United States Holocaust Memorial Council
has undertaken a number of activities over the years to broaden public understanding of the Holocaust,
to encourage preservation of artifacts and documents, and to expand Scholarship and teaching about the
Holocaust.
In October of 1981, the Council sponsored the International Liberators Conference at the Department
of State in Washington, D.C. Official delegations came from the Jewish Brigade; the countries of Belgium,
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Polish People's
Republic, Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the U.S.S.R. and the United Kingdom. In addition there
were World War II veterans from every state in the Union who had served in divisions that helped
liberate Nazi concentration camps.
Elie Wiesel, Founding Chairman of the Council, welcomed the conference participants:
Thirty-six and seven years ago, we experienced together a moment of destiny without parallel, never to
be measured, never to be repeated, a moment that stood on the other side of time, on the other side of
existence. When we first met at the threshold of a universe struck by malediction, we spoke different
languages. We were strangers to one another. We might as well have descended from different planets,
and yet a link was created between us. A bond was established. We became not only comrades, not
only brothers. We became each other's witnesses.

%
*

Soldiers of the 3rd United States Infantry (The Old Guard) carry
ing the divisional colors of the U.S. Army units that liberated
the Nazi death camps; U.S. Capitol ceremony marking the Days
of Remembrance. [Photo credit: USHMC)
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A book based on the conference, The Liberators of the Nazi Concentration Camps — 1945, was
published by the Council in 1987.
The Council created the Eisenhower Liberation Medal to honor the American soldiers and those who
helped liberate the Nazi concentration camps in 1945. The medal has been presented during Days of
Remembrance national ceremonies to United States Army General John. Wickham,
General (Ret.)
Lawton Collins, Lieutenant General (Ret.) William W. Quinn, Lieutenant General (Ret.) John Gavin,
former Master Sergeant Raymond Stone (serving under General Gavin), now Mayor
Coeur d'Alene,
Minority
addition,
presented
Idaho.
the medal has been
Senate
Leader Robert
Dole.
also was
given
Murrow, both
Fred W. Friendly and posthumously
Edward
whom broadcast
the world
what they saw while covering the liberation
Nazi concentration camps.
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caust Memorial Museum's "Wall
the over one million Jewish children murdered by the Nazis.
|Photo credit: USHMC)
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Two other international conferences
"The Other Victims: Non-Jews Persecuted
the Nazis" (1987)
Humankind, Rescuers
and "Faith
Jews During the Holocaust" (1984)
have been sponsored
the
Academy-Award-nominated film and
Care,
Council. The Courage
Book-of-the-Month Club
volume
the same title, have been published
result
the Rescuers conference.
outgrowth
Additional films have been produced, such
To Bear Witness,
the International
Remember, film which describes the United States Holo
Liberators Conference, and the Campaign
caust Museum.
The Council's Education Department has published The Directory
Holocaust Institutions (1988).
The Department annually sponsors writing contest
the Holocaust for high school students. Further
more, nationwide Holocaust study program has been developed for students from
years
age.
painting pictures
express their feelings
messages
The program encourages these young students
placed on
6,000
on tiles after completing Holocaust course
instruction. As many
the tiles will
Remembrance, memorial for the more than
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum's Wall
one million Jewish children murdered
the Holocaust. Additionally,
exhibition for teaching children
Washington,
about the children
the Holocaust has been installed
the Capital Children's Museum
D.C., through the 1988-89 academic year. Plans are
transport the exhibition
progress
cities across
the nation.
Benjamin Meed, survivor
The Days
Remembrance programming
under the leadership
the
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising and Abraham Foxman, child survivor from Poland.

U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum

The United States
Holocaust Memorial
Museum

º*
President Reagan and Holocaust Memorial Council Chairman,
Harvey M. Meyerhoff dedicate the cornerstone of the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum. |Photo credit: USHMC)

The cornerstone for the

U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum was dedicated by President Ronald Reagan
Memorial Council Chairman Harvey M. Meyerhoff on October 5, 1988. Speaking
before a crowd of 1,300, which included Holocaust survivors as well as Cabinet members, Senators,
Congressmen and diplomats, President Reagan said:
and U.S. Holocaust

is

one place the greatest array
information and knowledge on this necessary subject.
good will are united
and
Americans
the challenge.
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Some people say evil of this degree is incomprehensible. They say we will never understand
comprehensible. Indeed, we must comprehend
think they are wrong. ... believe the Holocaust
We have no choice; the future
mankind depends upon
To fulfill that mission, the museum
will study the history
the Holocaust, provide
invaluable resource for researchers, and bring
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American troops who liberated concentration camps saw things no human eyes should ever see.
But
we
America remain strong
we hold fast and true
the conviction that, yes, there are
things worth fighting for, there are things worth dying for, and we will heed the call
we must
—humans will never suffer so, nor will others
called upon
save them from such suffering.

Design of The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum,
presently under construction on the National Mall ||Photo
credit: USHMC)

Memorial Museum is being built on 1.7 acres of federal land adjacent to the
National Mall between the Washington Monument and the Jefferson Memorial.
The Museum, scheduled to open in 1992, will include a hexagonal-shaped memorial Hall of Remem
brance in addition to permanent and changing exhibitions which will tell the history of the Holocaust. A
vast archive for scholarly research, a 100,000 volume library and an interactive learning center will
comprise some of the museum's educational programs.
As Congressionally mandated, the Campaign to Remember is actively under way to raise funds from
private sources for constructing, equipping, and endowing this world-class educational institution.
Harvey M. Meyerhoff, Council Chairman, in his address at the Cornerstone Ceremony, said:

The

U.S. Holocaust

is an American monument to brotherhood, a teaching museum that proclaims the value of
understanding and equity. It deals with the unspeakable yet we must speak of it because it hap
pened. . . . It will deal with events that took place far from these shores, but they are events which
continue to have enormous meaning for the citizens of the United States.

This

In the words of George Santayana, Spanish-born American philosopher: "Those who forget the past are
condemned to repeat it." It is the commitment of the members of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council to
remember the Holocaust, to tell the story accurately, and to teach its lessons for the sake of future
generations so that no other peoples at any other time or place will experience such a human tragedy.
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D. Use of This

Observance Guide

This Department of Defense Guide for Commemorative Observance has been developed to assist in
the design and conduct of a wide range of programs for the Days of Remembrance of the Victims of the
Holocaust. It is suggested that project officers and planning committees review the contents of this
Guide as an initial step in the planning process. You will find that it contains useful background
information plus many tools and materials which will prove of great assistance in your efforts.
Many of the resources listed in this Guide are available through local military sources or local
libraries, schools, and other agencies. They are also available for rental or purchase through the
League of B'nai B'rith; 823 United
International Center for Holocaust Studies; Anti-Defamation
Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017-3560. In addition, a complete listing of materials can be obtained
free of charge by writing to the Center.
While repetition in this guide has been kept to a minimum, some passages do appear more than once.
This is the case where it was felt that replication enhanced the value of individual sections of the
Observance Guide. By way of example, some of the readings contained in the Sample Ceremony are
included in the appropriate resource sections as well. Project officers should pay special attention to
quotations from the 1979 Report of the President's Commission on the Holocaust, the document which
helped give foundation to many of the national efforts of remembrance now in place. While passages from
this Report have been included in a number of sections, each selection includes excerpts from sections of
the Report specifically applicable to the subject area under discussion.
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3.

Materials for Project Officers
Suggestions for Planning
Commemorative Observances for
the Days of Remembrance of the Victims of the Holocaust
or

a

to

I

ceremony are planning and
ensure successful program
coordinating. Planning in detail and coordinating with command and support offices are critical
— from the very first discussion of a program through the closing of the historical file.
This DOD Observance Guide includes a great deal of material to assist in the planning and conduct of
Holocaust Observances. The tools in this section are provided as examples which should prove useful to
the Project Officer and his or her Planning Committee.
It is suggested that planners make use of locally available resources in planning a Holocaust
Observance. Members of the staff, library personnel, and people in the local community (to include
Holocaust survivors) may be anxious to assist in the planning and/or conduct of an observance. Some
survivors or their families may want to help in some way without actually participating in the ceremony.
While some commands may choose to schedule ceremonies in chapel space, chapels are not necessar
ily the most appropriate settings. Although chapel services may supplement command observances,
Days of Rembermbrance Programs are command functions which support equal opportunity goals and
ethics/values training. Maximum participation should be one objective.
As with all programs of a professional nature conducted on or with the assistance of a military
installation, the planning process for a Days of Remembrance Observance must be conducted in a
meticulous manner, and preferably with the use of milestones and detailed checklists. The following
sample documents should be adjusted to
local needs and situations
that the resulting program
appropriate for the military audience and setting
school,
be
CONUS installation,
an
ship
overseas station,
aboard
Sea.
at

a

or
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Whe two most important elements
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Project Officer Planning and Coordination Checklist
a

in

or

3.

Verbally apprise your commander, chief
appropriate super
staff,
your general plan. Obtain essential planning guidance from this
visor
discussion.
Compose rough draft
each
the following documents:
Publicity releases announcing event.
of

b. a.

a

of

of

of

or

a

of

to

2.

Determine availability
facilities
accommodate the programs].
Reserve facilities on tentative basis. Consider back-up facilities

4.

or
in

of

of

to

or

1.

Date

organizations (e.g., Public Af
Contact appropriate installation/local
fairs; Morale, Welfare and Recreation
similar organization; command
Section; Staff Chaplain, etc.)
compare calendar
events for installa
tion/command activities during the time frame being considered for
your preliminary plans and
this observance. Inform staff members
look for interface with other local activities planned for the observance
(either on the installation
the local civilian community).

c.

of

Commemorative observance program outline.
possible guest speakers, including name, title, address, and
List
background information.
d.

of

Brief description
desired and/or planned event[s](e.g., auditorium
ceremony, exhibits, luncheon with speaker, panel, audio-visual pre
sentation, etc.).

of

Estimated funds required for program.
Introductory message (i.e., first draft

to

what you are
to

to

the Commander, summarizing

your commander (or the person
Present the proposal
reporting). Obtain additional guidance.

will

whom you

Upon approval by the commander/responsible official, proceed with
scheduling
Planning Committee Meeting. This
the program
meeting should result
the assignment
tasks
committee
members. Keep minutes
these meetings and send copies promptly
Committee members.

to

to

of

of in

a

by

6.

letter

be

5.

i.

Memo
planning.

welcoming remarks).

proposed keynote speaker.

or to

h.

g.

f.

of

of

e.

desired planning committee showing proposed mem
assignment (e.g., Personnel, Public
Affairs, Equal Opportunity/Social
Actions, Chaplain, Military/Se
curity Police, etc.).
bers and their organizations

Letter

of

of

to

is

It

of

to

to

be

to

of

in

it

is

Accomplished

Checklist Items

Structure

in

necessity, general
Note for the newly-appointed project officer: This checklist
nature.
Nevertheless,
based on extensive experience
the planning and conduct
wide variety
expected that you and your
commemorative observances within the Department
Defense.
requirements,
committee will need
tailor this checklist
meet local
conform with command
guidance, and
consistent with command
installation standing operating procedures. Items
the following checklist are not necessarily accomplished sequentially.
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Contact

Notts

7.

Ensure Planning Committee members cover all aspects of the obser
vance. It is recommended that detailed checklists be developed. Many
of the following categories may be applicable:
a. Funding requirements established and/or approved.
b. Desired advertising of the programs
tions to be sent.

including any special invita

verify in detail what is needed
c. Facility acquisition/confirmation;
(e.g., flags in stands, chairs for stage, lectern, restrooms, etc.).
d. Arrangements for
e.

Color/Honor Guard.
Initial contact with keynote speaker.

f.

Written invitation to speaker.

g.

Musical support (including coordination with the Color Guard).

h. Audio-visual

materials for program.

i. Audio-visual

support.

j. Photographic support.

k. Signing (i.e., interpreter) support for hearing impaired guests.
1.

Special support for physically handicapped guests.

m. Exhibit materials.

if required).

n. Reception arrangements (including refreshments,
O.

Luncheon/panel

arrangements.

p.

Program design and printing arrangements (including

time

con

straints).
q. Biography and photograph of speaker[s]

and other special guests.

Transportation requirements (to include meeting of speakers and/or
special guests).

r.

Support for conduct of program (e.g., use of a Command Post with
telephone, distribution of programs, greeting and accommodation of
stage party, escorts for special guests, seating of special guests, etc.).
S.

Secure advance copy of speaker's presentation

applicable).
to

formulated, send copies
your com
When complete package
mander/commanding officer (and other individuals,
required).
is

of

publicity coverage
over, obtain copies
When the observance
programſs],
include articles with pictures
installation
community activities.
of

to

10.

of

if

is

.

.

(if

t. Decide on and arrange to obtain appropriate presentation items (e.g.,
plaque, certificate, souvenir items, etc.) for speaker(s) and other special
participants.

the
and

11. Compile comprehensive

in

at

of

to

After Action Report (looseleaf format recom
mended)
assist planners
similar programs
the future. Report
should include
least the following:
of

of

a.

planning and implementation
Narrative summary
the obser
learned,
pitfalls, success stories, and recom
vance. Include lessons
mendations for future observances.
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b. List of all Planning Committee members, organizations and phone
numbers, and tasks each member performed.
c.

Minutes of all Planning Committee meetings.

d. Copies of any printed materials used (e.g., programs, invitations,
tickets, press releases, parking permits, etc.).
e.

Copy of any special invitation list used.

f.

Copy of all correspondence

(sent or received)

related to the

observance.

materials of potential value to planners of similar
programs in the future (e.g., articles from installation and other local
newspapers, summaries of expenditures, useful memoranda and notes,
photographs or contact prints, videotape or audio-tape, seating plans
and stage layouts).
g. Miscellaneous

12.

Initiate action, as required, to ensure that appropriate individuals are
recognized for their contributions. File letters of appreciation and any
special recognition recommendations as part of the After Action
Report.

13.

Finalize formal After Action Report for submission to next higher
headquarters.
(Service input to DoD will be used to compile DoD
report to USHMC.)
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Generalized Sample Correspondence

Memorandum For
Subject:

(Refer to your Service directive on correspondence preparation)

Commemorative
Holocaust

Observance for the Days of Remembrance of the Victims of the

In 1980, Congress enacted a law establishing the United States Holocaust Memorial Council.
Congress directed the Council to recommend appropriate ways for Americans to observe the Days of
Remembrance of the Victims of the Holocaust as an annual national commemoration, and to encourage
appropriate activities throughout the United States.
This year, the Council has advised that the Days of Remembrance will be observed during the week of
(see footnote)
. The Secretary of Defense traditionally writes the Service Secretaries and
encourages them to join in observing the Days of Remembrance through appropriate local ceremonies.
Your participation in the
's observance this year would greatly enhance the
program. We would appreciate your [making opening remarks [delivering the keynote address]
|introducing the keynote speaker||introducing our special guests to the audience].
|This paragraph may be applicable.] We propose to invite
as the guest
speaker. He/she is the

|brief identification of Speaker

-

Her/his biography

[approving office]
and photograph are attached. The
has been appraised of this
proposal and approves. If you concur, please sign the attached letter of invitation to
hours at
The observance is scheduled for
[date]
at
We recommend you host a reception immediately following the ceremony.

NOTE: The United

Request your concurrence.

States Holocaust Memorial Council (USHMC) announces the dates for observance
each year. By way of example, the 1989 observance is scheduled during the week of Sunday, April 30
through Sunday, May 7, 1989. The USHMC traditionally establishes a week, from one Sunday to the

following Sunday, for each annual observance.
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Suggested Ceremony Outline

Name of Installation/Command Observance for the Days of
Remembrance of the Victims of the Holocaust
(see Section 4 for a complete sample ceremony)

Time
1. 1440-1500

Pre-Program Concert

2. 1501-1504

Welcoming Remarks

3. 1505-1507

Presentation of the Colors

4. 1508-1510

National Anthem

5. 1511-1515

Invocation

6.

TBD

Introduction of Special Guests (may include remarks)

7.

TBD

Musical Interlude, audio-visual program, and/or selected reading

8.

TBD

Introduction of Guest Speaker and Keynote Address

9.

TBD

Responsive Reading

10.

1550-1553

Benediction or Closing Remarks

11.

1553-1555

Retirement of Colors

Notes
1. The times shown are typical, and should not be considered as constraints. However, time of day
scheduling and the overall length of a program should meet local requirements in order to facilitate
maximum attendance (including commanders and other senior personnel). Experience has shown that
successful commemorative observances in the Department of Defense can be conducted in slightly less
than one hour.

2. The sequence of events (without the minute-by-minute time summary) may be transferred to the
printed program for the observance. It is customary to include names of participants and their titles on
the program itself.
3. Other optional elements might include
reading materials, etc.

a

moment of silence, candle lighting, distribution

selected

4. The abbreviation

TBD means “to

be determined.”
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Program Recommendations
In addition to a central command ceremony, actions and programs during the annual Days of
Remembrance might include:
newspapers. Background articles may include
• News articles in base/post/installation/command
excerpts from this Guide, announcements of local observances, and command-specific or location
specific material.

• Daily Bulletin/Weekly

Bulletin/Plan

• Exhibits and displays, including
Remembrance.

of the Day notes.

bulletin

board/gate plaque announcements

of the Days of

• A moment of silence observed throughout command, and publicized in advance. The scheduled
sounding of a fire bell or siren can be used to signal the beginning of the moment of silence.)
• General Military Training (GMT) or Command Information presentations. Command observances
may be designated as training sessions.
• Officer/enlisted school sessions or Professional Military Education classes stressing ethical and
moral lessons/challenges of the Holocaust in terms of personal responsibility and military leadership.
• Presentations in DoD schools (DoDDS and Section 6) and other schools supporting military instal
lations. In addition, students might be encouraged to enter the annual essay contest sponsored by the
United States Holocaust Memorial Council.
• Special prayers in worship services, including consideration of interfaith worship services. Special
services for Holocaust Memorial Day (Yom Hashoah) are another possibility.
• Screening of Holocaust-related films/documentaries
television systems.

at installation

theaters

or over closed circuit

• Repetitive showings of relevant audio-visual materials throughout the week (in accordance with a
publicized schedule).

be

to

detail.)
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Note: Some unique programs proved very effective at a particular installation in recent years. For
example, the New Jersey Army and Air National Guard support an annual State observance at the site of
the Liberation monument depicted on the cover of this Guide. The United States Naval Academy
incorporated a talk by a most eloquent Holocaust survivor into a chapel program. Fort Monmouth
invited local school children to a performance of Brundibar (The Evil Organ Grinder; A Musical
Fairytale), with the New Jersey State Opera Orchestra playing the music which originated in Theresien
stadt (Terezin), a concentration camp. Fort Belvoir included active and retired members of its military
community (including Holocaust survivors and spouses) in selected readings as part of
commemora
silence, special exhibit during the Days
tive observance. Pentagon observances included
moment
Remembrance, one-hour central program with guest speaker, and
series
audio-visual showings
throughout
(Beginning
required
provide
1989,
small auditorium
the week.
DoD
After
Report
Days
Action
the
Remembrance
the United States Holocaust Memorial Council
for
subsequent inclusion
the Council's annual report
the Congress. DoD will require Service input
compile
order
annual report. Observances which prove especially effective may
described

Sample News Release
Post/Base/Installation
|Name of Organization Hosting Event]
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During the National Day of Remembrance of the Victims of the Holocaust, a special observance/
ceremony/program (other) will be held at location and time). [A description of the program may be
included, as appropriate.]
The Holocaust was an event contemporaneous in large part with World War II — but separate from
trains,
fact, Nazi plans for "extermination" and genocide often took precedence over the war effort
personnel, and materiel needed
the front were not allowed
diverted from death camp
assignments.
1979,
Presidential Commission described the Holocaust
the systematic,
of

of

a

as

of

of

bureaucratic annihilation
six million Jews
the Nazis and their collaborators
central act
state
during the Second World War,
night descended, millions
other peoples were swept into this net
death."
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National efforts
remember the Holocaust can
traced back
the actions
General Dwight
Eisenhower, Supreme Commander
Europe. When his troops liberated the death
the Allied Forces
forgotten.
camps,
vowed that the memories
the horror
and his soldiers witnessed would not
position
give
His writings show that
first forced himself
visit the camps, "in order
tendency
ever,
charge these
first-hand evidence
these things
the future, there develops
allegations merely
'propaganda." Taking
stand against this possibility, General Eisenhower
requested that members
Congress and leading American newspaper editors come
Europe
see the
"indescribable horror" for themselves.
U.S. efforts
remember the Holocaust can
seen
continuation
these early efforts. The
United States Holocaust Memorial Council (USHMC), established
1980 by Public Law 96-388,
coordinates an annual, national civil commemoration
the Days
Remembrance
the Nation's
capital
and coordinates local commemorative programs and ceremonies throughout the United
States.
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1984, the Secretary
Defense encouraged the Military Services
create appropriate annual
part
observances
the national effort. We were reminded
the fact that was our Nation's military
they liberated the camps. Observances were
forces which first witnessed evidence
the Holocaust
conducted cognizant
the fact that members
the Nation's military must remember both the dreams
Americans stand for and the nightmares we stand against. Since that time, programs have been held on
ships and installations throughout the world during this annual eight-day period. |Dates
the current
included,
year's Days
Remembrance may
shown on next page.]
[Specifics about the program
observance and other background information may
included.
Further, the current year's Secretary
message on Holocaust
Defense/Service Secretary memo
quoted.
may
appropriate
identify key participants such
observance can
the senior officer
officiating and principal guest speakers.
could
useful
include other material
interest
the
invited, include that fact.
local military and Department
Defense civilian population.
the public
Also include
contact person/office and telephone number for additional information.]

Planning Calendar for the Days of Remembrance of the
Victims of the Holocaust
The Days of Remembrance
Sunday. The following dates
subject to confirmation

are observed each spring from one designated Sunday to the following
are provided for planning purposes. Each year the dates of observance are

by the United States Holocaust Memorial Council.

1989

30 April-7 May

1990

22-29 April

1991

7-14

1992

26

1993

18-25

1994

3-10 April

1995

23-30 April

1996

14-21

1997

4-11 May

1998

19-26

April

1999

11-18

April

2000

30 April-7 May

April

April-3 May
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April

April

4.

Sample Ceremony for Days of Remembrance

The following sample ceremony has been provided as a model for use during the Days of Remembrance
of the Victims of the Holocaust. It is meant to be a flexible instrument which can be adapted according
to the special needs of each post/base/installation.
The readings in this sample ceremony may be
replaced or augmented with selections from the text of this Guide.
There is a wide variety of music suitable for performance in commemoration of the Holocaust.
Certainly appropriate music could be chosen from traditional sources for the ceremony. The Holocaust
itself however, has inspired numerous original musical works which should be considered, ranging
from Simple songs to full orchestral arrangements. A complete listing of available Holocaust-inspired
music can be obtained in David M. Szonyi, The Holocaust: An Annotated Bibliography and Resource
Guide, which is readily available from the International Center for Holocaust Studies of the Anti
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith in New York City.

Sample Ceremony
1.

Pre-Program concert: optional.

2. Welcoming Remarks/Introduction.

Sample Remarks
On

7

October 1980, the United States Congress enacted Public Law 96-388, establishing the United

States Holocaust Memorial

Council (USHMC).

In addition to other responsibilities, the USHMC coordinates the annual, national commemoration
of the Days of Remembrance of Holocaust Victims (traditionally held in the U.S. Capitol Rotunda),
and encourages local Days of Remembrance observances throughout the United States.
With USHMC support and encouragement, local civilian ceremonies will be held this week—during
this year's National Days of Remembrance — throughout the nation, in every one of the fifty States.
Since 1984, ceremonies for the Days of Remembrance have been held on military ships and stations,
Mindful of the fact that it was our nation's military forces which first witnessed evidence of
the Holocaust as they liberated camps — and cognizant of the fact that those of us in uniform must
remember both the dreams we stand for and the nightmares we stand against — the Secretary of
Defense has encouraged local commands to observe the Days of Remembrance, as part of our
country's national effort.
It is in pursuit of that goal that we welcome you to our ceremony today.
as well.

3. Presentation of Colors.
4. National Anthem.
5. Invocation.

Suggestion:
the following introduction by RADM J.R. McNamara, CHC, USN (Navy Chief of
Chaplains), to the U.S. Navy Chaplain Resource Board workbook, “Horror and Hope: Americans
Remember the Holocaust”:
Read

the Jewish people slowly made their way through the wilderness toward the Promised Land,
Aaron — first of the High Priests — witnessed the sudden and tragic deaths of two of his sons.
Moses, his brother, tried to make theological sense of the event, but Aaron could find no words.
“Aaronſ' according to the simple, yet eloquent testimony of the scripture, “was silent” (Leviticus

As

10:3).
25

Forty years have passed since the slaughter and horror that we refer to as “The Holocaust." Like
Aaron, many of the witnesses, the survivors, the relatives, found silence to be the only proper
response. Silence may have been the only response — for there were no words which could be
found to describe such indescribable events.
passage of time, words must be found — events must be confronted — and struggles to
draw lessons for our future must begin. Already some spread the lie that the Holocaust did not
occur at all, that it is a hoax of some sort, that no death camps or ovens or crematoria existed, that
no special effort was made to erase the Jewish presence from this earth.
Justice Robert H. Jackson, the U.S. Representative and Chief Counsel for European War Crimes
Trials, anticipated such an eventuality. On 6 June 1946, he wrote to President Truman, “Unless we
write the record of this movement with clarity and precision, we cannot blame the future if in
days of peace it finds incredible the accusatory generalities uttered during the war. We must

With the

establish incredible events by credible evidence”
Our nation, and our military personnel, were among those who liberated the death camps. We
know the truth. And now our country has reaffirmed its commitment to remember the
Holocaust, to ensure that it will not be forgotten: to vow that it will not happen again.
6. Introduction
7.

of Special Guests.

Musical Interlude; Audio-Visual Program; and/or Selected Readings.
Sample Selected Readings — some or all of the following selections may be read by command
representatives, chosen in advance. (Other readings can be found in this Guide):

Historical Background:
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The Holocaust was the systematic, bureaucratic annihilation of six million Jews by the Nazis
and their collaborators as a central act of state during the Second World War; as night des
cended, millions of other peoples were swept into this net of death. It was a crime unique in the
annals of human history, different not only in the quantity of violence — the sheer numbers
killed — but in
manner and purpose
mass criminal enterprise organized
the state
against defenseless civilian populations. The decision
Europe:
kill every Jew everywhere
.
.
.
.
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an

of

or
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The following words were found scratched on the walls
hid from the Nazis who would take their lives:
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target for death transcended
the definition
Jew
boundaries
distinguished from their subjugation,
The concept
the annihilation
an entire people,
all-pervasive govern
was unprecedented; never before
human history had genocide been
ment policy unaffected
territorial
economic advantage and unchecked by moral
reli
gious constraints
The Holocaust was not simply
throwback
medieval torture
archaic barbarism but
thoroughly modern expression
bureaucratic organization, industrial management, scientific
achievement, and technological sophistication. The entire apparatus
the German bureau
cracy was marshalled
the service
the extermination process

Cologne, Germany, where Jews

I believe

in the sun,
it is not shining.
I believe in love,
even when I don't feel it.
I believe in God,
even when He is silent.
even when

The Reverend Martin Niemoeller, a pastor in the German Confessing Church, spent
in a concentration camp. He wrote the following words:
First they came for the communists,
and I did not speak out —
because I was not a communist.
Then they came for the socialists,
and I did not speak out —
because I was not a socialist.
Then they came for the labor leaders,
and

I

seven years

Then they came for the Jews,
and I did not speak out —
because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me —
and there was no one left
to speak out for me.

did not speak out —
I was not a labor leader.

because

The following words come from the book, Man's Search for Meaning, written by Victor Frankl:
in the concentration camps can remember the men who walked through the huts
comforting others, giving away their last pieces of bread.
They may have been few in number, but they offer a sufficient proof that everything can be
taken from a man but one thing: the last of his freedoms — to choose one's attitude in any given
set of circumstances, to choose one's own way to die.
We who lived

The following words come from Anne Frank's

July

1944:

all

diary. They are dated 15
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my ideals, because they seem
It's really a wonder that I haven't dropped
absurd and
impossible
carry out. Yet Ikeep them, because
spite
everything Istill believe that people
simply can't build up my hopes on
are really good
heart.
foundation consisting
confusion, misery, and death.
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wilderness,
can see the world gradually being turned into
hear the ever approaching
thunder, which will destroy
too, can feel the sufferings
millions and yet,
look into
the heavens,
think that will
come out right, that this cruelty too will end, and that peace
and tranquility will return again.
the meantime, must uphold my ideals, for perhaps the time will come when shall
able
carry them out.
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Eisenhower, Supreme Commander
On April 12, 1945, General Dwight
the Allied Forces
Europe, wrote the following words
George Marshall, his Chief
describing
letter
Staff
his first visit
one
the camps liberated by U.S. forces:
The things saw beggar description.
The visual evidence and the verbal testimony
starvation, cruelty, and bestiality were
overpowering
leave me bit sick.

‘propaganda'.
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thirty naked men killed
starvation, George
one room, where there were piled up twenty
Patton would not even enter. He said he would get sick
he did so.
position
give first-hand evidence
made the visit deliberately,
order
these
things
ever,
charge these allegations merely
the future, there develops tendency

of Guest Speaker, followed by speakers message or remarks.

8. Introduction

Suggestion:

The speaker's remarks can

be based on themes and readings from this Guide.

9.

be A

of

1).

Alternative Suggestion:
In place of a prepared speech, have someone read selected portions from this Guide, such as the
reading
broadcast by Edward R. Murrow or the news release by Fred Friendly (From Section
the Background Information for Resource Personnel and Project Officers also could
used here.
Responsive Reading.

that

a

so

in

be

printed
program, and read “responsively”
ſcan
reading consecutive sections):

—

Sample
leader and the attendees take turns

in

as

“Lord, Give Us Strength"
Lord,
we gather today,
We pray for courage, and for strength.

to

When we remember the evils
the past,
The innocents tortured, maimed, and murdered,
We are almost afraid to make ourselves

And

in

in

so

be

forget.
remember. But we are even more afraid
We ask for wisdom, that we might mourn,
And not
consumed by hatred.
That we might remember,
and yet not lose hope.
We must face evil—
And,
doing, reaffirm our faith
future good.
We cannot erase yesterday's pains,
But we can vow that they will not have been suffered

vain.

so, we pray:

us

—

—

to at
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For those who were given death,
Let us choose life
for
and for generations yet
come.
For those who found courage
stand against
evil
often
the cost
their lives
carry on their struggle.
Let
vow
We must teach ourselves, and our children:
to

To learn from hate that we must love,
To learn from evil
live for good.

by

Benediction.

a

provided

as

Rotunda,

is

suggestion.

Lord our God
help
pray
us

as

us

us

—

our ceremony ends,
might
begin.
that our service
And keep
from forgetting the difference.
Keep
from feeling too good
about what we say and do today,
for words are not enough,
28
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Chaplain Arnold
Resnicoff, U.S. Navy,
The following benediction, which was delivered
Remembrance,
the 1987 National Civic Commemoration
the Days
the U.S. Capitol

O

10.

and it is far too easy to recall
gigantic evil done by others,
yet miss the link to seeds of future horror
in our own lives:

in apathy, in the careless racial slur,
in blindness to a neighbor's wound,
or deafness to his cry....
And yet,
let us take some pride — and hope —
in what we do today,
for sometimes, words can pave the way:
Songs and prayers
can bear witness to the good

within us still;

can give dreams a voice —
a call which might be, must be, heard,

to give direction to our lives.
So, from the Holocaust, we learn:
when we deny humanity in others,
we destroy humanity within ourselves.
When we reject the human, and the holy,
in any neighbor's soul,
beast,
then we unleash the
and the barbaric,
in our own heart.
And, Since the Holocaust, we pray:

if the time

has not yet dawned
when we can all proclaim our faith in God,
then let us say at least
that we admit we are not gods ourselves.
If we cannot yet see the face of God in others,
then let us see, at least,
a face as human as our own.
So long ago
the Bible taught that life might be
a blessing or a curse:
the choice is in our hands.
Today we vow:
the curse will be remembered.
But our prayer must also be:
to fight despair;
to find the strength, the courage,
and the faith,

to keep alive the dream
that — through us and through our children
the blessing might still be.
11.

Retirement of the Colors.
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General Eisenhower's let
Chief Staff George
12, 1945

General Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Supreme
Commander of the Allied
Europe, 1945
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Marshall, April
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sick he did so. made the visit
deliberately,
position
order
give first-hand evidence
these things
ever,
the future, there develops tendency
charge these allegations merely

ter

it

I
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am certain,
any other time
that have never
experienced
equal sense
shock.
visited every nook and cranny
the camp
position
my duty
because
felt
testify
from then on
first hand about
these things
case there ever grew up
assumption that “the
home the belief
stories
Nazi brutality were just propa
my visiting party
ganda.” Some members
through
go
were unable
the ordeal. not
only did
but
soon
returned
Patton's headquarters that evening
sent
communications
both Washington and
London, urging the two governments
send
instantly
Germany
random group
newspaper editors and representative groups
from the national legislatures. felt that the
immediately placed be
evidence should
fore the Americans and British publics
fashion that would leave no room for cynical
doubt.

however,

saw beggar description
The
visual evidence and the verbal testimony
starvation, cruelty, and bestiality were
overpowering
leave me bit sick.
one
room, where there were piled up twenty
thirty naked men killed by starvation,
George Patton would not even enter. He said
he would get

Up that
only generally

decency.

time had known about
through secondary sources.

in

of

The things

every shred

of

disregard

of

II.

The United States and the Soviet Union fought
together as Allies in World War
1944-45,
the armies
the two countries moved toward
Germany from opposite directions. The Ameri
can Army moved East across Germany toward
early 1945. As the troops progressed
Berlin
they liberated scores
concentration camps.
Soldiers
all ranks were amazed and horrified
what they saw.
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saw Eisenhower go
the opposite end
the
road and vomit. From distance saw Patton
bend over, holding his head with one hand

ill.

suggested
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and his abdomen with the other. And

soon

General

I

—Lewis H. Weinstein, Lieu
tenant Colonel and chief
of the Liaison Section of

I to
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day
saw my first horror camp.
was near the town of Gotha. have never felt
able
describe my emotional reactions
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General Eisenhower with American soldiers viewing corpses
Ohrdruf, 1945. |Photo credit: YIWO)
the victims
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be

Eisenhower that cables
sent immediately
President Roosevelt, Churchill, DeGaulle,
urging people
come and see for them
selves. The general nodded, then stuck out
his hand and said, “You and Hoge did good
job
pushing me
come. Weinstein, you're
persistent
all hell, and was pissed off, but
you were right. never would have believed
that this was possible”

to

when first came face
face with indisputa
ble evidence
Nazi brutality and ruthless
of

General Eisenhower’s

staff, April, 1945
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from all the countries the Germans had been
in.
seems that every time they went into
country and occupied
they would literally
strip the country
all the commodities and
ship
back and this evidently was one
the
depots where all these supplies were stored,
commodities, foods, primarily wines
all
sorts in the baskets and all. remember was
impressed by the fact that there was enough
food there
feed the entire countryside. Of
course, we “liberated” lots
cases. The
liquor we took out with
and the wines and
remember taking cans
Sardines
and
having trouble opening them. But
any rate,
in contrast to what we found when we went

Our men cried.

it
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combat unit.
We'd been to
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We were a
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as

far
the eye could see. We later were told
there were approximately five
six thou
sand inmates
whom just
handful were
able
ambulate. All the others had either
been shot down or were in an advanced state
emaciation. Even though they were work
ing
the factory they'd
herded through
through
gate,
the
the town into the under
ground factory and herded back again like
they
cattle. No food was given
them and
hunger that's where they lay. The
died
guards would stack them
these rows. And
or

a

of

to
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we came into the one end
the camp. We
discovered later that that machine gun fire
was the last German troops pulling out,
indiscriminately
machine-gunning anyone
who was still able
stand on their feet, any
one
the prisoners
the camp. But there
these, because when we
weren't too many
actually got into the camp through the bar
bed wire, we saw row upon row
bodies just
stacked like cordwood maybe five feet high

was in there. We more or less broke in. They
were unattended. There were no guards or
anything. The Germans were pulling out
before us as we kept moving along. We got
into these warehouses and it was an astound
ing sight. They were each approximately
eight to ten stories high, and each floor had a
different food commodity on
far
the
boxes, say, tins
eye could see. Thousands
salmon, would
one, Sardines
another.
Another floor had chocolate ... chocolate
as

at

all
what we
were going
find. When we came
the
Source
this big, heavy odor, we had gone
through the factory, through the town and
now on the other side of the town here was
Nordhausen, the camp.
had barbed wire
fences and all. We had no concept
what
we'd find there. We heard machine guns fire

closer, about three
miles from the town, we came across oh,
maybe eight to ten huge warehouses set on a
field. We could see these from a great distance
away and as we got closer we went to these
warehouses and were amazed to find what

of

of

a

We had no knowledge

As we kept moving in

in

really

warehouses and yet three miles away there
were people eating horses' heads, because
that's all they had. People, who literally had
not eaten
been given water for weeks
at time.

food were killing the inmates, whose
shrunken stomachs, unaccustomed to nour
ishment, simply could not tolerate food.
David Malachowsky's commander, General
Terry Allen, quickly assessed the horrendous
situation at Nordhausen. Instead of pursuing
the Germans, he ordered his men to stay on
in Nordhausen and save human lives. “So...
everybody dropped their guns and became
medics for four, or five, maybe six days.” Only
after the living were helped, the dead were
buried and the camp was bulldozed, did the
liberating units continue their drive towards
the Elbe.
— Yaffa Eliach, Holocaust
scholar

be

That's what

bugged me. Here was all this food stocked

in

into Nordhausen

David Malachowsky, a sergeant with the
329th Medical Battalion and liberator of
Nordhausen, realized like many other med
ics, that their candy, chocolate and canned
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—American liberator, in
the words of poet Bar
bara Helfgott Hyett
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we'd never, ever
seen anything
like this.

I

I

of

southern France,
Sicily, Salerno,
the Battle of
the Bulge, and

microcosm of the entire world and each one
those nationalities had Jewish representa
tion.
other words, remember talking
someone who looked about, oh, would say,
just, just old and emaciated.
turned out
be seventeen year old Jewish girl. We spoke
Yiddish, too, remember this very vividly.
And she kept asking for water, “Wasser!' But
we had learned by then
we give them water
orally
would kill them.

if

I

it

—David Malachowsky, Staff
Sergeant, VII Corps, 104th
Infantry Division, 329th

The first thing we saw after the barbed wire
entanglement that we went through was,
like, cordwood stacks, but as we got closer we
saw they were human beings, were bodies,
totally emaciated, many of them naked, no
clothes. The ones that had clothes had the
striped uniforms which we learned after a
while were the typical uniforms of the con
centration camps. The ones that were naked
were just bones. I have pictures that I took
which I look at once in a while to remind me
it actually happened. Just bones. Eyes
all
you saw were wide, huge eyes because the
sockets were shrunken and I just can't de
scribe
The thing that really bugged me was

pany

Our hospital went into Buchenwald about
two hours after the Germans had left. The
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the legs
arms. One could see all the bones
the thoracic cage, the ribs were very
prominent.
the inmate took off his shirt
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first sight that greeted me when entered the
camp with my operating room truck was
horse and wagon. And
looked into the
contents
the wagon, could see was filled
with human bones. One could recognize the
humeri, the femurs, the spinal bones and the
pelves and skulls
many
the deceased
prisoners who had been
the camp. Where
this wagon was going really did not know,
but was horrified
this sight.
had studied German literature while an
undergraduate
Harvard College.
knew
about the culture
the German people and
could not, could not really believe that this
was happening
this day and age; that
the
twentieth century
cultured people like the
Germans would undertake something like
this.
was just beyond our imagination.
Many the people were asking about their
kinfolk, brother, father,
mother
and
wanted
know what happened
the rest
many cases,
the family. Unfortunately,
most of the members of their families had
perished
Buchenwald concentration
camps
other similar camps. Most
the
inmates had signs
malnutrition. Those
who had been
the camp for longer periods
time showed more intense signs
mal
nutrition. That meant very little skin on the
face, sunken bones, eyes, eyeballs sunken
their eye sockets, very little muscle tissue on

bodies were lying there stacked up, but when
we saw movement, like three bodies down,
arm was moving, you realized that among
these people, there were living people who
were
these piles. So immediately we got
pull out the
separate, trying
work trying
ones that were alive and that's when we
give them
realized that we're gonna have
Being
medical attention.
with the medics
untangle them,
left half my platoon there
get them on litters. Meanwhile other groups
came up, other medical battalions and units;
infantry men dropped their rifles, dropped
their guns and began sorting these people
out.
took the first load of trucks and
ambulances back
our clearing station,
about mile
out
town from the camp
station, for the
where we had set up
handling
primarily
soldiers,
wounded
those who'd been hit
battle. But we
stopped all that and began taking care
them from medical standpoint. These were
all political prisoners and they were lumped
together indiscriminately. We ran across
Poles, Russians, Frenchmen, Spaniards. You
just seemed
though
name
was
in

D

Medical Battalion Com
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entire countryside... for miles around.
And yet, when we asked these people in the
town, the civilians, a couple of days later,
how could they permit such things to exist,
they said they did not know there was a camp
like that next to them. They were just
townspeople who minded their own busi

I

In

of

that's what we found when we came through
the gate. The stench was coming from this
area. This was the smell that covered the
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you could see the spinal column very, very
prominently. The mental disturbance of the
inmates was very, very apparent. Many of
them did not realize the significance of
having been liberated. Many of them spoke to
us and said that they were ordered that
morning to go on a forced march and they
were sure they were going to be shot at that
time, because they had heard rumors that the
Americans were approaching. The Germans
left in a hurry and the inmates were free and
wandered about without any purpose,
aimlessly, not realizing fully that finally they
had been liberated.
—

Human beings. These
are human beings. No cheeks.
No muscles in the chin. Only
skin and lips like paper tapes,
men thrashing like animals
but less graceful, begging —
But your clean American hands
don't want to touch them,
alive with lice. Stinking.
Still, you have to. So you think
of the twenty thousand others
for whom things have to be done
and before you can lift a finger
another thousand are dead and you
don't feel anything except

Dr. Philip Lief, Captain
First Army, 3rd Auxiliary
Surgical Group

Jesus Christ Jesus Christ Jesus Christ.

—American liberator, in
the words of poet Bar
bara Helfgott Hyett

There were three ovens that had cast-iron
doors on them, and I just didn't have the heart
to look inside and I knew the bones were all
charred and things like that were in there,
and I just didn't want to look inside.
We looked at the gas chambers but we
really didn't know what they were for, we
saw them there but we really couldn't com
prehend what they really were for.

—Alex Schoenberg, Private
First Class, 90th Infantry

Division

Crematoria, Bergen-Belsen,1945.[Photo credit: YIVO)

When we saw

Not, Oh Jesus,

the ovens,
silent.

not, What is
this? Not,
What have we

Not

done?

We Were
a word
spoken, not
a single
expression.

—American liberator, in
the words of poet Bar
bara Helfgott Hyett

American liberators of German concentration camps found the dead
and the dying. Sometimes, as with these prisoners, they found
survivors who stared at them with haunted and almost uncom
prehending stares.
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Gypsies, and others. had been told
this
young man that most
the Jews had been
exterminated.
We saw the whole works. The cre
matorium ... There was
fellow there who
spoke English—a young fellow
and he must
have been
student before being incarce
rated. He walked around with us. And as we
people
walked looked
different things
defecating
the holes
the ground, there
just
dignity
were no tissues, no sense
window,
ahead. Someone retching out
where they had been encapsulated
such
large numbers
small space
the bar
racks. saw clothing,
must have been baby
clothing that they had piled up for their own
—
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and fifty children. Children
prisoners. Polish children.
Czechoslovakian children.
can't remember what did
after saw the children.
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Sergeant,

the children's cell block,
the bedding, the clothing,
the floors besmeared with
dysentery, could
months
put my fingers around their
upper arms, their ankles,
so little flesh. Two hundred
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183rd Combat Engineer
Battalion
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war! Why wasn't
dealt with? Why
did nobody scream and shout, “Stop!” They
never did. And we saw the laboratory where
they were experimenting on different people,
and the parts
the body. And then there was
the torture chamber, and you could see the
stains
the blood on the stone, and on the
They
wall.
even had the instruments. Some
of them were still there.

into the

But when we came on the scene
was less than 20,000. And we talked
him
and he said that the Germans got rid
political prisoners first. They were really
frightened
them, and then they began
systematically work on Jews. Jews had high
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residue
the ovens
the rib cages, the
try
skulls. And
was
hard
believe
understand why. What did these people
that merited this kind
treatment? And
boggles the mind when you think that
had
gone on for almost ten years before we got

terms
how deep that hit me because
felt
up;
that pushed
aside. sort
covered
didn't want to deal with that.
was too
traumatic. And like most people, you have
security blanket, some way
find some kind
insulate yourself from the horror. And
pushed
away, and
sort
never talked
about
at all.
There were those survivors who hadn't
been there very long, who were much more
healthy. But then
got
those who had
probably been there for some time
who
had gone through the tortures and the de
humanizing kind
things. There was
variety there, you might call
smor
young fellow who was
gasbord.
talked
there who spoke very good English. He said
that
first the camp had held something like

priority for extermination.
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all
of

guess. Then we saw the cre
later
matorium where the dead bodies were out
side, stacked up like cordwood, and we went
into the crematorium and you could see the

use,

encountered
the age
19. When
walked in saw what should be considered
human beings, that had been reduced
the
point where they were just merely surviving.
called them the walking dead, because felt
they had reached the point
no return.
We all expressed horror. We were aghast
what we saw. How deep that feeling was
say.
hard
cannot even speak for myself,

to
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wounded. Many of us came very close to
losing our lives during that period. But we
had no knowledge, and our first encounter
came one day when we were asked to go to a
place outside of Weimar, Germany. It wasn't a
mission of battle, it was just to go. And we
came to this place, which was somewhat like
a security place, a place you might see in any
urban center that was a prison. But we were
totally unprepared — at least I was, for what I
encountered when I went into Buchenwald.
The outside was very beautiful. It was in a
suburban-type community, the grass was
well manicured and cared for. And then you
go inside, and then
sudden the stark
horror
all strikes you. And that's the way

300,000.

by

We had gone through the Bulge, we had seen
the horrors of war: death, people who were

–American liberator, in
the words of poet Bar

course

bara Helfgott Hyett
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and were dead. Some uttered “essen" (food);

There was an area near the Elbe River called
Gardelegen, a small town. It was just another
area, nothing special. Outside of the town
there was a red barn and it veered with the
wind. And there was smoke coming up from
this and, somehow, it didn't look right, so it
was examined and it was found that there
were over a thousand people, dead, in this
place. Dead! What happened was, the SS in
that town heard the American guns, they
heard us coming, and they knew, as all the
way down the line they had known, that we
would be there. So, in this town, they decided
they wouldn't give the slave laborers the
satisfaction of surviving. So they herded all
the slave laborers from the town, over a
thousand, into this barn. And they set them
on fire, they put hay and gasoline in there,
and if anyone tried to get out, they were
machine-gunned. So there were a thousand.
Now here were men who had been through
some very fierce fighting. Men who had been
in tanks that were torn open, pieces of metal
ripped right through them. They had seen all
this, had been through everything, had been
burning in tanks, tanks are very flammable; a
lot of them, a lot of men had burned to death.
All kinds of horrors these men had been
through, beyond everything. But this wasn't
war. This goes beyond: “you hit him, he hits

(which seemed like bags around them) beg
ged for food and were given soup and warned

to eat slowly. One living corpse was on a
blanket. His mouth and lips were swollen,
and had sores and pus. He tried to talk and I
understood him to say in broken German and
Yiddish that his brother had been murdered
the day before. A medical captain ordered
him to be handled with extreme care and fed
intravenously. But it was too late, in a few
moments the living corpse was dead. After
the doctor returned, the medical aides cov
ered the body with an army blanket. Then I
became physically sick; but I stood erect and
tried to give the appearance of being cool and
hardened.
In one building I saw boxes of soap that I
was told came from human bodies. In the
camp commander's office were piles of
human hair, gold dentures and teeth, eye
glasses, Small boxes of jewelry and pocket
notebooks, rings, some with parts of fingers,
and earrings with the flesh of ears. Almost
filling a small building next to the gallows
and the whipping table were corpses, thrown
together like dead animals in a slaughter
house.

This was total horror.

– Ben

Berch,

Class,

Private First
102nd Infantry

Division, 701st Tank

—

Battalion

The medical units, including my ambulance
entered Ohrdruf as it was being liberated; one

Lewis H. Weinstein, Lieu
tenant Colonel and chief of
the Liaison Section of Gen
eral Eisenhower's staff,

April,

medic was wounded by enemy fire, but not
seriously. We saw evidence of the horror:
thousands of bodies thrown into shallow
pits, hundreds of others stacked like cord
wood or thrown about at random in buildings
or sheds or along the roads. Emaciated, pu
trefied, covered by insects, flies, maggots,
they created unbearable stench. All around
me I saw the consequences of barbarism,
appalling atrocities and monstrous slaugh
ter-houses.
Human beings were dying before our eyes.
One moment they were slow-moving, living
skeletons; the next moment they collapsed

1945
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of
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When the German SS troops guarding the
concentration camp at Gunskirchen heard
the Americans were coming, they suddenly
got busy burying the bodies of their victims—
or rather, having them buried by inmates —
and gave the prisoners who were still alive
what they considered an extremely liberal
food ration: One lump of sugar per person and
one loaf of bread for every seven persons.
Then, two days
before we arrived, the SS
left. All this Ilearned from talking
inmates
the camp, many
whom spoke English.
Driving up
the camp
our jeep, Cpl.
35
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you.”

others just held outstretched arms. I saw the
tattooed numbers on their arms. The medical
staff, officers and men were working with
tense fury, without respite, efficient. Pris
oners in their pajama-like striped suits

through their eyes the gratitude, the joy they
felt
the arrival of Americans.
at

DeSpain and I first knew we were approach
ing the camp by the hundreds of starving, half
crazed inmates lining the roads, begging for
food and cigarettes. Many of them had been
able to get only a few hundred yards from the
gate before they keeled over and died. As
weak as they were, the chance to be free, the
opportunity to escape was so great they
couldn't resist, though it meant staggering
only a few yards before death came.
Then came the next indication of the
camp's nearness — the smell. There was
something about the smell of Gunskirchen I
shall never forget. It was strong, yes, and
permeating, too. Some six hours after we left
the place, six hours spent riding in a jeep,

—Captain J.D. Pletcher, 71st
Division Headquarters
of

The other Americans now

so

came out
their
tanks, too, and we shook hands overcome
with joy. Only now were we free again, after
long; now
we had yearned for freedom for
no one would take this away again.

—Heinz Heger, survivor

where the wind was whistling around us, we
could still detect the Gunskirchen smell.
It had permeated our clothing, and stayed

with

us.

the place, the smell,
was the most startling of all. It was a
smell made up of all kinds of odors — human
excreta, foul bodily odors, smoldering trash
fires, German tobacco
all mixed together
heavy dank atmosphere,
thick,
muddy woods, where little breeze could go.
The ground was pulpy throughout the camp,
consistency
churned
warm putty by

Of all the horrors of
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Weimar.
heard the name before. My
conjured
up all sorts
eye
images.
mind's
quickly ascertained the directions and drove
high speed
Weimar and then
the

it

Camp.
by
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the large

the main gate, was struck
German inscription "Arbeit
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to

served
American Army
Chaplain with front-line combat troops across
Europe, attached
8th Corps Headquarters.
On what must have been the most unforget
my life, while racing eastward on
table day
the Autobahn,
learned from some officers
that our forward tanks had entered the Con
centration Camp called Buchenwald, outside

touch an American,
touch the
kiss our arms perhaps just
make
sure that
was true. The people who
couldn't walk crawled out toward our jeep.
Those who couldn't even crawl propped
themselves up on an elbow, and somehow,
through all their pain and suffering, revealed
to

to

During WWIII

say that almost every inmate was insane with
hunger. Just the sight
an American brought
cheers, groans and shrieks. People crowded

around

75

SS

of

of
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It

As we entered the camp, the living skel
etons still able to walk crowded around us
and, though we wanted
drive farther into
the place, the milling, pressing crowd
wouldn't let us.
not an exaggeration

jeep,

to

in

April 15, 1945. Corpses
the barn-inferno near Gardelegen, Ger
many. Russian, French, Polish, and Jewish political prisoners were
herded into the barn and forced
sit on gasoline-soaked straw
troopers ignited. The atrocity was exposed when
which Nazi
Ninth U.S. Army troops captured the Gardelegenarea, miles west
Berlin, before the Germans had time
remove the evidence.
|photo-credit: U.S. Signal Corps photo ETO-HQ-45-33059, YIVO)
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feet, mud mixed
thousands
and urine. The smell of
Gunskirchen nauseated many
the Ameri
cans who went there.
was smell I'll never
forget, completely different from anything
I've ever encountered.
could almost be seen
and hung over the camp like fog
death.

with
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the milling
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perhaps,

woe, asking me over and over, "Does the
world know what happened
us? What will
happen now? Where will we
from here?"
go to

of

macht frei." I drove through the gate into the
open "Appel Platz," and there I was in
Buchenwald, so soon after the first columns
of American tanks rolled through and liber
ated that dungeon on April 11, 1945. I did not
know where to go first. A young army lieu
tenant recognized my insignia and approached

—Chaplain (Captain)

Herschel Schacter, 8th
Corps, Third US Army,
American Rabbi and
liberator

He urged that I follow
him to see the Crematoria. As long as I live I
shall never forget that scene that is indelibly
engraved upon my heart and mind. I slowly
approached the site of the huge ovens, from
which the smoke was still curling upward. I
could smell the stench of charred remnants of
human flesh. There were literally hundreds of
dead bodies strewn about, piled high waiting
to be shoveled into the furnaces, which were
still hot. I stood riveted to this scene for what
seemed like an eternity, tormented within the
searing agony, until I finally tore myself away,
my eyes burning from the smoke and even
more so from my inner rage.
I walked back from the Crematoria toward
the endless rows of barracks still dazed by
what I had just seen. I wondered whether
there were any Jews still alive in the Camp,
me most reverently.

The Americans

entered Dachau and disco
the horrific scenes that have burned
themselves into the memories of the world.
photographers
The armies brought
take
pictures
the atrocities, then they left the
camp
they had found it—with the dead
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Green
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Is

Jewish
asked me over and over again,
true?
over?"
went from barracks
barracks
throughout the whole area called "small

H.

Now, the first concentration camp that
my new duties [as adviser on Jewish
affairs
General Eisenhower] was Dachau.
want to make
clear that
did not visit
liberation,
shortly thereaf
Dachau upon

I

it

its
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I

that was reserved for special brutal
treatment
Jews. As moved about, bands
Jews were now following me pouring out tales

of

camp"

or

visited

to in

"Is

In

a

—Rabbi Irving
berg, author

incredulously
to it

of

to

The more brave among them approached
me, touched my army uniform, examined the

I

it

to

to

to

were not totally insen
plight
sitive
the
the survivors. They
brought with them their own supplies
food
and rations, which they freely gave
the
D.P.s, but the foods were fat and rich, too fat
and rich for the survivors' digestive systems.
After extended starvation, the body must
built up again gradually.

The Allied soldiers

mystery.

of

of

D.P.s died from this neglect.

and bones, half-crazed more dead than alive.
How they miraculously survived is still a

I

in
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a

their systems.
When the D.P.s came down with typhus
and dysentery (the two most widespread dis
special barracks;
eases), they were taken
was surrounded by barbed wire, and there
were almost no nurses, healthy prisoners,
trained personnel
take care
them.
high-fever stage, typhus leaves the patient too
weak and sick
feed him
herself. Many
ness

ies of shelves—just raw planks of hard
wood—from floor to ceiling, were hundreds of
men and a few boys strewn over scraggly
straw sacks looking down at me out of dazed
eyes. I shouted in Yiddish "Shalom Aleichem
Yiden, Ihr sent frei. Ich bin an Amerikaner
Rav . . . [Greetings, Peace, Jews, you are free. I
am an American Rabbi.) There they were
looking at me out of their big eyes, haunted,
crippled, paralyzed with fear, emaciated, skin

insignia,

in

left
their discovered places. The
prevent the erst
soldiers locked the gates
while prisoners from spreading infection and
disease
the German population and the
Allied soldiers. The survivors were mostly too
bury the bodies. Within
sick and too weak
they
great
week's time
were dying
numbers from the contagions they caught
from the dead and from the cumulative weak
bodies

until we found the "kleiner lager." I walked
into one of the dilapidated, filthy, foul
Smelling barracks and there again I was Smit
ten by an indescribable scene. There on a ser

Chaplain's

to

vered

ter. Yet, when I did visit Dachau, it had not as
yet been prettied up. The corpses had been
removed and buried, and the sick had been
taken to hospitals, and those who were com
paratively well, even though suffering from
the effects of malnutrition and from various
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The Supreme Commander
the
[General Eisenhower] has
ordered that all atrocity victims
buried
public place and that the cemetery
given
given
the same perpetual care that
all
military cemeteries. Crosses will
placed
to

be
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at of

the head
the graves
Christians and Stars
David
the head
the graves
Jews.
"A stone monument will
set up
memory
these deceased. Protestant, Cath
olic, and Jewish prayers will
said
for
these victims
we lay them
rest and
commit them into the hands
the Heavenly
Father
the hope that we will not again

so

.
.
.

be

as

went from the gas chamber into the next
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into the mouths
the furnaces, into which
the bodies were shoveled, one after the other,
and burned in the fires.

be

of

it
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preference.

Allied

area, which was the crematorium, and looked

faced with such barbarity."

—Chaplain (Major) George
Wood, US Army, Divi
sion Chaplain, 82d Air
borne Division, Ameri
can Minister

to

to

B.

My attention was suddenly caught by some
sacks that looked like potato sacks standing
the side
the crematorium. went over
the sacks
see what they were. On the front

I
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was estimated that
fourth
them were Jews.
on every fourth cross
the imprint
the Star
David. was scene
shall never forget
[My homily stated that
the custom
Chaplains
the United States army through
Corps
ensure proper and decent burial
any deceased person whether
civilian
soldier, friend
religious
foe, according

a

to
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these dead, but

it,
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at

ceremony
|We held
Woebbelin for the
atrocity] Among
mass burial
200 victims
[present]
the civilians
there was much weep
ing
identify any
was impossible

it,
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—Chaplain (Major) Judah
Nadich, US Army, Ameri
can Rabbi, adviser on
Jewish affairs to General
Eisenhower

looked
the inside
the door, and
saw
thousands
scratches upon
scratches that
must have been made
the fingernails
many men and women and children because
the scratches covered the entire door from
high up all the way down
low position.

of

so

of

to

my palm and ground
into my palm
that
might never forget what had seen there.

anteroom to the gas chamber, and the ante
room had some hooks for the hanging of clo
thing, with a large sign in German on the door
leading into the gas chamber itself reading
"shower bath." I went through that door into
the gas chamber and tried to imagine what it
must have been like to have been packed like
sardines into that area and suddenly to have
begun smelling the gas that was to take away
one's life.
One cannot really imagine
because one
cannot put oneself
that position. But then

I

of

plunged my arm into one
the sacks up
the elbow and pressed the "fertilizer," the
my hand into
human ash, with the fingers

victim and the victim was torn apart. That
was my introduction to what I was to see later
in Dachau.
I moved on in the camp and came to the

at

to

race].

that these kennels were for guard dogs who
were deliberately kept famished, and a pri
soner in the camp, for some infraction of the
rules, in some cases not even for an infraction
of the rules, was tossed into that enclosure.
The dogs were let loose to leap upon the poor

of

to

in

to
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I

other conditions in the concentration camps,
had been moved to displaced persons camps.
When I came into Dachau, I saw soon after
entering a large enclosure in which there
were dog kennels. In my naivete, I thought
that the dog kennels must have been kept for
the pets of the German officers of Dachau.
I was soon disillusioned when I was told

them was stamped

I I

fertilizer, and looked into the sacks and what
saw there
soon realized was human ash
that had been taken from the furnaces
the
crematoria, ready for shipment
German
farms
order
make the soil more fertile
grow more crops for the Herrenvolk |master

the German word for
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soldiers, witnesses to the horror
included journalists — and another future

were human beings. Their crime was not
being a German.

Besides

President.

–Fred Friendly, noted jour

We saw the cremation room there. Details of

nalist,

Jews worked here every day. It was their job to
shovel hundreds of gas victims into the
ovens. Each oven was approximately coffin
size, but capacity was listed at six bodies.
They used Jews for this detail because they
were certain to die anyhow. And the Nazis
did not want the thousands of other prisoners

dispatch, May 24,

1945

to

...

tell you what you would have
with me on
Thursday.
pleasant listening.
will not
you are
you have no appetite
lunch
good
hear what Germans have done, now
time
switch off the radio, for propose
tell you
Buchenwald.
on small hill about four miles outside
Weimar, and
was one
the largest con
Germany. And
centration camps
was
built to last....
looked out over that mass of men
the
green fields beyond where well-fed Germans
German, Fritz Kersheimer,
were plowing.
came up and said, “May show you around
Permit me

to If
to

I

A

I

We saw cell blocks in which men lived, if
such a word may be used for such conditions.
For purposes of description, let us say the cell
blocks resembled the tar paper barracks we
had in the States, but just half their size.
Normal capacity of these blocks was 300
human beings. It was so crowded they had to
sit up all night. Their latrine facilities were
just outside. They could not stray far from
the cells or they would be shot. Often, after a
year or so, they didn't even bother to use the
outside latrines.
We saw their hospitals. There were two of
them. One held 90 patients and was ultra
modern. This one they showed important
visitors. The other hospital held 5,000. Wards
were just like the prison blocks, except there
were bunks in tiers five high.
In each bed were five human beings, each
sick, half of them dying from malnutrition.
Each had lost from 50 to 100 pounds. Their
legs had lost all control and looked like heavy

to

exposed to the weather, hot or cold.

it
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to know about their “future” lest their work
in the quarry lack spirit.
We saw the initial arrival point for new
prisoners to Mauthausen. Here they were
stripped and chained to a wall for 24 hours,
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seen and heard had you been
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the camp? I've been here ten years.” An
Englishman stood
attention saying, “May
introduce myself? Delighted
see you. And
can you tell me when some
our blokes will
along?” told him, “Soonſ" and asked
happened
see one
the barracks.
occupied by Czechoslovakians.
When entered, men crowded around, tried
lift me
their shoulders. They were too
weak. Many
them could not get out
bed.
was told that this building had once stabled
horses; there were 1,200 men
five
bunk. The stink was beyond all descrip
There was

a

tion....

German trailer which must

contained another 50 [bodies], but
wasn't possible
count them. The clothing
heap against the wall.
was piled
appeared that most
the men and boys had
starvation; they had not been ex
died
ecuted. But the manner of death seemed
unimportant
murder had been done
Buchenwald. God alone knows how many
men and boys have died there during the last
years. Thursday
was told that there were
more than 20,000
the camp; there had
many
60,000. Where are they now?
been
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ropes. Their toilet was their bed. There were
running sores on many of them. Sometimes
Nazi surgeons ended their misery by squirt
ing gasoline against their hearts.
We saw their bodies, hundreds of them.
Prisoners said at times there were thousands
laying around camp. We saw them piled up
big and little piles of dead.
like cordwood
All of them were emaciated and discolored
and covered with insects and worms. These
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—From Edward R. Murrow's
CBS Radio Broadcast from
London, April 15, 1945
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Days
Ceremony,
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Ronald Reagan

go

Remembrance
April 30, 1981
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My

sister was burned.” This
what you hear all
story
the time...
Auschwitz was told
me by Helen
and her last name she didn't
remember. She was
Czechoslovak. When
the women were given the chance
and
work elsewhere
the work zones like Ham
fact,
burg, mothers with children were,
given the choice between their lives and their
children's. Children could not be taken
along. Many preferred
stay with their
children and face certain death. Some de
got
cided
leave their children. But
around amongst the year old children that
they were left there they would
once
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and mother were burned.
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her baby. The man took the baby and saw that
had been dead for days, black
the face
and shriveled up. The woman went on beg
ging for milk. So he poured some on the dead
lips. The mother then started
croon with
joy and carried the baby off
triumph. She
stumbled and fell dead few yards (away)...

“My father

In

worth
thousand words.
World War
not
only do we have the survivors today
tell
firsthand, but
World War
was
the
military and assigned
post where every
week we obtained from every branch
the
service all over the world the combat film
that was taken by every branch. And we
edited this into secret report for the general
staff. We had access to and saw that secret
report. And remember April '45. remember
seeing the first film that came
when the
war was still on, but our troops had come
upon the first camps and had entered those
camps. And you saw, unretouched
and no
way that
could have ever been rehearsed
what they saw
the horror they saw
remains with me
confirmation
our right
rekindle these memories, because we need
always
guard against that kind
tyranny
strengthened
and inhumanity. Our spirit
by remembering and our hope
our
strength.

allowed near
was entirely guarded
liberty,
men and women. The first night
many hundreds
people died joy. Next day
some men
the [British] Yeomanry arrived.
The people crowded around them, kissing
their hands and feet
and dying from
weakness.
Corpses
every state
decay were lying
around, piled up on top
each other
heaps. One women came up
soldier who
was guarding the milk store and doling the
children, and begged for milk for
milk out

in I

by

I went to Belsen. The Wehrmacht is not

if

a

ordinated destruction and escape; destruc
tion from above by the bombers, and from
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know that there
say that the
Holocaust was invented, that
never hap
pened, that there weren't six million people
whose lives were taken cruelly and need
propa
lessly
that event, that all
this
ganda. Well, it's the old cliche that picture
in

of

Patrick Gordon-Walker,

Oxford historian and BBC
commentator, 1945

to

How beautiful was
see squad
squadron
ron after
burst from the sky, drop
bombs, destroy the buildings, and kill also
members of the Herrenvolk.
Those bombardments elevated our morale
and paradoxically, awakened probably some
hopes
surviving,
escaping from this hell.
our wild imagination we also saw coordi
nation between the Allies and the indeed
Small underground movement
the camp,
with which was
touch. We imagined co
and dead.
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between
children and their mothers. One child was
angry that though the mother changed her
mind and stayed and died, the child would
not talk to her...

I'm horrified today when

to

to

be

at
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gassed. There were terrible scenes

are actually people now trying

to

enjoy the
lose, only expected
destruction
the big factory which we were
building for the I.G. Farben Industry....
The happy feeling didn't change also after
bomb, and
the Americans indeed, began
obviously we had casualties too
wounded
of

nothing

it
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work, and the German soldiers
We ceased
and civilians ran to the shelters ....We had
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little strength you have on killing us. Seek
solace, not hate. Seek out your children. They
need your love. They need to give you theirs.
Stop killing. Stop
But wait. Wait. These men are wearing
strange uniforms. They are not German
Hungarian. They are unfamiliar. And there

our hands, while escaping, even if we had to
be living bombs — to be killed.

Lindenbaum:

Shalom

it.

—

red flag—red, red.
What
red?.

is

a

is or

statement on the Ameri
can bombings of Ausch
witz, September 13, 1944

As

the Americans and other Allies were liberat
ing the concentration camps in Western Europe,
the Russian Forces, which were marching East
toward Berlin, were liberating the camps in
among them
Europe,
Poland and Eastern
Auschwitz.
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—Isabella Leitner, Ausch
witz survivor

And

there were

bones. God,
there were bones, all
over the place,

wherever you
looked, like
pebbles,

Primo Levi, Italian-Jewish
chemist and writer, Aus
chwitz survivor

wherever you
stepped there
were

little

bits of bones.

trucks, ammunition

carriers, blood
soldiers—worn,
dying, on horses, on feet, pitiful, not brave,
just spent, wretched looking. They have no
nationality, no politics, no ideology. They are
just battle weary and worn. Who are they?
What do they want from us? Why don't they

—American liberator, in
the words of poet Bar
bara Helfgott Hyett

soldiers, bedraggled

love? Men, you need care.

is

of
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have never since heard sounds like those
we uttered, sounds released from the very
depths
our being. The sheer force
must
have scattered the ashes
Auschwitz
every corner
the universe, for our cries
joy suddenly turned into bitter wail: "We are
liberated! We are liberated! But where are they
all? They are
dead!"

To us they seemed wonderfully concrete
and real, perched on their enormous horses,
between the grey of the snow and the grey of
the sky, immobile beneath the gusts of damp
wind which threatened a thaw.

go home and get bandaged

single garment

frost and snow
eastern Germany and run
joy. Shrieks
toward the troops. Shrieks
pain. Shrieks
deliverance. All the pent-up
hysteria accumulated over years
pain and
terror suddenly released.

mon grave, the first of our room mates to die.
We tipped the stretcher on to the defiled
snow, as the pit was now full, and no other
grave was at hand: Charles took off his beret
as a salute to both the living and the dead.
They were four young soldiers on horse
back, who advanced along the road that
marked the limits of the camp, cautiously
holding their sten-guns. When they reached
the barbed wire, they stopped to look, ex
changing a few timid words, and throwing
strangely embarrassed glances at the sprawl
ing bodies, at the battered huts and at us few
still alive.

spattered

we are liberated!

wearing only

each, we all surge out into the brutal January

camp about midday on 27 January 1945,
Charles and I were the first to see them: we
were carrying Somogyi's body to the com

Tanks,

we are

a

Barefoot,

The first Russian patrol came in sight of the

—

are

.
.
.

We

.
.
.

.
.
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is

Red
not German, red
Russian.
We are
we are—What? What are we?

with gauze and
spend the

Do not
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We, the rescued

From whose hollow bones death had begun to
whittle his flutes,
And on whose sinews he had already stroked
his bow —
Our bodies continue to lament
With their mutilated music.
We, the rescued,

The nooses wound for our necks still dangle
before us in the blue air —
Hourglasses still fill with our dripping blood
We, the rescued,
The worms of fear

still feed on us.
Our constellation is buried in dust...
We, the rescued,
Beg you:

Show us your sun, but gradually.
Lead us from star to star, step by step.
Begentle when you teach us to live again.
Lest the song of a bird,
Or a pail being filled at the well,
Let our badly sealed pain burst forth again
and carry us away
We beg you:
Do not show us an angry dog, not yet

–

It could be, it could be
That we will dissolve into dust –
Dissolve into dust before your eyes.

–

–Nobel Prize-winning
Nelly Sachs

The Reverend L.H. Hardman of Leeds and
father I.C. Morrisen of Dublin giving the last
Sacrament at a mass grave in Bergen-Belsen,
1945. |Photo credit: YIVO)

poet,
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Suggested Film for this Section
he Liberation

directed by Irmgard von

based on the conditions they discovered
and the testimony of a handful of survivors.
(Length: 60 minutes) Distributed by National
Center for Jewish film, Brandeis University.

film

Zur Muhlen. When Allied Russian
troops liberated Auschwitz in January

February 1945, they shot fifty-five minutes of

For Reflection
1. Can you imagine yourself an American
soldier in 1945 liberating one of the German
concentration camps? How would you have
felt? How would you have acted?
2. Many of the American liberators say that
although they had been through “the Bulgeſ"
through “fierce fighting” “burning tanks”
“deathſ" and “horror” that the concentration
camps were different. “This wasn't war," said
one liberator, “This goes beyond...” What did
this liberator mean? How were the camps
different from the “horror” they had already
witnessed as American soldiers in World War II?
3. General Terry Allen directed his men to

came medics for. . . maybe six days' recalls
Sergeant Malachowsky. Why did this American
general decide that helping the living, and
properly burying the dead, took top priority?

stay on at Nordhausen to save human lives
rather than continue their drive toward the
Elbe. “Everybody dropped their guns and be

to

of

a

5.

...

...

4. How would you have felt toward the
townspeople who said they “did not know there
was a camp next to themſ" in Nordhausen, even
though “the stench... covered the entire coun
tryside
for miles aroundſ” and even though
the concentration camp prisoners were "herded
through the gate, through the town into the
factory and herded back again like cattle?”
Do you think the liberators needed
special kind
courage
confront the con
centration camps? How do you think the experi
ence might have affected their lives?

Further Reading
Yaffa Eliach and Brana Gurewitsch,

The Liber
ators: Eyewitness Accounts
the Liberation
Concentration Camps (New York: Center
for the Holocaust, 1981).
Extensive interviews with American liber
ators, photographs included.
Barbara Helfgott Hyett,
Evidence: Poems
the Liberation
Nazi Concentration Camps
(Pittsburgh: University
Pittsburgh Press,

in
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Tribute
the American Soldiers and
Resisters Who Liberated European Jewry
(Simon Wiesenthal Center, California, 1985).
richly illustrated compendium
Ameri
Europe.
can liberator experiences

of

In

of

A

poems
collection
the voices
those
who liberated Nazi concentration camps
Europe. Based on the eyewitness testimony
of United States soldiers.
The Simon Wiesenthal Center, The Liberators:

1986).
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Section 2: The Horror
ecause

little children

at their mothers'

breasts were a great nuisance during the

shaving procedure, later the system was
modified and babies were taken from their
mothers as soon as they got off the train. The
children were taken to an enormous ditch;
when a large number of them were gathered
together they were killed by firearms and
thrown into the fire. Here, too, no one bothered
to see whether all the children were really dead.
Sometimes one could hear infants wailing in
the fire.
When mothers succeeded in keeping their
babies with them and this fact interfered with
the shaving, a German guard took the baby by
its legs and smashed it against the wall of the
barracks until only a bloody mass remained in
his hands. The unfortunate mother had to take

“Nazi and Child” by
Waldemar Nowa
kowski. Drawn in
Auschwitz, 1943.

to ashes took up no living space
Whether in some cases ashes
were used for fertilizer, I am not sure. They were
used as ground fill, and they were also indis
criminately stuffed into urns and sold as the
remains of their loved ones to the families of
political prisoners; not so the ashes of Jews —
there were hardly any loved ones left. Political
prisoners often arrived with the marking R.U.
(Ruckkehr unerwunscht), return undesirable.
The thousands of SS men and SS women with
their whips and vicious dogs saw to it that such
orders were carried out.
The fires of the crematoria soared without
letup twenty-four hours a day. At times the
chimneys cracked from overheating and had to
be reinforced with steel bands. Inside, their
duced

(Lebensraum).

this mass with her to the “bath.” Only those
who saw these things with their own eyes will
believe with what delight the Germans per
formed these operations; how glad they were
when they succeeded in killing a child with
only three or four blows; with what satisfaction
they pushed the baby's corpse into the mother's
aIII].S.

The invalids, cripples and the aged who could
not move fast were put to death in the same way
as the children. The ditch in which the children
and infirm were slaughtered and burned was
called in German the Lazarett [infirmary], and
the workers employed in it wore armbands with
the Red Cross sign.

walls were covered with human fat inches deep.
When the going was good that the gas chambers
and crematoria could not handle the volume,
people had to dig their own graves, undress for
clothing should not be wasted—and be machine
gunned; or bodies were tossed from the gas
chambers into ditches and incinerated on pyres
in the open air, permeating our nostrils with the
stench of burning flesh and bones. The soot
from the chimneys was constantly covering us,
as a last caress by those who had gone before us.
The flames of the crematoria were shooting
high into the air, covering the night sky with a
constant glow. The sun was often obscured by
the thick, choking smoke that spread a depress
ing cover over the already gray surroundings:
our gray Sack dresses, gray blocks, gray dust,
turning with the rain into gray mud under our
wooden clogs.

—Samuel Rajzman, survivor
of Treblinka
the concentration camps, of all the
camps, Auschwitz was the
extermination
crown of perverted imagination, the feather in

Of all

the cap of the master builders bound on efficient
extermination with an assembly line leading
from freight trains through gas chambers to
crematoria going full blast night and day, in sun
and fog. Production was kept up in order to
transform human beings from “parasitic con
Sumers” into consumer goods. Human hair,
bones and gold teeth served the German econ
omy well. Ground bonemeal was sold for the
manufacturing of superphosphates. Flesh re

—

Vera Laska,
historian.
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survivor,

She and two other women in camp Palamon
were put in charge of 30 children, all under 13
years of age, some quite small. They could give
the children only little food, but they tried to
cheer them up and give them hope that a better
future awaited them. One day the camp was
surrounded by German troops, armed with
guns. A horde of SS men rushed in and screamed

horizon, the sun was setting.
“Bare your heads!” yelled the head of the
camp. His voice was raucous. We were weeping.
“Cover your heads!”
Then the march past began. The two adults
were no longer alive. Their tongues hung
swollen, blue-tinged. But the third rope was
still moving; being so light, the child was still

alive...

that the children were to be dressed quickly and
taken out. To hurry the children, the soldiers
beat them. In the middle of the yard they made a
fire. When a mother tried to drag her child away,
they threw her with her child into the fire. The
rest of the children screamed in terror. Reas
surance was no longer possible. In the middle of
this turmoil our informant fell unconscious,
perhaps from the beating administered to her.
When she awoke, she was lying on a cement

For more than half an hour he stayed there,
struggling between life and death, dying in slow
agony under our eyes. And we had to look him

full in the face. He was still alive when I passed
in front of him. His tongue was still red, his eyes

not yet glazed.
Behind me I heard the same man asking:
“Where is God now?”
And I heard a voice within me answer him:
“Where is He? Here He is
He is hanging
here on this gallows...”
That night the soup tasted of corpses.

–

floor with other adults. The children were gone.
They had been herded into cattle wagons and
taken to Treblinka, one of the extermination
camps the Nazis erected in Poland

–Night,

—Judith Kestenberg, psychi
atrist who has worked ex
tensively with survivors

by Elie Wiesel,

sur

vivor of Auschwitz and
winner of the Nobel Peace
Prize, 1986

One day when we came back from work, we saw
three gallows rearing up in the assembly place,
three black crows. Roll call. SS all around us,
machine guns trained: the traditional cere
mony. Three victims in chains — and one of
them, the little servant, the sad-eyed angel.
The SS seemed more preoccupied, more dis
turbed than usual. To hang a young boy in front
of thousands of spectators was no light matter.
The head of the camp read the verdict. All eyes
were on the child. He was lividly pale, almost
calm, biting his lips. The gallows threw its
shadow over him.
This time the Lagerkapo refused to act as
executioner. Three SS replaced him.
The three victims mounted together onto the
chairs.
The three necks were placed at the same
moment within the nooses.
“Long live liberty!" cried the two adults.
But the child was silent.
“Where is God? Where is He?” Someone
behind me asked.
At a sign from the head of the camp, the three
chairs tipped over.
Total silence throughout the camp. On the

With the outbreak of the War, Nazi policy shifted from persecution
to internment of Jews in concentration camps.Throughout occupied
Europe, Jews were forced into ghettos which served as way stations
for the Final Solution. Here, terrified children are being rounded up
for deportation during the Warsaw ghetto uprising in April, 1943.
|Photo credit: YIVO)
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second murderer.

One of the most important medical projects
was the sterilization of women “unworthy of

reproduction" (fortpflanzungsun wurdige
Frauen). This was done by overdoses of X-rays.
The physician in charge was gynecology pro

Who sent her? We don't know — probably [chief
of Ravensbruck labor force Hans Pflaumn or
|camp physician] Winkelman. The third mur
derer. Now that she was among the ranks of the
condemned who kept her from fleeing? An
Aufseherin [supervisor] or one of the police?
Possibly both, possibly supervisor] von Skine or
Boesel. The fourth murderer. At Jugendlager,
Claire refused to swallow the poison prisoner
Salveguart had [been ordered to] give her, and
Salveguart, with the help of [military medics)
Rapp and Kohler, beat her senseless with a club

fessor Karl Clauberg from Konigshutte, who
functioned in Ravensbruck before coming to
Auschwitz in 1942. He used as his guinea pigs
women in their twenties, and between him and
his colleague, Horst Schumann, they sterilized
thousands of women. In other experiments,
women's organs were gradually injected with
jodipin, a substance called F12a and citobarium
diluted with water. Block 10 resounded with the
constant screams of these women. Many had
one or both ovaries removed; these organs were
shipped to Berlin for further research. The
women's blood was frequently taken, including
that of Jewish women. Other experiments con
sisted of castration of males and the artificial
insemination of females. The main purpose of
this research was to find the fastest ways of
limiting and eventually exterminating “inferior
races,” and to raise the birth rates of the “pure”
Nordic race. The directives came from Heinrich
Himmler, head of the SS. By the summer of
1943, Clauberg could proudly notify Himmler
that the time was near when with ten assistants
he could sterilize “several hundred, possibly
thousand women in a single day.” His rival
Schumann raised the ante to 3,000-4,000 per
day. All these experiments and others were fully
corroborated and documented by former pris
oners — physicians who had been witnessing

and finally killed her.
Claire was only one woman among 123,000–
one solitary agony. For this one victim, five
bands of murderers. And for all the others there
were the same assassins, or some like them;
every victim was

killed and rekilled.
cycle with

caught in a terrifying
waiting at every turn.
—

We were

all

an assassin

Germaine Tillion, histo
rian, survivor of Ravens
bruck

It was early spring when we began building a
soccer field on the broad clearing behind the
hospital barracks. The location was excellent:
the gypsies to the left, with their roaming
children, their lovely, trim nurses, and their
women sitting by the hour in the latrines; to the
rear
a barbed wire fence, and behind it the
loading ramp with the wide railway tracks and
the endless coming and going of trains; and
beyond the ramp, the women's camp....To the
right of the field were the crematoria, some of
them at the back of the ramp
others even
closer, right
the fence. Sturdy buildings that
sat solidly
the ground. And
front
the
crematoria,
small wood which had
be.
crossed on the way
the gas.
We worked on the soccer field throughout the
spring, and before
was finished we started
planting flowers under the barracks windows
and decorating the blocks with intricate zigzag
designs made
crushed red brick. We planted
spinach and lettuce, sunflowers and garlic. We
laid little green lawns with grass transplanted
from the edges
the soccer field, and sprinkled
them daily with water brought
barrels from
the lavatories.
it

to

a
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Claire, a sweet and shy young woman was held
great affection by her comrades, partly be
cause of her knowledge of poetry; I think she
was a professor of literature. My mother liked
her and often spoke to me about her. In March
1947 I sent an account of what I had learned
about her death to the others who had known
her: Do you remember Claire? First of all she
was cruelly bitten and mangled by a dog. Who
set the dog on her? We do not know, but he was
Claire's first assassin. She went then to the
Revier [hospital barrack] where she was denied
treatment. Who refused her? We don't know for
sure, probably [chief nurse) Marschall. The

in

in

on by

sur

...

–

them over the years.
—Vera Laska, historian,
vivor of Auschwitz

Her wounds did not heal and

she was sent to the Jugendlager [youth prison].
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Outside, the
went by shouting:
“Throw out all the dead! All corpses
outside!”
The living rejoiced. There would
more
room. Volunteers set
work. They felt those
who were still crouching.
“Here's One! Take him!”
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I
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to
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“Leave him. You can see perfectly well that

cried. “He isn't dead! Not yet!"
slap him
work
hard
could.
After moment my father's eyelids moved
slightly over his glazed eyes. He was
breathing weakly.

I

a

as

to

I

set

as

"No!"

—

...
in

Between two throw-ins
soccer game, right
behind my back, three thousand people had
been put
death.

of
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“You see?' cried.
The two men moved away.
Twenty bodies were thrown

1942

a

of
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it

—Taduesz Borowksi, Polish
journalist and poet who
was sent to Auschwitz in

its

out
our
wagon. Then the train resumed
journey,
leaving behind
few hundred naked dead,
deprived
burial,
the deep snow
field
in Poland.
in

I

seized me

he's dead!"
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The two gravediggers
collar.
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“Father! Father! Wake up. They're trying
throw you out
the carriage....”
He remained inert.

to I

it
in
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woke from my apathy just
the moment
my father. threw
when two men came
myself
top
his body. He was cold.
slapped him. rubbed his hands, crying:

of
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was the first time that season.

from one foot
another and,
wide arc,
goal.
returned
the
kicked
towards corner.
Again
rolled out into the grass. Once more
ran
retrieve
But
reached down,
stopped
amazement
the ramp was empty.
Out
the whole colorful summer procession,
not one person remained. The train too was
to

of

by
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I
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From all directions came cries: “Come on!
Here's one! This man next
me. He doesn't
move”

size
more and more people
freight
the
cars. And then
stopped. The people sat down on the grass and
gazed
our direction.
returned with the ball
and kicked
back inside the field.
travelled

gone.
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They undressed him, the survivors avidly
sharing his clothes, then two “gravediggers”
took him one
the head and one
the feet,
and threw him out
the wagon like sack
flour.

The men had taken off their coats, and their
white shirts stood out sharply against the green
the trees. The procession moved along slow

ing, growing
poured from

a

in

of

themselves up, throwing startled looks
around them.

the ramp. The ball went out and rolled all the
way to the fence. Iran after
and
reached
pick up, happened
glance
the ramp.
train had just arrived. People were emerging
from the cattle cars and walking
the direction
of the little wood. All could see from where
stood were bright splashes
colour. The
women,
seemed, were already wearing sum
mer dresses;

of

The train stopped
the middle
deserted
field. The Suddenness
the halt woke some
those who were asleep. They straightened

Just when the flowers were about to bloom,
we finished the soccer field.
From then on, the flowers were abandoned,
the sick lay by themselves in the hospital beds,
and we played soccer. Every day, as soon as the
evening meal was over, anybody who felt like it
came to the field and kicked the ball around.
One day I was the goalkeeper. As always on
Sundays, a sizeable crowd of hospital orderlies
and convalescent patients had gathered to
watch the game. Keeping goal, I had my back to

—from Night, by Elie

Wiesel, survivor, author,
and Nobel Peace Prize
Laureate
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Suggested Film for this Unit

N:

ight and Fog, directed by Alain Resnais
a 1955 French film with English
subtitles. A brutally graphic, artistic
depiction of life and death in Auschwitz. It
combines ghostly scenes of the abandoned
camp today with Nazi and Allied film footage
and stills. This juxtaposition between past and
present is seen in the stark contrast between the
contemporary sequences shot in color and the

black-and-white of the historical footage. Excel
lently produced and directed by Alain Resnais,
the film is a personal statement about evil and
atrocity. Although the film is an old one, it
remains one of the best documents of its kind
due to its content and length, both of which
permit a wide range of programming uses. (31
minutes)

For Reflection
1. How do you think the horrors described in
this unit compare with the brutality generally
of war? What was it about the camps that
allowed almost any form of violence and bru
tality to occur?
2. Some survivors have said that while in a
concentration camp, they felt they were living
in another reality. Can you imagine yourself as a

tion camp for women. What is she trying to
capture in the experience of the victims with
such imagery? If their goal was simply to kill
people, why did the Nazis bother to humiliate
and torture their victims in this way?
4. Some people try to deny the existence of
the Holocaust and call it a hoax. Having studied
about the liberators and the horrors of the
concentration camps, how would you respond if
you encountered such views?

victim in such a camp?
3. Germaine Tillion describes the killing and
rekilling of victims at Ravensbruck concentra

Further Reading
Tadeusz Borowski, This Way for the Gas, Ladies
and Gentlemen, translated from the Polish
(New York: Penguin, 1976).
A Polish poet's short stories, haunting in
their simplicity, based on his experiences in

interchange, on collective resistance, and on
keeping dignity and moral sense active.
Gilbert, Martin, The Holocaust: A History of
the Jews in Europe During the Second World
War (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

Auschwitz.

1986).

Des Pres, Terrence, The Survivor: An Anatomy
of Life in the Death Camps (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1976)
Studying eyewitness reports and talking with
former inmates, Des Pres suggests that the
most significant fact about the struggle for
survival is that it depended
tivities, on forms of social

Martin Gilbert's monumental

chronicle of
the Holocaust is based chiefly upon the
victims' letters, smuggled notes, and sur
vivor testimony. After briefly outlining the
important events that overtook the Jews of
Europe, Gilbert gives voice to the persecuted,
showing the different ways in which the
trapped Jews attempted to resist their fate.

on fixed ac
bonding and
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Section 3: The Process of Annihilation

Tºº

with protecting the patents for their pro

11Ot.

sumable raw materials, from which all mineral
life was systematically drained before the
bodies were recycled into the Nazi war econ
omy — gold teeth for the treasury, hair for
mattresses, ashes for fertilizer . . . .

he Holocaust and World War II are
but not the Same. Death and
destruction, terror and cruelty, and casu

lation.

even

concerned

ducts] . . . .
Adjacent to the extermination camp at
Auschwitz was a privately owned, corpo
rately sponsored concentration camp called
I.G. Auschwitz, a division of I.G. Farben. This
multidimensional,
petro-chemical complex
brought human slavery to its ultimate per
fection by reducing human beings to con

alties on and off the battlefield—all were part of
the Second World War, as they have been part of
all wars. But the act of "annihilation" took on a
hideous new meaning as part of the horror we
now refer to as the Holocaust: "extermination" as
the "Final Solution to the Jewish problem."
Annihilation during the Holocaust was the
result of cold and calculated decisions by a
government as to who could live and who could

—From the report by the
President's Commission
on the Holocaust, Sep
tember 27, 1979

was the systematic, bureau

cratic annihilation of six million Jews by the
Nazis and their collaborators as a central act
of state during the Second World War; as
night descended, millions of other peoples
were swept into this net of death. It was a
crime unique in the annals of human history,
different not only in the quantity of violence
— the sheer numbers killed — but in its
manner and purpose as a mass criminal
enterprise organized by the state against
defenseless civilian populations . . . .
The Holocaust was not simply a throw
back to medieval torture or archaic barba
rism but a thoroughly modern expression of
bureaucratic organization, industrial man
agement, scientific achievement, and techno
logical sophistication. The entire apparatus
of the German bureaucracy was marshalled
in the service of the extermination process...
The location and operation of the camps
was based on calculations of accessibility
and cost-effectiveness, the trademarks of
modern business practice. German corpora
tions actually profited from the industry of
death. Pharmaceutical firms, unrestricted by
fear of side effects, tested drugs on camp
inmates, and companies competed for con
tracts to build ovens or supply gas for annihi

came to power in Germany in 1933,
after years of political Strife and economic col
lapse. Along with his swift efforts to stamp out
dissent, he brought hope to Germans for a rejuv
enated future, restoring order and bringing Ger
many closer to economic prosperity. Early views
of him, even those of foreigners, were generally

Adolf Hitler

favorable,

if not

reverent.

The old trust him, the young idolize him. It is
not the admiration accorded to a popular
leader. It is the worship of a national hero
who has saved his country from utter des
pondency and degradation . . . He is as

all

immune from criticism as a king in a monar
chial country. He is something more. He is
the George Washington of Germany — the
man who won for his country independence

it

of

from
her oppressors. To those who have
not actually seen and sensed the way Hitler
reigns over the heart and mind
Germany,
this description may appear extravagant. All
the same
the bare truth.
is

The Holocaust

Indeed, they were

—David Lloyd George,
Daily Express, London,
November 17, 1936
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With satanic joy
his face, the black-haired
Jewish youth lurks
wait for the unsuspect
ing girl whom
defiles with his blood, thus
stealing her from her people. With every
destroy the racial founda
means
tries
subju
tions
the people he has set out

is

it

a

It

he

he

as

himself systematically ruins
women and girls,
does not shrink back
from pulling down the blood barriers for
others, even on large scale.
was and
Jews who bring the Negroes into the Rhine
land, always with the same secret thought
gate. Just

by

of

ruining the hated white race
and clear aim
necessarily
resulting bastardization,
the
throwing
down from its cultural and politi
cal height, and himself rising
its master.
to

—Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf
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—Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf

desert.

Hitler,
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Kampf,
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—Adolph
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if
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world turn

is

it

at

of

degenerate
allowed
the present pro
letarian morass, while Hottentots and Zulu
Kaffirs are trained for intellectual professions.

haps after
few thousand years darkness will
again descend on the earth, human culture
pass, and the

of

a

of

of

genius
the divine spark
has
all times, forever kindling anew that
knowledge which illumined the night
fire
silent mysteries and thus caused man
mastery over the other
climb the path
beings
this earth. Exclude him
and per

will

a

is

it
is

is

a

on drilling born half-ape until people think
they have made
lawyer out
him, while
millions
members
the highest culture
entirely unworthy posi
race must remain
tions; that
sin against the will
the
Eternal Creator His most gifted beingsby the
hundreds and hundreds of thousands are

of

Prometheus
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nations. doesn't dawn on this depraved bour
positively sin against
geois world that this
keep
all reason; that
criminal lunacy

the

humanity, therefore
higher
the prototype
that we
by the word "man." He
the
mankind from whose bright

forehead
sprung

or
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understand

was

all

representing

he alone

of

founder

that

all

of

inference

to

us

of

today,

are almost exclusively the creative product
the Aryan. This very fact admits
the not
unfounded

a
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to
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an

easy, clear answer results. All the
art, science,
all the results
that we see before

a

or
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argue which race
idle
races were the
original representative
human culture and
hence the real founders
that we sum up
simpler
"humanity."
under the word
raise this question with regard
the present,

and technology
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From time
time illustrated papers bring
the attention
the German petty-bourgeois
that some place
other Negro has for the
lawyer, teacher, even
first time become
something
pastor,
fact heroic tenor,
the sort. While the idiotic bourgeoisie looks
with amazement
such miracles of educa
tion, full
respect for this marvelous result
modern educational skill, the Jew shrewdly
draws from
new proof for the soundness
his theory about the equality
men that he
trying
funnel into the minds
the

deemed an enemy.

and here

of
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Hitler's
formed

the basis for the Nazi program
discrimination
against the Jews, and against Gypsies, Slavs,
handicapped, mentally
homosexuals, "aso
anyone who was
cials," political dissidents

by

racial fanaticism, which was partly
contemporary German
the writings
Scientists, also extended
blacks.
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Hitler perceived the Jews as a despised minority
responsible for
Germany's problems.
Hitler's attitudes toward the Jews,
well
his
racially purified Germany, provided
vision

human culture,

be

it

Hitler was a charismatic leader for the Germans. The adulation he
inspired was intense and genuine, especially at the annual Nazi
Party rallies held each fall in Nuremberg.
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France is and remains by far the most terrible
enemy. This people, which is basically becom
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its

ing more and more negrified, constitutes in
tie with the aims
Jewish world domination
enduring danger for the existence
the
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For the contamination

on the Rhine
the heart
keeping with the
much
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Europe

Europe.
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white race

sadistic thirst for vengeance
this
hereditary enemy
our people
the ice
begin bas
cold calculation
the Jew thus
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tardizing the European continent
core
deprive the white race
and
the founda
sovereign existence through infec
tions for
tion with lower humanity.

—Adolf Hitler
Nazi ideology often dovetailed with traditionally
to

democracy

Throughout the 1930s,German troops often participated
and parades.Civilians thrilled
the spectacle.

passive Jesus
modernity
birth control
integration
races
conscience
pluralism
intellectual inquiry

a

...
a

1933-1945

patriotism/
nationalism
Social Darwinism
male dominance
force/violence

that only
healthy beget children... Here the state must
act
the guardian
millennial future
must put the most modern medical means
the service
this knowledge.
must
declare unfit for propagation
who are
any way visibly sick
who have inherited

.
.
.
.
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Harry Furman,

disease and can therefore pass

a

or

teacher,
editor of Holocaust and
Genocide.

on.

—Adolf Hitler
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abstract art

to

physical labor
heroism
sense of mission

Mueller-Hill,
—Benno
author, geneticist, Mur
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Lebensraum
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ers, are [seen as] inferior
[to preserve
"Aryan" culture, the inferior must
isolated
sterilized, rejected
and
"removed"
euphemism for killed.

of

conformity
Aryan
blood
destiny
Volk

it
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internationalism
Marxism/Communism
rationalism

discipline
duty
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the National Socialists can
put very simply. They claimed that there
biological basis for the diversity
mankind.
What makes Jew Jew, Gypsy Gypsy,
and the mentally abnormal, mentally ab
say,
normal
their blood, that
their
genes. All these individuals, and perhaps oth
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equality
individual freedom
Jews
thinking

in

Nazis Opposed by Nazis

a

community
unity
the fuhrer
mysticism
salvation
charisma
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conservative ideas over the question
how
organize society with mystical and fanatical
notions. The Nazis completely opposed most
the values Americans cherish.

Many writers and other

knightly justice,
tion
the repeatedly
striking psychical features
Nordic men.
Such features can be intensified
indi

Let us repeat once more, and again and again,
the most important point that has been made
up to now: the Jewish religion completely
lacks the belief in a supra-sensible Beyond.
Indeed, one even gets an almost positive
impression that, in the course of time, every
thing that in the least could foster a belief in
an incorporeal life after death was inten
tionally eliminated. The Jews, with their
religion oriented to purely earthly affairs,
stand alone in the world! This should not be
forgotten for a single moment; it is highly
significant. For it is this exceptional situa
tion which explains why a “shady nation”

pronoun
viduals within the Nordic race
cedly heroic disposition,
transcendent
leadership
statesmanship
creativity
technology, science and art. The relatively
great number
Nordic people among the
famous and outstanding men and women
striking,
all Western countries
also the
relatively low number
famous men and
women without noticeable Nordic strain.
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biology,
Nazi Germany perverted notions
anthropology, psychiatry, and other Sciences
important role
played
defining public pol
icy. Professionals and academics
levels
adopted these views.
1927, the Kaiser Wil
helm Society for the Advancement
Science
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Semitic newspaper Der
Sturmer [The Storm
Trooper

one could conceivably designate
judgment
definite faculty
coolly deliberating sense
rooted
real
ity, the impulse
truthfulness,
inclina
a

statement by

ius Streicher, publisher
of the violently anti

Actually,
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Occupied Eastern Ter
ritories, sentenced to
execution in the Nur
emberg trials.
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the secrets
the race
question for centuries, and,
this way,
methodically pursues the destruction
superior nations. Science and the "authorities"
forcing his so-called
are his instruments
knowledge onto
suppressing
and
the truth

—Alfred Rosenberg, “The
Lacks
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Jew! He has known

we would never be able to fulfill our
mission, which is the salvation of the world.
known that the Jewish people are
especially prone
mental disease.
Their
strip mankind
aim
its soul.
to

in

mother-soil] and thus passes into the blood.
single act
intercourse between Jew and
Aryan woman
pollute her for
sufficient
pure
ever. She can never again give birth
blooded Aryan children, even
she marries
Aryan. Their children will
bastards,
whose breasts two souls dwell, and who
reveal their mixed race
their physical
appearance
The originator and promoter
of this commerce and its concealment
the

us,
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the know, these are established
facts:
The seed
man
another race
"foreign protein." During copulation, the seed
part
whole, absorbed
the wom
body [literally Mutterboden,
an’s fertile
For those

before this hour strikes....Thus, we are
obliged to accept the Jews among us as a
necessary evil, for who knows how many
thousands of years to come. But just as the
body would become stunted if the bacteria
increased beyond a salutary number, our
nation too — to describe a more limited circle
— would gradually succumb to a spiritual
malady if the Jew were to become too much
for it... if the Jew were continually to stifle

Earth-Centered
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Hans F.K. Gunther, “The
Race as ‘Ideal
Type,” 1933

Nordic

such as that of the Jews has survived the
greatest and most glorious nations, and will
continue to survive, until the end of all time,
until the hour of salvation strikes for all
mankind. The Jewish nation will not perish

...
It
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racist views.

as

leaders

to

of German

Society embraced

.Berlin created the Institute of Anthropology,
Human Heredity, and Eugenics.
Dr.
Ernst
Fischer, an early figure in the formulation of
racial ideology, was appointed Director. In addi
tion to his post at the Institute, Dr. Fischer was
elected Rector (head) of the University of Berlin.
In his July 1933 inaugural address, he identified
the ideological priorities of the Nazi State.
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—Benno Mueller-Hill,
author, geneticist, Mur

derous Science: Elimina
tion by Scientific Selec
Jews, Gypsies,
tion
and Others, Germany
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—Dr. Ernst Fischer,

geneticist
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power–Hitler took the oath office
Once
as Chancellor
of the Third Reich on 30
January 1933
the Nazi regime made ster
ilization the first application
the bio
medical imagination
this issue
collec
tive life
death. On 22 June, Wilhelm Frick,
the minister
the interior, introduced the
of
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1933, the "law for the prevention
progeny with hereditary defects" was passed
This law allowed for compulsory Sterilization
"congenital mental defect, Schizo
cases
phrenia, manic-depressive
psychosis, hereditary
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and eliminate them. The Jew
such an alien,
and, therefore, when
wants
insinuate
himself,
must
warded off. This
self
saying this,
defence.
not characterize
every Jew
Negroes are, and
inferior
not underestimate the greatest enemy We
fight. But
reject Jewry with every
have
my power, and without reserve,
means
preserve the hereditary endowment
order
my people.
In he

of

advisor (who was not allowed
see the doc
uments either could
turned down without
costly
appeal.
the possibility
was
parody
legal process which had the effect
reducing the individual
impersonal
object without any rights
all.
an

its

people wants, somehow or other, to

preserve
own nature,
must reject alien
racial elements, and when these have already
insinuated themselves,
must suppress them
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—Dr. Ernst Fischer,
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endowment and our race, as opposed to the
unharnessed processes of heredity, selection,
and elimination.

On July

to

it

of

policy, biological in this context signifying
the safeguarding by the state of our hereditary

to

to

continued
send diagnoses
their patients
the government medical
officers, but they left
them
fill the
applications.
decision on the application
majority vote
was made
"tribunal
hereditary health" consisting
government
"independent" physician,
medical officer,
judge.
and
other words, the physicians
made the decisions. Frequently the person
concerned discovered what was happening
only when the tribunal was actually
ses
meeting
sion. At
the "expert advisory
council," Dr. Linden, from the Ministry
the
Interior, said, without his opinion being ques
tioned, "Government medical officers must
exercise certain caution in their summons
persons suffering from hereditary diseases
and avoid causing undue alarm. Perhaps we
should even recommend that in certain cases
alcoholics, should not
the patients,
informed
the reason for the summons, but
should
told only when the tribunal
session." The person concerned had no right
inspect the documents. His right
legal

over the reins of power, is deliberately and
forcefully intervening in the course of history
and in the life of the nation, precisely where
this intervention is most urgently, most deci
sively, and most immediately needed. To be
sure, this need can only be perceived by those
who are able to see and to think within a
biological framework, but it is understood by
these people to be a matter of the gravest and
most weighty concern. This intervention can
be characterized as a biological population

a

to

of

... psychiatrists

The new leadership, having only just taken

When

by

epilepsy, hereditary chorea, hereditary blindness,
hereditary deafness and severe alcoholism."
Government medical officers and the directors
mental hospitals were required
law
Submit requests for Sterilization.

ically three human groups: those
straight
forwardly "good type" gut Geartete), those
totally deficient
"type" (Ungeartete), and
large intermediate group whose degree
educability and adaptability could
deter
mined by "expert" genetic opinion and "peda
gogic" practice. "Gypsy half-castes," however,
were clearly
"inferior value" and
focus
criminality. (Ritter and Himmler had higher
opinion
gypsies
the small number
supposedly "pure race." Being "ineducable,"

It became basic sterilization doctrine
and set the tone for the regime's medicalized
approach to “life unworthy of life.” Included
among the “hereditarily sick” who were to be
surgically sterilized were the categories of
congenital feeblemindedness (now called
mental deficiency), an estimated 200,000;
schizophrenia, 80,000; manic depressive in
sanity, 20,000; epilepsy, 60,000; Hunting
ton's chorea (a hereditary brain disorder),
600; hereditary blindness, 4,000; hereditary
deafness, 16,000; grave bodily malformation,
20,000; and hereditary alcoholism, 10,000.
The projected total of 410,000 was considered
only preliminary, drawn mostly from people
already in institutions; it was assumed that
much greater numbers of people would even
tually be identified and sterilized....
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tive measures was
least potentially reme
dial; they were "biologically depraved" and
singled out for biological
such were
"eradication"
Himmler's police (which

—Detlev
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that
the classification and selection
people on the basis
supposed genetic
"value"
laid down the criteria of assess
ment, categories
classification and norms
efficiency that were applicable
the popu
lation
whole

historian
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From 1936 onwards [Dr. Robert Ritter headed
so-called "Establishment for Research
Hereditary Science"
Berlin, which, after var
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ious changes
name became the "Institute
Criminal Biology" and was merged during the
war into Himmler's Head Office for Reich
Security. Ritter's idee fixe was that
heredi
tary disposition towards criminality was pro
inter-breeding with "blood"
duced
"crim
inal stock." From the point
view
"criminal biology," accordingly there were bas
of
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the first instance meant sterilization).
forgotten that fascist
What should not
provided
racialism
model for new order
society,
new internal alignment. Its basis
was the racialist elimination
all elements
that deviated from the norm: refractory youth,
"idlers," the "asocial," prostitutes, homosexu
als, the disabled, people who were incompe
tents
failures
their work... Nazi eugen

The Nuremberg Laws, promulgated in 1935 and
later amended, made it clear that the Jews were
no longer to play a role in German Society. Jews,
including
persons with
least one Jewish
grandparent, had no rights under the law, were
intermarry with Germans, and
forbidden
were considered "inhabitants," rather than citi
zens. The Nuremberg Laws first implicitly
and
later explicitly
included Gypsies.
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"gypsy half-castes" were not
dealt with
puni
the legal system, where the purpose

—Robert Jay Lifton, psy
chiatrist, author, The
Nazi Doctors
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early sterilization law with a declaration that
Germany was in grave danger of Volkstod
(“Death of the people” (or “nation” or
“race") and that harsh and sweeping mea
sures were therefore imperative. The law was
implemented three weeks later, less than six
months after Hitler had become chancellor,
and was extended by amendation later that
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Glass." Then the government decided that
the Jews would have to pay an “atonement
payment" for having caused the damage.
Millions of dollars had to be paid by the Jews
and their insurance companies to the Nazi
government. A new stage in the process of
death had begun.

Harry Furman, teacher,
Holocaust historian

—

In retrospect the scale of destruction was
modest in contrast to the events that imme
diately followed. (Close to 100 Jews were
killed that night.) But for those who saw or
learned about the riots, Kristallnacht revealed
for the first time the real horror of the Nazi
regime, the inhuman face of National Social
ism... the shock of Kristallnacht forever shat

Jews were deprived of their legal and civil rights as an avowed
objective of the Third Reich. All Jews were forced to wear a yellow
Star of David which had to be prominently displayed asshown here.

tered the world's innocence. No longer could
anyone pretend that the German state stood

for law and order. With Kristallnacht, state
organized violence became, if not normal, at
political
least permissible, even acceptable

On the night of November 9-10, 1938, years of
Nazi anti-Semitism climaxed in Kristallnacht,
"the night of broken glass."

practice.

—Dennis B. Klein, author
and Director, Interna
tional Center for Holo
caust Studies

On November 7, 1938, Ernst Vom Rath, a
member of the German Embassy in Paris,
was assassinated by Herschel Grynszpan, a
young Polish Jew. Grynszpan had received a
letter from his sister in which she stated that
the Grynszpan family, together with all Pol
ish Jews living in Germany, had been arrested
and deported to Poland. Seeking revenge for
the suffering of his family, Grynszpan, who
was 17 years old, bought a hand gun, went to
the German Embassy, and shot Vom Rath,
who later died.
Supposedly in retaliation, the Nazis deter
mined that all places of Jewish worship in
Germany and Austria were to be destroyed.
In reality, plans for such a riot had been made
long before, and only awaited the appropriate
moment for execution. Thus, on November
9, 1938, a “spontaneous” demonstration of
anger was carried out. In fifteen hours, 101
synagogues were destroyed by fire, and sev
enty-six others were demolished. Seventy
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The Jewish community of Germany underwent
certain shocks. The first ones began in 1933.
There were a few beatings, Jewish judges were
dragged out of court chambers, but it was
thought that
this was temporary.
Germany were afraid
violence,
The Jews
they were going
and they wanted laws.
writing
discriminated against,
was
they
they
that
would know where
stood and
would have
basis for their existence.

doubts,

still thought that there

some people

five hundred Jewish-owned stores were de
stroyed. The streets were filled with broken
glass; thus the name given to this event was
Kristallnacht, or “The Night of Broken

there were still any

vanished after November 10,
sudden event.

it

a

was possibility,
1938. That was

a
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that belief completely.
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In

1933, Jews did not believe that they would
emigrate. They thought they could
Germany. Kristallnacht destroyed
live

have

—Raul Hilberg, political
scientist
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criminality. As
sink together into pit
this happens, we will
faced with the harsh
necessity
eradicating the Jewish under
world, just
we root out criminals from our
own orderly state: with fire and sword. The
result will be the certain and absolute end
Jewry
Germany;
complete annihilation!

—November

edi

24, 1938

tion of Das Schwarze

Korps, the newspaper
of the SS
Forced march of Jews in Baden-Baden the morning after
Kristallnacht, or “The night of the broken glass" November 9, 1938.
Kristallnacht marked the beginning of open attacks on Jewish
businesses, synagoguesand other institutions. This forced march
was a typical form of public humiliation. (photo credit: YIVO)

In the aftermath of Kristallnacht,

the Nazi
Government implemented a policy of manda
tory Aryanization that compelled Jews to Sur
render their property to Germans without com
pensation. Capital gained from these transactions

was placed in blocked accounts which the state
eventually confiscated. The intensification of
anti-Semitic measures in Germany and Austria
forced Jews in those countries to consider flee
ing. But escape was no longer easy. Not only did
Aryanization rob Jews of the financial means to
relocate elsewhere, but foreign nations expressed
little willingness to admit Jewish refugees. The
Same
obstacles
confronted any persecuted
minority wishing to emigrate from Nazi Ger
many. The implications of Kristallnacht were
clear to the Nazis. The November 24, 1938
edition of Das Schwarze Korps, the newspaper of
the SS, featured the following article:

a
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The forced registration
Jews and many other bureaucratic
practicesgavethe Final Solution false legitimacy. Here Polish Jew
signs Nazi-required registration papers.[YIVO)
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Three years after the incident, Alfred Rosenberg,
Reichsminister
the Occupied Eastern Territo
ries, referred
the Significance
Kristallnacht
speech
representatives
his
the German
preSS.
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to the Jewish question. The programme is
clear. It reads: total separation, total segrega
tion! What does this mean? It does not only
mean the total exclusion of the Jews from the
German economic system ... It means much
more! No German can be expected to live
under the same roof as Jews. The Jews must
be chased out of our houses and our residen
tial districts and made to live in rows or
blocks of houses where they can keep to
themselves and come into contact with Ger
mans as little as possible. They must be
clearly identified... And when we compel the
rich Jews to provide for the "poor" of their race,
which will certainly be necessary, they will
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These eastern regions are called upon
solve
problem which faces the nations
Europe,
the Jewish question. There are still about six
Russia, and the problem
million Jews living
only
biological elimina
can
resolved
Europe.
tion
the entire Jewish population
The Jewish question will only
resolved for
Germany when the last Jew has left German
soil, and for Europe when no Jew remains on
the European continent this side
the Urals.
That
the task
which destiny has called
us. As you can imagine, only those are called
carry out these measures who can under
stand this question
historical responsi
per
bility, who do not act from motives
sonal hate, but who have, on the contrary,
totally clear-headed political and historical

So, we are now going to have a total solution
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Sachsenhausen was the beginning of a one
way street, the end of my life, no way would I
ever be able to leave. There I also saw the first
shrunken heads of Gypsies. They were dis
played on a board in the police department.

insight. November 9|Kristallnacht] was a day
of decision and destiny for us. On that day
Jewry showed us that it stood for the annihi
lation of Germany. We can only thank the
Fuhrer and the strength of the character of the
German people that they did not succeed. We
must prevent a sentimental future generation
from accepting the Jews back into Europe
again. That is why it is necessary to drive
them to the other side of the Urals or to elim
inate them in some other way. Gentlemen,
we cannot permit ourselves to say these
things in public today. It is self-evident that

—Hugo Franz, gypsy sur
vivor of Sachsenhausen,
Gross-Rosen, and Leit

meritz near Theresien
stadt

The SS considered it great sport to taunt and
torture the homosexuals. The camp commander
at Flossenbuerg often ordered them flogged

we should neither speak nor write about the
setting of political goals. In the delicate situa
tion in which Germany finds itself, it would
be extremely harmful if the public got to
know about these things. The Fuhrer indi

As soon

as we were unloaded on the large,
open paradeground, some SS NCOs came
along and attacked us with sticks. We had to
form up in rows of five, and it took quite a
while, and many blows and insults, before
our terrified ranks were assembled....
When my name was called I stepped
forward....
It was January and a few degrees below
zero, with an icy wind blowing through the

cated in his speech on 9 November what can
be said and the press should act within these

guidelines

. . .

—Alfred Rosenberg, Reichs
minister of the Occu

pied

Eastern

Terri

tories, sentenced to ex
ecution in the Nurem
berg trials

camp, yet we were left naked and barefoot on

the snow-covered ground, to stand and wait.
An SS corporal in winter coat with fur collar
strode through our ranks and struck now one
of us, now another, with a horse-whip crying:
“This is so you don't make me feel cold, you

From 1933 on, the Nazis established concentra
tion camps and "protective custody" centers in
Germany. In time, different colored triangles
were sewn onto prisoners' uniforms to identify
the many designated victims in the Nazi

filthy

queers.”

–Heinz

Schema.

Heger, survivor

The SS man struck with such force that the
victim's skin broke-open in centimeter-wide
weals at each stroke and his blood ran down

yellow for Jews,
red for politicals,
green for criminals,
pink for homosexuals,
black for anti-Socials,
purple for Jehovah's Witnesses,
blue for emigrants,
brown for gypsies

to the ground.....he howled like an animal
and screamed for help — help which we
couldn't give him. But the Commander was
panting with excitement, and masturbated

wildly in his trousers until he came.
—

Some groups were especially despised and were
Singled out by the SS for brutal treatment.

Heinz Heger, survivor

Ravensbrueck,

constructed in 1938-39, was
designed specifically as a women's concentration
camp. Originally intended to hold 15,000 prison
ers, it eventually housed over 42,000 women

Then we stood for five hours in the bitter cold
in Sachsenhausen, it was winter, and then we
were presented to the political department.
There a Hauptscharfuehrer of the SS explained
that I was a Gypsy and that my arrival at

from 23 nations. Over 130,000 women passed
through Ravensbrueck between 1939-45.
58

I was

17 years old, when I was arrested in June
1939. We were brought to a labor camp; the SS

I
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claimed it was only for six weeks. We were
not guilty of anything as far as we knew; in
the summer we travelled in caravans and in
the winter, we lived here in Bruckhaufen. My
father was taken to Dachau; my stepmother
and young siblings (brothers and sisters) were
sent to Poland. Arriving in Ravensbrueck, we
clothing, was then
were told to remove
carrying sand and unload
assigned
work
ing bricks from
a.m. until evening roll call
|Abendappell).
At first, we were housed
together with Jehovah's Witnesses. was then
reassigned
labor
the tailor's workshop,
where we sewed military uniforms. Only
because
worked very hard, did have slightly
better conditions. was punished three times:
once was forced
stand
roll call for many
additional hours. Why? Because my scarf was
not
the proper box
the barracks. Once
my
was whipped, because
had slept next
aunt during subzero weather for additional

of

of
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Ravensbrueck refused
eat blood sausage
because
biblical injunctions and thus
increased their risk of malnutrition and star
corporal punishment. [This
vation
well
refusal
eat prohibited foods also applied

With
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of

the Same date Hitler launched the
called euthanasia program.
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letter
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the invasion
Poland on September
1939, Hitler began the Second World War.
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—Sybil Milton, historian

1944, we ran outside and tried
find our
families. wanted
see my stepmother and
brothers and sisters. saw many families that
knew, also many children, but not my own
family.
was told that they had perished
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Orthodox Jews.] The Witnesses' paci
fism led
their refusal
tend rabbits, whose
military clothing, resulting
fur was used
the execution of several women for treason.
some

warmth. The third time was placed
soli
tary confinement without food
dark room
for three weeks because
had belted my pri
years
soner's uniform; this was after
the
prisoners
camps. When
large number
arrived from Auschwitz
the summer

I
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Roundup
Simmering
Viennese Gypsies from the district
(in Vienna), fall 1938. |Photo credit: DOW (Documentation
Archives
the Austrian Resistance) via the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum|

So

Reichsleiter

Bouhler and Dr. Brandt are
extending
entrusted with the responsibility
specially designated physicians,
the rights
such that patients who are judged incurable
after the most thorough review
their condi
possible, can
granted mercy
tion which
killing.
of

Litzmannstadt (Lodz).

Froehlich, Gypsy
survivor

a

is

Homogeneous religious groups like Jehovah's
Witnesses retained cohesiveness and com
radeship that increased the emotional and
physical will
survive. Depending on the
situation, this could
either life-saving
very dangerous. Contemptuously nicknamed,

or

of

The Nazis based their justification for direct
medical killing on the concept
"life unworthy
life" (lebensunwertes Leben). While the Nazis
did not originate this concept, they carried
its ultimate biological, racial, and "therapeutic"
it

as

in

a

of

and Bible-Worms" by their
tormentors, the Witnesses earned
reluc
tant and secret respect, which occasionally
lighter work assignments
resulted
domestic servants
SS homes. But their reli
gious scrupulousness sometimes proved dan,
gerous;
small group
fundamentalists

eXtreme.
an

important
Mental hospitals became
center for the developing “euthanasia” con

in

of

in

a

1939

to

be
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—Adolf Hitler,

"Bifos, Bible-Bees,
SS

be

of

of

—Berta.
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In paragraph 2 would be included:
schizo
phrenics,
they are incapable
no activity
only mechanical activity;
All mentally
productive activity, in
retarded incapable
cluding within the institution;
All
Syphilitics
whom the disease
ad
longer capable
vanced that they are
productive activity;
All epileptics who
either have frequent seizures
exhibit clear
changes
their personality;
All cases
senile dementia who are considerably unclear
and
addition need instant institutionaliza
tion and
earlier years did not accomplish
anything special for the people and the Reich;

of

in

in

(e)

or

tesque “demonstrations” orchestrated to dis
play the most repulsive behavior of regressed
patients — of “life unworthy of life.” After
1938, these courses were systematically ex

In

all

in

tended to include members of the SS, politi
cal leaders of the Party, the police, prison
officials, and the press. In the process, the
medical profession itself was made ready
for the extraordinary tasks it was to be
assigned....

is

to

The Nazis viewed their biomedical vision
concept that the state in itself
nothing,
was
and existed only to serve the
well-being of the Volk and the race, applied
also to the major enterprises of the state,

be

to

of

of
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war. Hitler's

at

he
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|f|

addition
other mental disturbances
inappropriate for productive activity.
Productive activity means that the patient
question does not perform mere mechani
cal activity but that, for example
works
accomplish something.
the farm and
able
Patients who, for example, can run with their
group
the field, but can accomplish there
nothing
very little, are,
course,
included. Furthermore, criminals who need
course, also subject
institutionalization are
to the law.

as having a heroic status parallel to that of

especially in its transcendent enterprise of

war. Rather than medical killing being sub
sumed to war, the war itself was subsumed to

—Commentary of Dr. Irm
fried Eberl on the pro
posed euthanasia law in
letter to the Reich
Committee on the scien
tific understanding of
severe hereditary and
congenital diseases
1940

of

in

July

6,

—Robert Jay Lifton, psychi
atrist, author, The Nazi
Doctors

—

a

the vast biomedical vision of which “eutha
nasia” was a part. Or, to put the matter
another way, the deepest impulses behind the
war had to do with the sequence of steriliza
tion, direct medical killing, and genocide.
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custody of mental institutions and the like
and were no longer of any use whatsoever to
the Reich. These people were considered use
less eaters, and Hitler was of the opinion that
the elimination of these so-called useless eat
ers would make available to the Wehrmacht
|German army] more physicians, caretakers
and other staff, beds, and other equipment.
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With the introduction of the euthanasia pro
in Germany, Hitler basically intended
to eliminate those people who were in the

by

I

a

witnessed
crime
the fall
1939 that
was overwhelming even for me even though
quite bit
then, having been
was used
the concentration camp Dachau just few
weeks before. The public was given the
opportunity
view insane asylums. Since
psychology student,
was
was
course
learning more about such asy
interested
joined one
lums. Thus,
the tours
the
asylums.
wards,
After having inspected number
the asylum Director Pfannmueller led
children's ward which made
clean well
maintained impression. There were ca. 15-25
children between the ages
and lying

gram

—Testimony

all

(a)

sciousness. From 1934, these hospitals were
encouraged to neglect their patients; each
year funds were reduced and state inspec
tions of standards were either made per
functory or suspended altogether. Especially
important were courses held in psychiatric
institutions for leading government officials
and functionaries — courses featuring gro

file. These numbers were written
color on
their back
The ſpatients] went into the
photography room
then into the waiting
room where they had
wait for the entire
transport
arrive
Men and women
together were brought across
staircase, into

"As

to

to

.
.
.

National Socialist, I view these creatures ſhe
meant the children) as a burden to our
healthy state. We are not killing ſhe might
have used a less harsh verb here) them with
poison or infections, etc., for that would cause
too much uproar among the foreign press and
among certain gentlemen in Switzerland. No,
as you see, our method is simpler and more
natural." Thus speaking, a nurse helped him
pull a child from
bed. Holding the child up
like dead rabbit,
stated matter-of-factly
cynical
grin:
and with
"This one's got
another 2-3 days." will never forget the sight
that fat, grinning man holding the whim
pering skeleton
child
his hand Sur
rounded
other starving children. The mur
derer added that food was not being with

Answer: Recalcitrant patients often refused
obvious

I

get on the bus; this

to

he

its

—Testimony of Nurse Iso
bella W. on the arrival
of buses in Hadamar
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a
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the tiled gas chambers that resembled
shower room.
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.
.

following:
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the

is

remember
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openly.

in

beds. Pfannmueller discussed his intentions

Answer: Yes,
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it or of

Question: But Mr. Witness, my question was
whether indeed only such people were
annihilated.
assume so.

mental illnesses but were Jewish.

—Anonymous testimony
from the Nuremberg

it
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in

in in

your own word
Question: Mr. Witness,
Eichberg
isn't true that you've just said
the interrrogation, that people there resisted
getting on the bus?

be

to

Answer: Yes.

Trial records

Question: But these poeple weren't on their
deathbed,

January 1940, the Nazis began
use gas
killing
patients
the
mental
marked for death
the so-called euthanasia project.

else?
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Answer. That how we conceived
when
question were mentally ill,
those
where
there was
severe malformation with mental
imbecility and further physical
illness
illness.

once, but rather that their
drawn all
portions were being diminished bit
bit.
woman, who was also on this tour, asked,
trying
suppress her indignation, whether
quicker death via infection would not
more humane. Pfannmueller responded by
praising his method for keeping the foreign
press
bay.
can only explain his lack
hesitation
case
extreme cynicism
stupidity. Pfannmueller did not think that
big deal that among those
was
thus
killed, were children who did not suffer from
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Question: Mr. Witness, was euthanasia
limited
those people who had
die any
way, who were
speak, on their deathbed:

by

of

—Interrogation of Dr. Wal
ter Schmidt, excerpt
from January 16, 1947
session of the military
courtno. in Nuremberg
on the resistance of the
terminally ill
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buses with the death victims proceeded
first around the right side wing into the
wooden garage behind
There the inmates
get off and enter the ground floor
had
the
right wing through
louvered walkway

murdered mental patients
specially designed crematoria
the gas chambers.
the

In

In front
corpses.
patients.

of
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a
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The corpses
were burned
placed next

in of

of

that concealed them from the eyes
outsid
ers. On the ground floor the victims first
large room divided into two
come into
rooms... The back room where worked was
the undressing room
the medical room
they had
brief medical check up and were
given
number
the basis
the medical
61

of the oven were about fifteen
One could see that they were
They were partially deformed.

statistics are usually given: adult mental
patients from institutions, 80,000
100,000;
institutions, 5,000; special action
children
against Jews
institutions, 1,000; concentra
killing cen
tion-camp inmates transported
to

in

in

to

Although I am a butcher by profession, I was
strongly taken aback at the prospect of this
work. B. gave me a pair of asbestos gloves and
said: "You'll get used to it." We then pulled the
corpses

onto a metal sheet and each time
slid three to four into the cremation oven . . .
When a transport was to arrive, our group, if it
was on duty, went down and heated the two
ovens. This lasted usually a few hours. Dur
ing the heating work we could observe when
the patients were led into the shower-gas
chamber. We didn't have to participate in this

of

at

ters (14f13), 20,000 (Klee estimated that
the
1941, some 93521 "beds" had been emp
end
tied for other uses|70,000 patients gassed, plus

be

do

of

this was handled by the caretakers.
of the patients, who still possessed
some mental capacities, took along a wash
cloth and soap into the gas chamber because
they really believed they were going into the
shower. Then the physician came down and
opened the gas valve . . . . All killed patients
had received a stamp on their nape, which
was of no significance to us. We only had to
check whether the killed person had a mark
on the chest. This meant that the marked
person had gold teeth.
Karl removed the
gold teeth. We pulled them out with pliers.
glass with disinfectant available,
We had
into which
Karl threw the gold teeth. Then
they came into the remains department

of

is

process,

an

of

Some

—Robert Jay Lifton, psychi
atrist, author, The Nazi
Doctors

Jews and gypsies were forced into the ghettos.
the Same time, Poles and other Slavs were

B.,

in

large numbers into work camps
moved
Germany.
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—Lucy
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—Testimony of
corpse
burner in the Hartheim
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the Reich Ministry
Labour and the arma
hege
ments industries emphasized that
monic Germany would have long-term need
for foreign workers

people killed

the T4 and
projects, the following

a

.
.
.
.

the 14f13 ("euthanasia"

in

of

Of the number

means

homogeneous. Tactical considerations
war
policy existed alongside
and occupation
longer-term ideological schemes for the future
European hegemony
the "Greater German
Reich." Himmler's goal was
racial war
annihilation against the peoples
Eastern
Europe, and he decreed that their labour
efforts must be "exhaustive
the truest sense
contrast, the technocrats
the word."

or
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German state
the foreign workers were

by

leaders

to

a

The attitudes
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ill

What
not
saved gets into the cremato
rium and
burned. The mentally
are
burden for Germany and we want only
healthy people. The mentally
are only
burden for the state. Several men will be
appointed
work
the crematorium. Above
all this means silence under penalty
death.
is

Dawidowicz,

historian

be

to

is

is to
to

ill

check the mentally
and determine what
be saved and what
not
be saved.

S.
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held the following
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the hierarchy
Nazi racial values, the Jews
were bottom-most slated for
crueler fate
layer higher. The Slavs were
than the Slavs,
Untermenschen, subhumans who, Himmler
obey the Germans
said, were
learn that
was
divine command. Hitler's "final" racial
policy for the Slavs was "depopulation," which
would prevent them from propagating, except
provide
continuous supply
slaves
serve the Germans.

speech: "Five physicians have been appointed

Whoever doesn't keep silent goes
tration camp
shot."

in

At

—Report by “burner” in
the Sonnenstein sana
torium
... Commandant Wirth...

in

of
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ication]
other words approximately one
places
third
the
for the mentally-ill.] But
these figures may well
too low; twice these
people may have perished. The
numbers
fact that we
not know and shall probably
deception, imposed
never know. Elements
many records
chaos, and the destruction
make anything like
accurate estimate
impossible.
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I would have been dead if others hadn't
helped me. The Nazis claimed that work
would turn homos into heteros. "Improve
ment through work," they said. I saw some
one drop dead after work. And food was
obviously scarce and bad, only Sundays it was
better. We worked 12 hours daily in the
Swamp, digging, draining it . . . it stank of
sulfur so that one was quite nauseous at
times. If you didn't complete your work ratio,
you could be sent to the punishment block.

Wartime policies in the Third Reich gravi
tated between these two objectives: "annihila
tion through labour," and the longer-term re

away.

structuring of the German labour market
through the introduction of foreign workers
or Gastarbeiter into fields of employment
below those reserved for Germans. In addi
tion, the most pressing concern became the
need to use foreigners to fill the vacancies in
agricultural and, increasingly, industrial em
ployment caused by the drafting of German
workers into the armed forces. Altogether
something like 12 million foreigners were
incorporated into the labour force in Ger
many during the war. About 7.5 million of
these were still in the country near the end of
the war. In 1944 this new proletariat was
composed, roughly, of 2 million Soviet civ
ilian workers, 2.5 million Soviet prisoners of
war,

1.7

million

Poles,

300,000

—Harry Pauly, survivor
In May of 1940, a plan for the biological elim
ination of the Polish educated class, called the
A.B. Plan (AusSerordentliche Befriedungsak
tion), was initiated in the Government
General. Many outstanding representatives of
Poland's cultural and public life were lost at
that time. Several thousand men from War
saw, rounded up in the streets or dragged from
their homes, were sent in August and Sep
tember to a lingering death in Auschwitz.

Czechs,

Belgians and 270,000 from the
Netherlands, besides nationals of almost all
other conquered countries.
200,000

—Detlev J.K. Peukert,

torian

his

—Wladys law Barto
szewski, historian, a
leader of the Polish

The tight situation in the labour market

underground

necessitated the work-discipline principle
that all persons who were unwilling to partic
ipate in the working life of the nation, and
were merely scraping by as work-shy or aso
cials and making the cities and main roads
unsafe, should be dealt with by coercive
means and set to work. Following the lead of

(On September 19, 1939] . . . Heydrich out
lined the radical policies planned for Poland
and the tasks of the Einsatzgruppen [SS
mobile killing units]. They were instructed to
prepare lists of top Polish leaders and also of
those on the middle level of leadership —
teachers, clergy, nobility, legionnaires. Those
listed were clearly foredoomed.

the "Four Year Plan" department, the Secret
State Police took energetic and vigorous steps
in this matter. At the same time, vagrants,
beggars, gypsies and procurers were picked up
by the criminal police and, finally, those wil
fully refusing to earn a living were appre
hended. Considerably in excess of 10,000 aso
cials are currently undergoing a diet of work
training in concentration camps, which are
eminently suited to this purpose.

—Lucy

S.

Dawidowicz,

historian

Like the Jews, the Gypsies were marked for des
truction by the Nazis.

Himmler's personal staff

the Gypsies the Nazis took a
broad view of the "Gypsiness," including in it
Gypsies, cross-breed Gypsies and also people
roving like Gypsies ſnach Zigeunerartumher

Work in the swamp was terrible. I am an
actor, off stage I have only rarely held a spade
in my hand. I think I would have withered

ziehende Personen). In the latter category
they would include
vagrants, cir
kinds
cus people, wandering actors and others
referred
Nazi terminology.
all

to
in
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In liquidating

–Oberfuehrer Greifelt,
member of Heinrich

SS men would take pieces of
brick and scrub our faces to make us look
Finally, they took
white.
out
the cell
room, where quite few Gypsies
bigger
into
were;
was the youngest one
all. Once
day they would take
out into the yard, for
us to wash ourselves.
Nazi soldier
the
door would beat each one of us with stick
we came out
on the head, the back, the

of
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didn't matter where.

—Ioannis Vriss kis,
Romani survivor of
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The German

Gypsy children interned at Maxglan (near Salzburg). |Photo
credit: Prof. Erika Thurner, Linz University via USHMM)

Nazi-occupied Greece

In the Fall of 1941 the designated section of
the Lodz Ghetto was awaiting the first Gypsy
transports. At the end of October, 12,000
meters of barbed wire were brought from Poz
nan, in order to fence in the area of the future
Gypsy camp. The camp was separated from
the adjacent Jewish sector by a double fence
wire and by a ditch filled with
windows at that dividing point in
the Jewish as well as Gypsy sector were
boarded up. On one side there were the SS and
Gypsy police posts, Gypsy camps had barrack
numbers painted on them.
of barbed

All

From November 5th to the 9th of 1941, five
transports of Gypsies from Austria arrived in
the Lodz Ghetto. Witnesses who saw the
newly arrived groups passing through the

Gypsy camp. Berlin
Mother with two children interned
Marzahn,
1936. |Photo credit: Bundesarchiv, Koblenz via
at

Jewish sector noticed male and female Gyp
sies dressed in typical Gypsy outfits, together
with a great number of children. The trans
ports were arriving from five transient camps
in the occupied territories in Austria, where
entire Gypsy families were previously shipped.
Subsequent transport, except for the last one,
numbered exactly one thousand people each
and were organized according to instructions
given personally, by Adolph
and orders
Eichmann.

USHMM)
to

The Germans soon began
move Jews from
into concentration camps. These
transports by rail
Jews and other “undesir
ables” from all over Europe were the next step
the process
annihilation.
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the ghettos
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The Jews, when caught, are driven
square. Old people and cripples are then
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Gypsies on Polish Roads

to

to

singled out, taken
the cemetery and there
shot. The remaining people are loaded into
good cars,
the rate
150 people
car
with space for 40. The floor
the train
covered with
thick layer
lime and chlo
rine and sprinkled with water. The doors
the cars are locked. Sometimes the train
starts immediately on being loaded. Some
siding for
day, two
times
remains on
days
even longer. The people are packed

—Jerzy Ficowski, author,

a

water.

tightly

voices calling for mother, others that

that those who die of suffocation
remain in the crowd side by side with the still
living and with those slowly dying from the
fumes of lime and chlorine, from lack of air,
water and food....

con

versed, aside almost ceremonious, and others

that were even giggling. And at times, over all
this, sterile, bloodcurdling screams rose; or
others, of a bestial physicality, exclaiming
elementary words like “water!" “air!” From
one of the last cars, dominating all the other
voices, a young woman would burst out, at
intervals, with convulsive piercing shrieks,
typical of labor pains.

—Jan Karski in his report to
the Polish Government in
Exile, 1942

—Elsa Morante, contempo
rary Italian novelist.
We

travelled

from

the collection

center

Bruckhaufen (a Gypsy
internment camp in the 21st district of
Vienna) via Fischamend, spending two nights
sleeping in straw. For the first time, we
(Sammellager)

at

how dangerous our situation was. In
Dachau, we were assigned to labor in the
stone quarry; we were also frequently
whipped, resulting in the first deaths. We
were housed in two gypsy barracks, approxi
mately 200-300 people. After three months,
we were herded into trucks with many blows
and transported to Buchenwald. It was a rainy
day. Several of us died immediately on arrival,
when SS men rode their motorcycles into the
arriving column of Gypsies, Jews and Poles. In
one instance, a half-naked Jew was forced to
climb a tree, and we Gypsies were forced to
chop this tree down. This was Buchenwald.
My family had five brothers. Two of us
realized

Deportation from children's orphanage in Marysin section of
Lodz ghetto, to Chelmno in 1943. (Photo credit: YIVO)

Towards the oblique road leading to the
tracks, the sound's volume increased. It was
not, as Ida had already persuaded herself, the
cry of animals packed into cattle-cars, which
could sometimes be heard echoing in this
area. It was a sound of voices, of a human
mass, coming, it seemed, from the end of the
ramps, and Ida followed that signal.
There were perhaps twenty cattle-cars,
Some wide-open and empty, others closed
with long iron bars over the outside doors.
Following the standard design of such roll
ing-stock, the cars had no windows, except a
tiny grilled opening up high. At each of those
grilles, two hands could be seen clinging, or a
pair of staring eyes. At that moment, nobody
was guarding the train.
The interior of the cars, scorched by the
lingering Summer Sun, continued to reecho

were in Barracks (Block) 13; the other three
were housed in several barracks. On several
occasions, we were able to save each others'
lives. We learned very quickly, never to report
as "sick." Otherwise, one might be murdered
by injection at the infirmary. My nephew had
been forced to do calesthenics and gymnastics
until he collapsed and died; he was only 17
years old. The corpse haulers were kept fully
employed.

My brother and I were assigned to the shoe
making and tailor workshops. We were both
musicians, not skilled laborers. But we tried
to work there, since the Kapo assigned to
these workshops behaved somewhat better
towards us Gypsies.

with that incessant sound. In its disorder,
babies' cries overlapped with quarrels, ritual
chanting, meaningless mumbles, senile

—Robert

Austrian
vivor
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Schneeberger,
Gypsy sur

gray morning of March 1, 1943 secur
ity police Stod with German shepherds
around the forced labor camp. Heinrich
Himmler, leader
the
and Chief
the
German police had ordered the deportation
the remaining "Gypsies"
the Nazi state
Auschwitz-Birkenau,
the death camp
order
initiate the definite "solution
the
Gypsy question." The Magdeburg police,

On the
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In the summer of 1941, we were transferred to
Mauthausen . . . . From five brothers, there
were now three. We were driven to the "steps
of death" at Mauthausen. I was severely
injured there and an SS man screamed at me:
"Get up, you dog!" I was compelled to carry a
loaded bucket to the quarry, despite injuries.
The medic, a fellow prisoner, patched me up
and after a few months, I was again assigned
to heavy labor in the stone quarry. After a few
months at Mauthausen, I was remanded to
Lackenbach a gypsy internment and labor
camp in Burgenland, Austrial via the Elisa
bethpromenade. My wife and small children
were also interned at Lackenbach . . . . Sub
sequently I was assigned to the vineyards and

Submissive tools
children
with infants, onto
tions. What little
captives,

the genocide, drove all the
old people, mothers

and

no

in

of

trucks without any excep
remained would be confis
cated
the name
the Reich. Every partici
pator knew that from Auschwitz Himmler
had seen
return for the "Gypsies."

in the evenings told to "Make Music." We
even compelled to accompanying the
departing transports to Auschwitz
with
music, including one transport where my
mother-in-law and my sister together with her
child were shipped off, never to return.

—Reimar Gilsenbach,
author

I
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in

were

this transport

Eve

and Abel my son

—Gypsy survivor

I

if

you should see my older son
Cain son of man
tell him that

—Written in Pencil in the
Sealed Freight Car,
poem written after the
Holocaust by Don Pagis.
As the German army conquered most
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continent, camps were built throughout the
Occupied territories. Some scholars have esti
mated that
the end
the war there were
many
1,000 concentration camps where mil
lions died
brutal conditions.
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Until 1942 the Nazis carried out the killing
victims
these camps and elsewhere with mass
Shootings, hangings, and other forms
violence.
1942, however, the so-called Final Solution
— in

In or

a

annihilate the Jews went into effect. As result,
the killing process
extermination centers
Vernichtungslager
was now Systematized.
Treblinka, Chelmno, Sobibor, Maidanek, Belzec

of

in

in

gas
and Auschwitz-Birkenau,
millions died
chambers, their bodies burned
huge cremato
ria. Much
the killing equipment and person
nel came directly from the so-called euthanasia
program, including the carbon monoxide gas
chambers and the killing-center staff

Imprisoned gypsy mother with child at Zigeunerlager—Lacken
bach (Austria), 1941. [Photo credit: DOW via USHMM)
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Black milk of dawn we drink it at dusk
we drink it at noon and at daybreak we drink
it at night
we drink it and drink it
we are digging a grave in the air there's room
for us all
A man lives in the house he plays with the
serpents he writes
he writes when it darkens to Germany your
golden hair Margarete

Over time, five crematoria were built in
gas chambers were also located.
People from all nations, of both sexes, of all
ages were gassed.... Gassings of unthinkable
dimensions took place at the arrival of pris
oner transports from France, Belgium, Italy,
Hungary, Greece, Czechoslovakia and Ger
many, as well as from the Polish camps and
from Norway.

which the

—

Otto Wolkin,

Austrian

it and steps outside and the stars all
aglisten
he whistles for his hounds
he whistles for his Jews he has them dig a

he writes

Jewish prisoner physician,
survivor of Auschwitz

Arriving

Chelmno,
Belzec,
at Auschwitz,
Majdanek, Sobibor and Treblinka, the Jews
encountered a standard procedure. At camps
maintaining labor installations like Ausch
witz 10 percent of the arrivals — those who
looked fittest — were selected for work. The

grave in the earth
he commands us to play for the dance.....

He shouts play death more sweetly death is a
master from Germany
he shouts play the violins darker you'll rise as
smoke in the air

remainder were consigned to the gas chambers.
They were instructed to undress; the women
and girls had their hair cut. They were then
marched between files of auxiliary police
|Ukrainians usually) who hurried them along
with whips, sticks, or guns, to the gas
chambers. As in Operation T-4, these were

then you'll have a grave in the clouds there's
room for you all
Black milk of dawn we drink you at night
we drink you at noon death is a master from
Germany
we drink you at dusk and at daybreak we
drink and we drink you
death is a master from Germany his eye is
blue
he shoots you with bullets of lead his aim is
true
a man lives in the house your golden hair
Margarete
he sets his hounds on us he gives us a grave in
the air
he plays with the serpents and dreams death
is a master from Germany

identified as shower rooms. The Jews were
rammed in, one person per square foot. The
gassing lasted from ten to thirty minutes
depending on the facilities and techniques
used. In Belzec, according to an eyewitness, it
took thirty-two minutes and "finally, all were
dead," he wrote, "like pillars of basalt, still
erect not having any space to fall." To make
room for the next load, the bodies were right
away tossed out, "blue, wet with sweat and
urine, the legs covered with feces and men
strual blood." Later the bodies were burned
either in the open air or in crematoria.
Himmler complained about the slowness of
the proceedings.
But no quicker or more
secret method could be found. A worker at
Auschwitz said that "the stench given off by
the pyres contaminated the surrounding
countryside. At night the red sky over
Auschwitz could be seen for miles."

– From

Death Fugue,
Celan,
Paul
survivor

S. Dawidowicz,
historian

—Lucy
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Between1939and1945,sixmillion
unarmedandinnocentJewishciviliansmen,women,childrenandbabies-were
murdered
in Nazi-controlledEurope,as
partof a deliberate
policyto destroyall
tracesof Jewish lifeandculture.As many
as twomillionof thesewerekilledintheir
owntownsandvillages,someconfinedin
ghettoeswheredeathbyslowstarvation
wasa deliberate
Nazipolicy,otherstaken
to beshotatmass-murder
sitesnear
wheretheylived.Theremaining
fourmillion
Jews wereforcedfromtheirhomesand
by
taken traintodistantconcentration
camps,wheretheyweremurdered
by
beingworked death,starved death,
beaten death,shot, gassed.
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Amongthehundreds thousands
non-Jewssent theNazis
campswereanti
Concentration
Nazis, Jehovah'sWitnesses,
homosexuals,
ill, and
thementally
the chronically
sick. addition,
morethan250,000Gypsieswere
murdered, Nazi attempt
eliminateGypsiesas wellas
Jews fromthemap Europe.
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the gas chambers

into them with whip
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to

to

to

a

to
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a

lashes, then the doors were closed and the
gassing took place. After about eight minutes
(death occurred after about four minutes) the
special Kom
chambers were opened and
mando for this purpose had
take the
corpses for cremation
the furnaces, which
were burning day and night. There were not
enough ovens
the time
the Hungarian
transports [beginning
late May, 1944]

made their selections while whistling
melody. Those elected for the gas chambers

in

at

Thilo
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and were then chased
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1OOrniſes

100km

When the transport trains came in, the arriv
pass before the camp doctor... on
als had
duty. He pointed his thumb either
the right
gas.
the left. Left meant death
From
transport consisting
about 1,500 people,
1,300 went
about 1,200
the gas cham
bers. Very seldom was the percentage greater
those who were permitted
live. At these
selections [Dr. Josef Mengele and [Dr. Heinz
of

of to
of

r

to

&

in

Other camps whichJews and
non-Jews wereput forcedlabour,
starved,tortured,andmurderedi
conditions theworstimaginable
cruelty.Most thesecampshad
"satellite"labourcampsnearby.
Martin
Gilbert
1978

(YSS"

many thecampsshownhere
so-called"medical"experiments
werecarriedout, without
anaesthetics,solely satisfythe
curiosityandsadism the
doctors. Hundreds otherwise
healthy"patients"weretortured
duringthese
andmurdered
experiments.

In

solelyforthemurder

to

Campsset
of Jews.

Nºv.

a

º'

2

in

camp
concentration
whichmorethan millionpeople
weremurderedbetween1941and
1944,includingJews, Gypsies,and
Sovietprisoners-of-war.
up

|

wº

of

side
the convoy entered the camp; the
others went
the gas chamber.
to

that large trenches had to be dug to burn the
corpses. Here the wood was sprayed with
petroleum. Into these trenches the corpses
were thrown. Often living children and
adults were thrown into the burning
trenches. These poor ones died a terrible
death by burning. The necessary oil and fats
for the burning were obtained partly from the
corpses of the gassed in order to save
petroleum.

—Primo Levi, Italian-Jewish
writer and chemist, sur
vivor of Auschwitz

The enormous possibilities which Auschwitz
Dr. Mengele were never more appar
ent than
the time
the "selection," which
was made
doctors and anthropologists.
This "selection" on the railway ramp con
dividing the groups
many
sisted
10,000 Jews who arrived
Auschwitz every
day into two: children, with their mothers,
and old people
the left (to Birkenau)
gassed and those
for work
the right (to

be

as

screaming. “All out, everybody out!” All
those shouts, the uproar, the tumult! “Out!
Get out! Leave the baggage!” We got out
stepping on each other. We saw men wearing

to

fit

And suddenly it started: the yelling and

to

to

at

of

in

as

Otto Wolkin, Austrian
Jewish prisoner physician,
survivor of Auschwitz
—

as

by

at

of

offered

to

Monowitz)
slave-labour for IG-Farben
|petro-chemical plant adjacent
Auschwitz].

Mueller-Hill,

—Benno

blue armbands. Some carried whips. We
saw some SS men. Green uniforms, black

author,

Murderous

Elimination

by
Jews,

Science:

We were a mass, and the mass swept us
along. It was irresistible. It had to move to
another place. I saw the others undressing.
And I heard: “Get undressed! You're to be
disinfected!" As I waited, already naked, I
noticed the SS men separating out some

Scientific Selection
Gypsies, and Others, Ger
many 1933–1945

of

uniforms...

These were told to get dressed. A
passing SS man suddenly stopped in front of
me, looked me over, and said: “Yes, you too,
quick, join the others, get dressed. You're
going to work here, and if you're good, you
can be a kapo — a squad leader”
people.

—Richard Glazar, Treblinka
survivor

Selection was presumably based on the need to

to

supervise the vast expan
Heinrich Himmler visiting Auschwitz
Sion
the existing concentration camp into the major center for
annihilation
the Jews and other "undesirables." the photograph,
Himmler mops his sweaty forehead
reviews the blueprints.
|photo credit: YIVO)

ever, was seldom that rational.

In

We also know

fit

that not even this tenuous
principle of discrimination between
and
unfit was always followed, and that later the
simpler method was often adopted
merely
opening both doors
the wagon without
warning
instructions
the new arrivals.
Those who by chance climbed down on one

he
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of

of

identify the physically fit for slave labor, until
they, too, would be killed. The process, how

In

the Selections,
perverted dreams

the Nazis

revealed their

of

of

power.

a

to

or

of

so

The Nazi project... was not
much Darwin
ian or social Darwinist as vision of absolute
control over the evolutionary process, over
69

he

the biological human future. Making wide
spread use of the Darwinian term “selec
tionſ" the Nazis sought to take over the
functions of nature (natural selection) and
God (the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh
away) in orchestrating their own “selec
tions” their own version of human evolution.
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“Stop talking nonsense,”
repeats, swallow
ing with effort. “They can't run out
people,
we'll starve
death
this blasted camp.
All
live on what they bring”

–Fictionalized account

by Tadeusz Borowski,
Polish journalist and

—Robert Jay Lifton, psy
chiatrist, author, The

novelist, survivor of
Auschwitz

Nazi Doctors

|At Belzec more than six hundred thousand
year. No
Jews were murdered
less than
keep alive those capa
selection was made
work; only few hundred were chosen
ble
part
Sonderkommando,
'Special
Commando,' some employed
taking the
of to

in

a

of

or

a

be of

to

to

a

in

There was an elaborate hierarchy in the concen
tration camps among the prisoners. Some impor
tant categories included Kapos, who oversaw the
slave labor gangs; Kommandos who helped
unload the incoming transports of people des
tined for the gas chambers; and the Sonderkom
mandos, who worked in the crematoria. Those
appointed Kapos and Kommandos were usually
non-Jewish; Sonderkommandos were always

to

in

in

of

bodies
those who had been gassed
the
sorting the clothes
burial pits, others
the
preparing those clothes and
victims and
Germany.
other belongings for dispatch
Eventually the members
this Sonderkom
mando were also murdered.
of

Jewish.
We unwrap the bacon, the onion, we open a
can of evaporated milk. Henri, the fat
Frenchman, dreams aloud of the French wine
brought by the transports from Strasbourg,
Paris, Marseille
Sweat streams down his

|A

—Martin Gilbert, historian
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“And what there aren't any more ‘cremo'
transports?"
say spitefully. “Can't you see
becoming around
how much easier life
here: no limit on packages, no more beat
ings? You even write letters home... One
talk, and, dammit, they'll
hears all kind
people!”
run out
“Stop talking nonsense” Henri's serious
fat face moves rhythmically, his mouth
full
long
sardines. We have been friends for
time, but do not even know his last name.
is

I

candidates.”

to

of

so

of

to

to

say that
This same witness went on
when Sonderkommando Jews did tell arriv
gassed, “they
als that they were going
became insane,
that we later preferred
keep quiet”
be

to

it

be

the Jews
the Sonderkommando
“calm
the people” [arrivals headed for the gas cham
ber]. These Jews engaged
this deception
slaughterhouse from
because they “were
which there was no escape and everybody
clung
his own life,” and also because “it
was better to save the victims from ... tor
exposing Jews
tures” (the previous policy
beatings, vicious dogs, and fiendish shout
ing): thus, “by taking over the task
the SS
men, they rendered
last service
the death

so

all

a

to

“Listen, mon ami, next time we go up on
the loading ramp, I'll bring you real cham
pagne. You haven't tried
before, eh?”
smuggle
“No. But you'll never
able
through the gate,
stop teasing. Why not try
and 'organize' some shoes for me instead
you know, the perforated kind, with double
sole, and what about that shirt you promised
me long ago?"
“Patience, patience. When the new trans
ports come. I'll bring
you want. We'll
going on the ramp again!"

to

body.

is

—Robert Jay Lifton, psy
chiatrist, author, The

a

of

of

to

...

surviving member
the Sonderkom
mando) tells how camp policy shifted from
early brutality
“another method that made
their work easier by telling the new arrivals
that they had
take
shower
be clean
after the long trip” Now became the task

I

Nazi Doctors
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the trucks and were
the gas chamber. The job was com
pleted after midnight. The entire Gypsy camp
population was sent
death. The gassed
Gypsies were burned
crematoria
and
Gypsies
There was only
small number
the main Auschwitz camp.

in

V.

—Jerzy Ficowski, author,
Gypsies on Polish Roads
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remember what happened on the night
the Gypsies. Some
were there and that
night will remain with me
long
live
Night,
when throughout the Kingdom
tongues
man,
fire ran through from man
child, from the child
from child
man
the old man
man. We heard simply one
rumor. "They are burning the Gypsies," and
the cries, the tears, the yelling, and the plead
ing. No, no one should forget that night.

—Jerzy Ficowski, author,
Gypsies on Polish Roads
In August,

1944, on direct orders from Heinrich
Himmler, the Gypsies interned in Auschwitz
were forced into the gas chambers and killed

—Elie Wiesel, survivor,
author, and Nobel Peace
Prize Laureate

In April Gypsies not decimated by sickness
were sent to work levelling the ground. That
lasted till June, when the initial action to
all

IV

a

During the trial of Rudolf Hoess, Dr. Czesz
piva the Chief of Study of German War
Crimes in Czechoslovakia said the Gypsy
children killed in Auschwitz had their heads
cut off and preserved in formalin, for the use
by German medical institutions. Gypsy
women in advanced stages of pregnancy were
infected with typhus fever in order to deter
mine the effect of the infection on the fetus.
A witness testifies that he counted 86 cases of
such experiments . . . .

of

medical experiments.

its

left

in to

taken

to

were loaded on one

Gypsies deported to Auschwitz were placed in a
family camp separated from the rest of the
inmates, and were often subjected to heinous

>k

>k

>k

in to

In

in

an

1945, the Nazis
forces, tried
Thousands died

hasty retreat from the Allied
relocate camp inmates.

these "deathmarches."
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Gypsies living
camp was
annihilate
started. When the camp authorities planned
this action, they were mindful
active
young Gypsies' resistance who, sensing the
Nazi's intentions did
fact start readying
knives, razors and clubs. The knives and
razors were carried
men's coat lapels, made
into elongated secret pockets
The Gypsies were not quite aware
what
happen. Only when the first
was about
truck fully loaded with Gypsies turned
the
direction
the crematorium, did the scream
ing and panic start. All attempts
resistance
Gypsies were efficiently
on the part
crippled ahead
time,
the removal
young people from camp and
leaving only
the children and the old. Still, during the liqui
in

to

us

to
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in of
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—Robert Jay Lifton, psy
chiatrist, author, The

to

the trucks
with sticks. At 11:00 p.m. the trucks went
the Gypsy hospital where 50-60 sick people

Future
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writing about the
One approaches the task
virtually impos
Holocaust knowing that
convey the experience,
sible
find words
concepts for the extremity
its horror. We
making an
are faced with the paradox
understand,
effort
terms
human
feeling, the most antihuman event
human
history. The European Holocaust after all was
invented by, and consumed, human beings.
Its very extremity has something
teach
about our more ordinary confrontations with
death and violence.

desperate
dation there were some cases
self-defense.
German Gypsy Lageralteste
|camp functionary] threw herself on
SS
man with bare hands.
Some
scattered
throughout the camp, some went into hiding,

others called for help.
The Gypsies were pushed
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The Holocaust baffles the imagination. One
comprehend
recent attempt
evil comes
contemporary
psychiatrist and writer.
from

Immortality

Suggested Films for this Section
riumph of the Will is a brilliant propa
ganda film, made for the Third Reich by
Leni Riefenstahl, of the 1934 Nazi Party
rally held in Nuremberg. The film is an effective
document for learning about Hitler's image of
himself, his manipulation of the crowds, and his
use of film as propaganda. (120 minutes,

liberated from concentration camps. Extraordi
nary film footage, much of it never seen before,
and interviews with concentration camp sur
vivors as well as Germans who were directly
involved in implementing the Holocaust. The
film conveys the bestiality of the Nazi era and
the near total destruction of the Jewish people.
Seeing and hearing the living who tell of the
dying remains a haunting experience for anyone
who has viewed the film. Israel, though never
mentioned, emerges as a land of refuge for the
Jewish people, since many of the interviews
with survivors were filmed there. It is narrated

abridged

version 50 minutes)
Genocide is perhaps the definitive film on the
Holocaust. Part of the British produced “World
at War" TV series, Genocide is the history of the
Holocaust from the 1920s, when waves of anti
Semitism spread through Germany, to 1945,
when the remnants of European Jewry were

by Sir Laurence Olivier. (52 minutes)

For Reflection
1. In retrospect, “The Night of the Broken
Glass,” Crystal Night, can be seen as an early
warning sign of the horror that was to follow.
Imagine yourself a non-Jewish German the
morning after Crystal Night. What would you
do? Do you think you would be inclined to help
your Jewish neighbors?
2. Anti-Semitism in Germany led to terror
and mass extermination. Do you think that
apparently minor forms of racism like slurs and
ethnic jokes are therefore dangerous?
3. Psychologists have often used the idea of
"designated victim" to describe the way a given
society selects certain ethnic minorities as
scapegoats. In Nazi Germany, the Jews clearly
were the designated victim. Are there such
designated victims in the United States?
4. The Nazis systematically rounded up ho

mosexuals and other “undesirables,” who did
not belong to an ethnic group. Many were
brutalized and killed in concentration camps.
Do you think that America could ever likewise
declare “life unworthy of life?” What insurance
does a democracy like ours have against such
dehumanizing principles?
5. The Nazi attempt to annihilate all Jews and
their creation of death camps during World War
II was a unique event in human history. Do you
think it could ever happen again?
6. Imagine yourself as a Jew in Auschwitz
who made it past the selection on the ramp.
What resources within yourself could you call
on to survive?
7. Is there any similarity between the con
centration camp experience and what Ameri
can prisoners of war went through in Vietnam?
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Further Reading
ocide (New York: Basic Books, 1986).
How did physicians, trained to heal, become
killers? How did the German medical com
munity, once the most prestigious in the
world, become an integral part of the Final
Solution. In this powerful book, Lifton ex
plains the Nazi vision of a “healthy” society,
a vision which precipitated the breakdown of
the tradition boundary between healing and

Raul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European
Jews (New York: Holmes and Meier, 1985).
This massive work describes in minute detail
the conception and execution of the Nazi
program of extermination, adding a convinc
ing and perceptive analysis. Hilberg focuses
on the perpetrators, not the victims.
Vera Laska, Women in the Resistance and in the
Holocaust: The Voices of Eyewitnesses (Con

killing.

necticut: Greenwood Press, 1983).
Unforgettable portraits of human courage
and dignity in the face of butchery. Her
passion to tell the story of women resist
ers and survivors motivated the amazing in

Elie Wiesel, Night, (New York: Bantam, 1984).
This brief volume is presented on two levels
— that of the author's personal account of his
years in concentration camps and the loss of
his family, together with his moral dilemma
regarding religious faith and conviction. A
powerful story about actual events.

dustry which undergirds this work of

scholarship.
Robert Jay Lifton, The Nazi Doctors: Medi
calized Killing and the Psychology of Gen
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Section 4: Bystanders and Collaborators
which way the wind
blew, you could

smell it.

in
the words of poet

Barbara Helfgott Hyett
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It
is
is

hurting, suffering,
when your fellow man
being victimized.”
because that in
junction was ignored
violated that the
catastrophe involving such multitudes oc
curred. The victims perished not only be
cause
the killers, but also because
the
apathy
the bystanders. Those who per
society
ished were victims
Nazism and
though
degrees.
different
What as
tonished
after the torment, after the
tempest, was not that
many killers killed
many victims, but that
few cared about
us at all.
Elie Wiesel, survivor

German family
town we had taken, that there was
concentration camp about four and
half
miles from where they lived and they acted
very surprised. They didn't know about
But they did know, they did know about
They had
blind
deaf not
know
They saw cars and trucks going
about
there and cars and trucks coming back. Cars
and trucks going with people on them and
the trucks returned with no people on them.
We mentioned one thing

is,

of

of

The principle that governs the biblical vision
society
“Thou shall not stand idly by

when all mitigating circumstances have been
accorded,
still true that few come out
the
story unblemished.”

in

—American Liberator,

of

6).

ost Germans and other Europeans
under Nazi rule were neither victims
nor executioners in the Holocaust. A
small number of brave people actually aided
and assisted Jews and other victims (See Sec
tion
But the vast majority
Germans and
occupied Europe were somehow asso
others
ciated with the destruction
the Jews. Some
watched the transports leave their cities but
did not intervene. Others benefited econom
ically. Some drove the trains filled with terror
stricken Jews. Some heard reports
mass
extermination
“the east” but dismissed
propaganda.
few, perhaps,
them
rumors
unlikely. All were
knew nothing, though that
affected. As historian Walter Lacquer has
noted: “When all allowances have been made,
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of
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It

is
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of it
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and bloodless

A

I

read and reread this
strange force
through
seems
have filled
and through,
resists,
lives its own life.
the writing
disaster, and that for me
another mystery.”

naked

—American liberator, Alex
Schoenberg, Private First
Class

understand the
townspeople not
knowing about
the camps. They
swore they never
knew. They told
us there were
camps
the

in

a

a a

Lanzmann:
Translator:

He had field under hundred
yards from the camp. He also
worked during the German
occupation.
He worked his field?
Yes. He saw how they were
asphyxiated; he heard them
scream; he saw that. There's
small hill; he could see quite
bit.
a

Translator:
We could never

United

perpetrators and victims
Lanzmann said
his

throughout Europe.
work: “Incredulous,
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Several year ago, Claude Lanzmann produced
remarkable documentary, Shoah, An Oral His
tory
the Holocaust. The film presents inter
views Lanzmann conducted with bystanders,

Lanzmann:
Translator:

States.

What did this one say?
They couldn't stop and watch.
was forbidden. The Ukrai
nians shot at them.

It

But there was
no way you couldn't
know. No matter
74
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peaceful. No one shouted. Everyone went

It
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at
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It
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it.

enclosed vast space, we realized that what
the Germans were building wasn't meant
aid mankind.
Early
June the first convoy arrived. I'd
say there were over forty cars. With the
convoy were SS men
black uniforms.
happened one afternoon.
had just finished
work but got on my bicycle and went home.

was always this peaceful

was silent. Peaceful. Just

as

of

of

in

to

it.
It

Even

No, just

here. Always. When they burned two thou
everyday,
sand people
Jews
was just
—

of

of

of

of

is

A

it

to

ble? And no none can understand
here, now....I can't believe I'm here.

I

now.

—Simon Srebnik, survivor
Chelmo.

—Jan Piwonski, present-day
Sobibor
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to
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Near the end
March 1942, sizable groups
fifty
Jews were herded here, groups
one
hundred people. Several trains arrived with
sections
barracks with posts, barbed wire,
bricks, and construction
the camp
such
began. The Jews unloaded these cars and
carted the sections
barracks
the camp.
The Germans made them work extremely
fast. Seeing the pace they worked
was
extremely brutal
and seeing the complex
being built, and the fence, which, after all,

ovens, and the flames reached
the sky.
was terrible. No one can describe it. No one
can recreate what happened here. Impossi

it

of
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or
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a

—Jan Piwonski, present-day
Sobibor

recognize, but
It's hard
was here. They
people
people were
burned
here.
lot
burned here. Yes, this
the place. No one
ever left here again. The gas vans came
here...There were two huge ovens, and after
ward the bodies were thrown into these

about his work.
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Lanzmann

can't believe

of

of

of

it.

it

–

Interview with Polish
nt living near
Treblinka, from Shoah,
An Oral History
the
Holocaust, by Claude
pe

in

ests: silence and beauty. But
wasn't always
silent here.
There was time when
was
gunshots,
full screams and
dogs' barking, and that period
especially engraved on the
minds
the people who lived
here then. After the revolt the
liquidate
Germans decided
the camp, and early
the
winter
1943 they planted
pines that were three
four
camouflage all the
years old,

to

Lanzmann:
Translator:

the

they’d

deer, and sometimes
find
poor Jew who tried
escape.
That's the charm of our for

everything.
It didn't bother him to work so
near those screams?
At first it was unbearable. Then
you got used to
anything?
You get used
Yes. Now he thinks
was im
possible. Yet
was true.

Translator:

in

heard explosions
minefield, sometimes

limits, but they heard

Lanzmann:

of

escape. But they didn't
tried
know the area. At times people

—

Lanzmann:
Translator:

Only manhunts. Some victims

to

Translator:

Was there hunting then?

it

He worked by the barbed wire
and heard awful screams. His
field was there?
Yes, right up close. It wasn't
forbidden to work there.
So he worked, he farmed there?
Yes. Where the camp is now
was partly his field. It was off

Piwonski:

to

Lanzmann:

Lanzmann:

so

Yes.

animals

all kinds.

a

Translator:

Yes, there are lots

the

to

Lanzmann:

Piwonski:

a

Translator:

there still hunting here
Sobibor forest?

Lanzmann:

Is

But they could work a field a
hundred yards from the camp?
They could. So occasionally he
could steal a glance if the
Ukrainians weren't looking.
He worked with his eyes
lowered?

Lanzmann:
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here,

mean.
He thinks winter, because they
were very cold. They were
packed
the cars, maybe
they weren't cold.
summer
they suffocated;
was very
hot. The Jews were very thirsty.
They tried
get out.
Were there corpses
the cars
on arrival?

it

In

in

so

Translator:

in

Lanzmann:

so

to

Obviously. They were

Translator:

so
that even those still
alive sat on corpses for lack

packed

of

of

22, 1942?

Lanzmann:

done with
them?" Clearly, they'd be
killed, but no one yet knew

Translator:

Space.

to

how. When people began

commented privately

times when

so

Translator:

removed the barbed wire and
of of

came out
the windows. They
jumped,
course. Sometimes
they just deliberately got out,
sat down on the ground, and
the guards came and shot them
in the head.

as

–

Villager,

present-day

if
I

be

Treblinka

it

Translator:

How did the Jews try get out?
The doors weren't opened.
How'd they get out?
Through the windows. They

that

before their eyes, normal life
went on? They worked their
fields?.
Certainly they worked, but not
willingly
usual. They had
work, but when they saw all
this, they thought: “Our house
may
surrounded. We may
arrested too!"
Were they afraid for the Jews
too?
Well, he says, it's this way:
cut my finger,
doesn't hurt
be

Lanzmann:

was allowed, we

gave them water too.

Lanzmann:

since the world began, no one
many
had ever murdered
people that way.
While all this was happening

to as

Translator:

in

as

un

derstand what was happening,
they were appalled, and they

Lanzmann:

Didn't people here who went
by the trains look through the
cracks in the cars?
Yes they could look
some
they went by. Some
times

be

dered, “What's

to

He recalls the first convoy very
well, and when all those Jews
were brought here, people won

to

July

Translator:

it

Lanzmann:

to

it,

Translator:

Which was harder on the Jews,
summer
winter? Waiting

in

Lanzmann:
Translator:
Lanzmann:

Lanzmann:

He was born here in 1923, and
has been here ever since.
He lived at this very spot?
Right here.
Then he had a front-row seat
for what happened?
Naturally. You could go up
close or watch from a distance.
They had land on the far side of
the station, to work
he had
cross the track,
he could
see everything.
Does he remember the first
convoy
Jews from Warsaw on

I

Translator:

him. They knew
to

in

about the
here,
Jews: the convoys came
and then went
the camp, and
the people vanished.

–

Czeslaw Borowi, present
Treblinka, Shoah

day

to
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The execution wall
Auschwitz. On close examination the imprint
agonized fingers are evident
the brick. (photo credit: YIVO)
of

It

depends.

in

very cold here
winter?
can get
minus
fifteen, minus twenty.

It Is
it

Lanzmann:
Translator:

were one
removed from the actual concentration
camps. Their experiences varied.

step

Obviously, since

the loco
motive was next to the cars.
They screamed, asked for
water. The screams from the
cars closest to the locomotive
could be heard very well.

Now

the inmates
told me they
used to be
awakened at
three or four
in the morning

Can one get used to that?
No. It was extremely distress
ing to him. He knew the people
behind him were human, like

every day, and

marched to
the factories
near Munich
where they were
being worked.
The people of
Munich claim
that they never
knew. But that
isn't true.
They saw them
being marched
back and forth

him. The Germans gave him
and the other workers vodka to
drink. Without drinking, they
couldn't have done it. There
was a bonus — that they were
paid not in money, but in

li

Those who worked on
other trains didn't get this
bonus. He drank every drop he
got because without liquor he
couldn't stand the stench when
he got here. They even bought
more liquor on their own, toget
drunk on.

And then there was the largest group of all,
those who witnessed the Holocaust in si
lence and indifference, not participating in

pres

We stayed there at that station waiting to
go into Treblinka. Some of the German SS

it.

its cruelty but doing nothing to alleviate
They went about their ordinary business,
trying
survive, living from day
day,
ignoring the horror around them.
Where the local bureaucracy refused
cooperate
the Holocaust, on the other
hand, the outcome was
rule dramatically
different. Italy was the first fascist country
Europe and Hitler's oldest ally. Yet the au
thorities stubbornly resisted all attempts
enlist their aid
the war against Jews. There
was procrastination, dissimulation, equiv
ocation, and sometimes open defiance, not
only
their own country but
the parts
France, Yugoslavia and Greece occupied by
their armies. Thanks
their noncoopera
tion, about 80 percent
the Italian Jews
survived the extermination campaign.
to

came around and were asking us what we
have. So we said some of the people have gold,

in

as
a

in

to

Tre

in

Abraham Bomba,
blinka survivor

to

they have diamonds, but we want water. So
they said: “Good, give us the diamonds, we
bring you water.” They took the diamonds
away; they didn't bring any water at all.
—

Then, on the second day, I saw a sign for
We went on a little farther. Then,
very slowly, the train turned off of the main
track and rolled at a walking pace through a
wood... we'd been able to open a window and
an old man in our compartment looked out
and saw a boy... cows were grazing... and he
asked the boy in signs, “Where are we?” And
the kid made a funny gesture. This: (draws
finger across throat).

of

to

in

Malkinia.

Even more illuminating
the case
Bulgaria. There the authorities decided that
Jews living within the prewar boundaries
protected, but those
the state should
the
newly acquired parts
Macedonia and

of

is

Richard Glazar, Treblinka
survivor

be

of
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e

ibe
—American Liberator,
in
the words of poet
Barbara Helfgott Hyett

of

—Henrik Gawkowski,
ent-day Malkinia

everyday.
yday.

of
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Lanzmann:
Translator:

Many bystanders and collaborators

he hear screams behind his
locomotive?

in

Translator:

Did

in

Lanzmann:

77

Thrace were to be handed over to the Ger
mans. The results underscore the crucial role
of the non-German bureaucracy in the Holo
caust. Of the 14,000 Jews in the regions
annexed by Bulgaria during the war, almost
all were deported and never returned. Of the
50,000 living in Bulgaria proper, on the other
hand almost all survived. Thus the evidence
that the collaboration of the local admin
istration system was essential for the success
of the extermination campaign appears
irrefutable.

– Theodore

S.

myself and I tried to escape fate that the
others could not escape. There was no more
warmth around, no more soul akin to us, you
understand. And we talked about this. What
happened to Elsa? To Hans? And where is he
and where is she? My God, what happened to
the child? These were our thoughts on that
horrible day. And this feeling of being terribly
alone and terribly guilty that we did not go
with them. Why did we try? What made us do
this? To escape fate — that was really our
destiny or the destiny of our people.

Hamerow,

–Inge Deutschkron,

historian

This is no longer home, you

see.

a

Ger

man Jew who survived the
war hiding in Berlin

And es

Milton Mayer,

an American newspaperman of
German Jewish descent, Spent a year in Ger
many in the early 1950s trying to understand
how ordinary citizens remembered their expe
riences in Nazi Germany. The characters in his
book have fictionalized names but are real
people Mayer got to know. These Germans were
the furthest removed from direct witness to the

pecially it's no longer home when they start
telling me that they didn't know, they didn't
know. They say they didn't see. “Yes, there
were Jews living in our house, and one day
they were no longer there. We didn't know
what happened.” They couldn't help seeing
it. It wasn't a matter of one action. These
were actions that were taking place over
almost two years. Every fortnight people
were thrown out of the houses. How could
they escape it? How could they not see it?
I remember the day they made Berlin
Judenrein. The people hastened in the
streets; no one wanted to be in the streets;
you could see the streets were absolutely
empty. They didn't want to look, you know.
They hastened to buy what they had to buy —
they had to buy something for Sunday, you
see. So they went shopping and hastened
back into their houses. And I remember this
day very vividly because we saw police cars
rushing through the streets of Berlin taking
people out of the houses. They had herded the
Jews together, from factories, from houses,
wherever they could find them, and had put
them into something that was called “Klu."
Klu was a dance restaurant, a very big one.
From there they were deported in various
transports. They were going off not very far
from here on one of the tracks at the Grune
wald station, and this was the day when I
suddenly felt so utterly alone, left alone,
because now I knew we would be one of the
very few people left. I didn't know how many
more would be underground. This also was
the day when I felt very guilty that I didn't go

killing

process.

of them ducked my question. My
question, which I framed very carefully and
put to them in a variety of ways in the last
weeks of our conversations, was, “What did
you do that was wrong, as you understand
right and wrong, and what didn't you do that
was right?” The instinct that throws instant
ramparts around the self-love of all of us
came into immediate operation; my friends,
in response, spoke of what was legal or
illegal, or what was popular or unpopular, or
Seven

what others did or didn't do, or what was
provoked or unprovoked. But I was inter
ested, at this point in none of these things.
“Who knows the secret heart?” I was trying
to know the secret heart; I knew all about
Versailles and the Polish Corridor and the
inflation, the unemployment, the Commu
nists, the Jews, and the Talmud.
The eighth of my friends, young Rup
precht, the Hitler Youth leader, having taken
upon himself (or having affected to take)
sovereign responsibility for every first and
last injustice of the whole Hitler regime, was
no better able to enlighten me than Herr
Schwenke, the old Fanatiker, who, when I
was at last able to divert him, with my
78

governments that followed
those
footsteps. And the experience gathered over

in

insistent last question, from Versailles, the
Polish Corridor, etc., said “I have never done
anything wrong to any man” “Never?” said I,
just to hear myself say
“Never," said he,
just
hear himself say
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all inventors
institutions they did not
copyright
patent their achievements, and
they prefer obscurity.
From the past, the Nazis got the actual
content
measures which they took. For
example, the barring
Jews from office, the
prohibition
intermarriages and
the em
ployment
Jewish homes
female persons
forty-five, the various mark
under the age
ing decrees
especially the Jewish star the
compulsory ghetto, the voidance
any will
executed by Jew that might work
such
way
prevent inheritance
his property
someone who was Christian. Many such
measures had been worked out over the
course
more than
thousand years by
authorities
the church and by secular

in
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or

to of
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sense annihilate them on large scale. Then
these bureaucrats became inventors. But like

reappear.

in

a

—Raul Hilberg, historian,
an interview with Claude
Lanzmann for Shoah
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that event.
this respect, what
transpired when the “final solution” was
adopted
or,
be more precise, bureaucracy
turning point
moved into
was
history. Even here would suggest
logical
progression, one that came
fruition
what might
called closure, because from
the earliest days, from the fourth century, the
sixth century, the missionaries
Chris
tianity had said
effect
the Jews: “You
may not live among
Jews.” The secular
rulers who followed them from the late
Middle Ages then decided: “You may not live
among us,” and the Nazis finally decreed:
“You may not live” Conversion was followed
by expulsion, and the third was the territorial
solution, which was
course the solution
carried out in the territories under German
command, excluding emigration: death. The
“final solution.” And the “final solutionſ' you
really final, because people who are
see,
secret, people
converted can yet
Jews
who are expelled can yet return. But people

steps that were
taken, but also the psychological arguments,
even the propaganda. Amazingly little was
newly invented till
course the moment
go beyond that which
came when one had
had already been established by precedent,
gas these people
that one had
some
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my work
all
have never begun by
asking the big questions, because was al
ways afraid that would come up with Small
answers; and have preferred
address these
things which are minutiae
details
order
put together
that might then
able
gestalt picture which,
explanation,
not
description,
least
more full descrip
tion,
what transpired. And
that sense
look also at the bureaucratic destruction
process for this
what
was
series
logical order and
minute steps taken
relying above all
possible on
much
experience. And this goes not only, inciden
at

as

in
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One
the most important interpreters
the
Holocaust, Raul Hilberg, explains how the
killing process became routinized
German
bureaucracy.
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Thought They Were Free

of

reservoir that could be

and which indeed was used
an
amazing extent. One can compare
rather
large number
German laws with their
counterparts
the past and find complete
parallels, even
detail,
there were
memory which automatically extended
1933, 1935, 1939 and beyond.
the period
They invented very little, and they did not
invent the portrait
the Jew, which also was
taken over lock, stock and barrel from writ
ings going back
the sixteenth century. So
imagina
even the propaganda, the realm
tion and invention
even where they were
remarkably
the footsteps
those who
preceeded them, from Martin Luther
the
nineteenth century. And here again they were
not inventive.
They had
become inventive with the
“final solution.” That was their great in
vention, and that
what made this entire
process different from all others that had

Milton Mayer, They

by

a

that time became

used,
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Suggested Films for this Section
hoah: An Oral History of the Holocaust
is Claude Lanzmann's masterful docu
mentary on the Holocaust. The result of
years of research, the film brings together a full

S

range of witnesses: the SS officers who served

who sold Jews half-fare
camps — one way, and
Holocaust. The movie
long but can be viewed

excursion tickets to the
Western scholars of the
is nine and a half hours
in two parts.
The Sorrow and the Pity is an unrelenting
documentary about collaboration and re
sistance during the German occupation of
France. (260 minutes), French with English
subtitles.

in

the death camps; the Polish villagers who tilled
their fields within yards of the crematoriums;
the Germans who resettled occupied Poland,
moving into the houses whose Jewish owners
had been sent to their death; the state employee

For Reflection
1. How do you think so many people could
directly observe the Holocaust and not raise
their voices?

3. What would you do

The great moral issue about the Holocaust is
that of responsibility. Are leaders like Hitler
more responsible than the soldiers who ran the
death camps? Is there a moral difference be
tween Polish peasants observing Treblinka in
operation and ordinary German citizens bene
fitting economically from the persecution and
expulsion of the Jews from their communities?

4. What

if you observed atrocities

warfare? How far does your responsibility go
as a soldier? Does it differ from that of civilians?

in

if you were ordered as a soldier to carry
out commands that you thought were immoral?
Where does your individual accountability be
gin and end?
5. In what ways did the bureaucracy of the
Holocaust make the mass killing possible? Did
it help diffuse responsibility?

2.

Further Reading
teenaged German boys in the last days of
World War II who discover a Jewish boy in
hiding. They face the dilemma of whether or
not to turn him in to the authorities.
Milton Mayer, They Thought They Were Free:
(Chicago: Univer
The Germans 1933-45
sity of Chicago Press, 1966)
The author portrays the rise of Nazism as
seen through the eyes often ordinary citizens
in a small German city. For them, the Third
Reich meant full employment and a sense of
belonging.

Robert P. Ericksen, Theologians Under Hitler:
Gerhard Kittel, Paul Althaus, and Emanuel
Hirsch (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale Uni
versity Press, 1986)
Scholarly, meticulous, and well organized,
this study of three internationally prominent
theologians who welcomed the rise of Hitler
explores how Germany's best and brightest
succumbed to the lure of the irrational.
Leonie Ossowski, Star Without A Sky (New
York: Lerner, 1985)
This moving novel tells the story of four
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Section 5: The Response
ike individual bystanders, the Allied
governments — and other international
Organizations — moved with caution and
often fatal reluctance to assist Jews as the
evidence of mass extermination became indis
putably known in the West.

of all who lend themselves to its unnatural
and perverted passions.

In my opinion a disproportionate amount of
the time of the Office is wasted on dealing
with these wailing Jews.

Jan Karski's report on the Warsaw ghetto and
the extermination camps
Poland [see Section
was presented
the British Cabinet, which
turn brought
the attention
Parliament
and the House
Lords.
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the most bestial, the most squalid and the
most senseless
all [the German] offences
[is] the mass deportation
Jews from France,
pitiful
with the
horrors attendant upon the
calculated and final scattering
families.
This tragedy fills me with astonishment
well
with indignation, and illustrates
nothing else can the utter degradation
the
Nazi nature and theme, and the degradation
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to

persuade Pope Pius XII
tried
associate
himself with the [British] Declaration
December 17. On the day after the Declara
tion was issued, the British Minister
the
Vatican, Francis d'Arcy Osborne, was in
structed “to urge the Pope
use his influ
public statement
ence either
means
through some
connection with Christmas,
less obvious action through the German
bishops"
encourage German Christians
“to
all
their power
restrain these
excesses." But he was unsuccessful, and on
December 26 President Roosevelt's personal
representative
Taylor,
the Pope, Myron
reported
Washington that the Cardinal
Secretary
State, Maglione, while “deplor
ing cruelties that have come
his attentionſ"
verify
added that the Holy See “was unable
Allied reports
the number
Jews
exterminated etc.”

to

to of

of
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at

Both the British and American Governments

—Jan Karski, recalling the
request by the leaders
the Warsaw ghetto that he
take word
the plight
the Jews
the outside
world

The Pope considered this sentence clear
and sufficient reference to Nazi crimes
a

of

it

December

Though individual Catholic clergy and laity
often risked their lives
save Jews, the Vatican
proved resistant
formal response
the
emerging evidence
the Holocaust.

in

of

Lord Samuel,
17, 1942

separate chap
mination
the Jews forms
ter, and we want the Allied nations formally,
publicly,
announce that they will deal with
this problem,
must become part
their
strategy
overall
this war.
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is it?
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is

not an occasion on which we are
expressing sorrow and sympathy
sufferers
from some terrible catastrophe due un
avoidably
earthquake,
flood
some
other convulsion of nature. These dreadful
quite deliberate,
events are
outcome
planned, conscious cruelty
human beings.

governments cannot take such a stand. We
contributed to humanity — we gave scientists
for thousands of years. We originated great
religions. We are humans. Do you understand
it? Do you understand
Never happened
history, what
happening
before
our
people now. Perhaps
will shake the con
science of the world.
Will you do it? Will you approach them?
Will you fulfill your mission? Approach the
Allied leaders? We want an official declara
tion of the Allied nations that in addition to
securing
the military strategy which aims
victory, military victory
war,
this
exter

as

Sep

in

This

The Allied

to

war.

of it

R. Dew, British
Foreign Office

will not survive this

to to

3)

in

– Orminius
We

Brit

Winston Churchill,

ish Prime Minister,
tember
1942
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against the Jews. At the same time, he was
reluctant to endorse specific atrocity stories,
for, as Myron Taylor's assistant, Harold H.
Tittman reported on December 30, after his

to

to

in

to

to

“discontinue annihilation [of the Jews”
The second suggestion was
ask the
persuade the Interna
Swiss Government
help “get
tional Red Cross “actively”
children out.” The third suggestion was radio
broadcasts to “warn" the satellite countries.
to

—Martin Gilbert, historian
the world may simply

have
been indifference to the suffering of others;

the silence of the churches was more than
indifference. It expressed a vaguely religious

—Martin Gilbert, historian

that Jews were not our brothers and
sisters, they represented something antithet
ical to the Christian vision of society, they
bore the mark of Cain on their foreheads, and
they were now visited by a mysterious prov
idential act.
sense

as

of
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Red Cross was aware that
faced
dilemma and,
some
their
post-war statements indicate, they failed
resolve adequately. Historian Walter Laqueur
has carefully analyzed the actions
the Inter
national Red Cross.
grave

of
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The International

Sister of Mercy, Carol
Rittner

in

Germany
The IRC had delegates not only
but also
Croatia and Rumania, the coun
tries
which the first major massacres
Jews took place. Furthermore the IRC
Geneva was constantly approached
the
local Jewish representatives with various
requests for information about the fate
Nazi-occupied coun
various individuals
tries. The IRC did try
find out until
was
told by the German Red Cross that no
information would be forwarded about
“Non-Aryan prisoners.” What could the IRC
have done
these circumstances? To protest
top IRC
was pointless, professor Huber

in
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to

to

own audience with the Pope: “he 'feared' that
there was a foundation for the atrocity re
ports of the Allies but led me to believe that
he felt that there had been some exaggeration
for the purposes of propaganda.”

The silence of

in

London, Moshe Shertok,
consult the British au
thorities on three possible measures. The
approach national Governments,
first was
“including Argentine”
the hope that they
representations”
would make “direct
the
German Government, urging the Germans
Executive then
instructing him

by

one after another bearing the memory of the
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Following the arrival
the eye-witnesses
Palestine, the Jewish Agency intensified the
search for avenues of rescue. On December 18
the Jewish Agency Executive
Jerusalem
telegraphed
the senior member
the
to
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of to
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Jewish leaders were increasingly desperate
gather international support for the rescue
Europe from annihilation.
the Jews

political matters
course, was quite impossible.
was the considered view
the IRC, on the
grounds
past experience, that “public
protests are not only ineffectual but are apt
produce stiffening
the indicted countries'
attitude with regard
the Committee, even
the ruptures
relations with it.”
“Germany had put the Jews into
new
category, that
second-class human beings"
all acts

and this,

to of

is

to

official] argued; the Red Cross was not an
international tribunal. Had the committee
adopted the method
public protest,
would inevitably have been forced more and
more into taking definite stand with regard

by
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scription awakens the memory
the people
whose sons and daughters were intended for
total extermination. This people draws its
origin from Abraham our father
faith
was expressed by Paul
Tarsus. The very
people who received from God the com
mandment “thou shalt not killſ' itself experi
special measure what
ences
meant by
killing.
not permissible for anyone
pass
this inscription with indifference.

of of

...
In

particular
pause
victims of Oswiecim
with you, dear participants
this encounter,
before the inscription
Hebrew. This in

–Prayer Pope John Paul
on his pilgrimage
Auschwitz in 1979.
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I kneel before all the inscriptions that come
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follow. This is what has been happening now
for over a year, week in, week out. We are left
with just a few thousand. A hundred thou

the IRC post-war report said. Just as the
general laws did not pertain to dogs, cats and
sheep, so they did not pertain to Jews. But

sand Dutch members of our race are toiling
away under an unknown sky or lie rotting in

what use would it have been to bang on
the table and to protest
“what protests
and threats have ever changed criminal
methods?"

–

some unknown soil. We know nothing of
their fate. It is only a short while, perhaps,
before we find out, each one of us in his own
time. For we are all marked down to share

—Walter Laqueur, historian

that fate, of that I have not

As governments stalled, victims blindly placed
all their hopes in an Allied response.

—

People still harbor such childish hopes that
the transport won't get through. Many of us
were able from here to watch the bombard
ment of a nearby town, probably Emden. So
why shouldn't it be possible for the railway
line to be hit too, and for the train to be
stopped from leaving? It's never been known
to happen yet. But people keep hoping it will,
with each new transport and with never
flagging hope . . .
The evening before, I had walked through
the camp. People were grouped together be
tween the barracks under a gray, cloudy sky.
“Look, that's just how people behave after a
disaster, standing about on Street corners
discussing what's happened” my companion
said to me. “But that's what makes it so
impossible to understand!' I burst out. “This
time, it's before the disaster!“
Tonight I shall be helping to dress babies
and to calm mothers — and that is all I can
hope to do. I could almost curse myself for
that. For we all know that we are yielding up
our sick and defenseless brothers and sisters
to hunger, heat, cold, exposure, and destruc
tion, and yet we dress them and escort them
to the bare cattle cars — and if they can't
walk, we carry them on stretchers. What is
going on, what mysteries are these, in what
sort of fatal mechanism have we become
enmeshed? The answer cannot simply be
that we are all cowards. We're not that bad.
We stand before a much deeper question. . .
My God, are the doors really being shut
now? Yes, they are. Shut on the herded,
densely packed mass of people inside.
This time the quota was really quite small,

a

moment's doubt.

Etty Hillesum, writing
from Westerbork con
centration camp in Hol
land, months before her
deportation and death in

Auschwitz

One reason so few Jews left Germany and
Europe in general before the war was that the
British severely restricted immigration into
their protectorate in Palestine (which became
the country of Israel after the war).

The Jews who lived in
limits of Nazi rule, made

safety,

beyond the

repeated efforts to
seek help, and to find avenues of rescue, for
those whose lives were now in danger. Since

the Zionists had, with British support,
up in Palestine a Jewish Na
tional Home, and between the wars, more
than 300,000 Jews had reached Palestine
from Europe, the majority of them from
Poland. The rise of Hitler in Germany in 1933
had intensified the pressure of immigration,
so much so that in 1936 the Arabs of Pal
estine, supported by several nearby Arab
States, had risen in revolt against Britain,
demanding a halt to Jewish immigration. The
British Government had sought, first, to
suppress the revolt. But, in the early months
of 1939, as Britain's own military weakness
exposed her to increasing danger from Nazi
Germany, the British Government had agreed
to the demands of four independent Arab
States, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and the
1917

been building

Yemen and of the Palestinian Arab leaders, to
restrict future Jewish immigration to an
upper limit of 75,000, at a rate of no more
than ten thousand

all considered: a mere thousand Jews. . .
One more piece of our camp has been
amputated. Next week yet another piece will

a year.

—Martin Gilbert, historian
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ties

revealed

—

In another place at another time, [Polish
survivor Zuckerman said to Israeli poet
Haim Guri: “If 500 Palmah fighters [Palestin
ian Jews struggling against the British to
create the State of Israel] had set out for
Europe, German anti-aircraft fire would have
downed 490 of them. And if the remaining
ten had parachuted into Poland and reached
the ground alive, we would have had the
problem of how to conceal them, with their
ignorance of Polish and Yiddish, their Medi

In

—Walter Laqueur, historian
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The most important remark by [Commissar
for Jewish Affairs Vallat
the press con
ference following his appointment
com
missar concerned the Jewish immigrants
who had “flooded” France between the two
wars and who were now to be “shoved off.”

which became the
the “final solution”
France. At the time when Vallat took office,
the general policy toward the foreign and
stateless Jews had already been fixed. Under
1940, these Jews were
the law
October
subject
internment, and the French gov
implementing
ernment lost little time
of

4,

point
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to of
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again. Here was the wedge

at
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that law.
The 7500 Reich Jews who had been
dumped
unoccupied France from Baden
and the Saarpfalz were promptly interned
camp
report by Rabbi
Gurs. According
Kaplan, these Jews “lived
crowded bar
racks, sleeping on the ground, devoured by
vermin, suffering from hunger and cold
damp muddy region. During the one winter
1940-41, they suffered 800 deaths. By 1941
the Vichy government had established
camps: Gurs,
southern France
network
Rivesaltes, Noe, Recebedon, La Venet, and
Les Milles. Besides the Baden-Saarpfalz
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early date the Soviet press published
From
much general information about Nazi atroci
84
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II.

Russia was an Ally in World War
The Soviet
attitude toward the Jews was simply
treat
many oppressed peoples under
them
one
Nazi rule.
that sense, the Russians refused
recognize that the destruction
the European
unique aspect
Jews was
the Nazi mission.

In

France

exile until after the Allied invasion
the deportation and anni
unusually
hilation
the Jews
France
complex due
these political divisions.
was

1944. The story

In that grim summer of 1944, a determined
group of six young people from Palestine
parachuted into Nazi-controlled Hungary on
mission, with the intention of
a suicidal
helping to prevent the Holocaust from being
carried through there. Among the six was one
girl, Hannah Senesh, the radio operator, aged
twenty-three, formerly of Hungary.
The mission might seem impractical and
hopeless from hindsight: six “invaders”
against the safely entrenched Nazi might;
but it expressed poignantly their idealism,
dedication and self-sacrifice. Hannah was
captured, tortured physically and mentally
and tried for treason in Budapest. On
November 7, 1944, while still awaiting sen
tencing, she was shot.

as

invaded

portion
occupied France. Petain col
over
laborated with the Germans, enforcing their
anti-Semitic measures. The Allied powers rec
ognized General Charles De Gaulle
the
official representative France, even though he

—Idith Zertal, “The Jews of
Palestine and the Holo
caust”

an a

June, 1940 the Germans

which quickly capitulated. Marshall Henri
Philippe Petain became nominal chief
State

terranean faces, and their sabra Hebrew. You
could not have saved us; you were not super
man. But why didn't one come? One?!”

Vera Laska, survivor
historian
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of the Jews in Palestine, however, devoted most
of its energy to the development of the State
of Israel.

—

in

the occupied areas but only rarely
that Jews were singled out for exter
mination. To this day the Soviet Communist
Party line has not changed
this respect.
publications
As far
the Soviet
are con
cerned the Government and the Communist
Party acted correctly
Soviet citizens
Jewish origin did not fare differently from the
rest under Nazi rule.

Some individual Jews in Palestine worked Val
iantly to provide help. The Official Organization

to

Jews of all kinds. The total number of in
mates was 20,000.
In Paris the German administration
watched these developments with approving
acceptance; they saw in the French measure
a basis for similar action in the occupied

to
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change
the German attitude
towards them gave France an opportunity
get rid
them.” Laval asked the Quaker
delegate why the United States did not take
these Jews and concluded with
rather
bitter general discussion
the Jewish
problem.”

to

glad that
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[Chief
Government] Laval “that these
foreign Jews had always been
problem
France and that the French Government was

to

—Raul Hilberg, historian
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When the delegate
the American Friends
Service Committee protested against the
impending deportations,
was told by

the age
six
wear Jewish star
with the inscription Juif. Although the decree
apply
was
French and foreign Jews alike,
the treatment
some
the foreign na
tionalities had to be handled with caution.
After consultations with the Foreign Office,
of

to

in

in

A

of

a

of

the following words:
did all could considering the fact that my
my fellow-countrymen
first duty was
Jewish extraction whose interests could not
asylum was not re
sacrifice. The right
spected
this case. How could
have been
country which was occupied
otherwise
by the German Army? How could the Jews
country
have been better protected
where the Gestapo ran riot?"

fended his decision

a
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[Chief
Government] Laval now had
“rapid decision.” He decided
make
save
the French nationals and involve the police
the roundup. Writing his memoirs
the
death house after the liberation, Laval de
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not also remove the stateless Jews who had
already been interned for year and half
the unoccupied zone. Heydrich replied that
transport.
was all
matter
the mean
time, therefore, the deportations had
be
confined
the Jews
the camps
the
occupied zone.
total
5138 victims were
removed from these camps
Auschwitz.
Encouraged by these developments, the
bureaucrats began
make preparations for
concentrations and deportations on major
May the Militar
scale. By the middle
befehlshaber's office was hard
work on
decree compelling every Jew who had
to

or

a

to

(1)

in to

mans arrested some
the Jewish offenders
and their French supporters
intern them
one
the camps.

tims were heads
families developed into
still another problem:
French informant
the German Rustungkontrollinspektion
(the
Armament Control Inspectorate
the unoc
cupied zone) offered the opinion that the
arrest of the men without their women and
children had been
mistake. These women
informant,
said the French
were now wander
ing around
Paris, arousing the
the streets
“unknowing Frenchmen.”
sympathy
Other Jews, he said, were disappearing
Paris and the provinces under false names....
Nonchalantly,
the French police chief
|Bousquet] asked Heydrich whether he could

to

to

7.

it
in

the Jews decided not
wear
the star. Others wore
the wrong way. Still
others wore several stars instead of one.
Some Jews provided their star with addi
tional inscriptions. And, finally number
wearing the star
non-Jews took
some
thing that looked like
Angrily, the Ger

accordance with the crucial

reached

of

ately. Some

Under the direction of SS
Dannecker, the Jewish
Obersturmfuhrer
expert detailed to the embassy, the Paris
prefecture of police compiled a card index in
alphabetically,
which every Jew was listed
(2) according
street address, (3) by profes
nationality....
criterion
The circumstance that the arrested

in

The decree was issued on May 29 and went
into effect on June
Difficulties
its
enforcement made themselves felt immedi

territory.

Sion and (4)

be

the following nationalities were determined
safe targets for the measure: Reich,
Polish, Dutch, Belgian, French, Croat, Slo
vakian and Roumanian.

Jews, the camps contained recent arrivals
from the Reich-Austria-Protektorat-Polish
area as well as an assortment of “stateless”
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France" Bordeaux, 1942.
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ineffective. Only one American bomber went
down; no Mustangs were hit. All five bomber
striking the
groups reported success

in

as

in

target area.
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Again, on September 13,
heavy
force
bombers rained destruction on the factory
areas of Auschwitz. The 96 Liberators en
countered no German aircraft, but ground
fire was heavy and brought three
them
down. As before, no attempt was made
strike the killing installations, though two
stray bombs hit nearby. One
them
damaged the rail spur leading
the gas
chambers.
of
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Wyman,

The

David

S.

the

Abandonment

—Martin Gilbert, historian
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over two years.

and also on December 26,

American bombers again pounded
Auschwitz industries.
—
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On December

18
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east
the gas chambers. Conditions were
nearly ideal for accurate visual bombing. The
weather was excellent. Anti-aircraft fire and
the
German fighter planes there were
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to

or

On Sunday August 20, [1944) late
the
morning, 127 Flying Fortresses, escorted by
100 Mustang fighters, dropped 1,336 500
pound high explosive bombs on the factory
Auschwitz, less than five miles
areas
the

France on 27 March 1942 were all foreign
born Jews who had been rounded up
Paris
seven months earlier, and interned. Their
birthplaces ranged from Marrakech
Haifa,
Simferopol. Many had
and from London
left their birthplaces between the wars,
seek
new livelihood in France. Others had
refugees. The majority had
reached France
Poland, within the area that had
been born
Greater-Germany.
now become part
The Paris deportation
27 March 1942
was timed
the SS with precision. The train
left Paris
17.00 hours reaching the border
Greater Germany
13.59 on the following
day, and arriving
Auschwitz
5.33
the
morning
March 31.
Even French-born Jews were now subjected
the full rigours
anti-Jewish legislation.
On 29 May 1942 all Jews were forbidden
access
all public places, squares, restau
rants, cafes, libraries, public baths, gardens
and sports grounds.... more than 80,000 Jews
were deported from Paris
Auschwitz
at
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Belzec had taken place on 24 March 1942.
Two days later, the first deportations
Jews
Auschwitz began first from Slovakia, and
on the following day from France. At Ausch
witz all were sent
the barracks. No gassing
took place there until May 1942.
The first Jews deported
Auschwitz from
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The first deportations from Western Europe
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America’s “abandonment
the Jews,”
one
put
many levels. For
historian
occurred
almost inexplicable reasons planes bombed the
area
Auschwitz
the summer and fall
1944 but never hit the main railroad lines
leading
the camp
the crematoria within
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Local people lining up for “The Jew
|photo credit: YIVO)

France,” an exhibition
anti-Semitic propaganda
the Nazis and administered
French bureaucrats. The
ignite
this exhibit was
local anti-Semitic sentiment,
French contribution for
Nazi Final Solution. The
took place Bordeaux late March, 1942.(photo credit:
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the Jews

This failure to bomb Auschwitz, and other
camps late in the war came despite the urgent
appeal of Jewish leaders who were well aware of

statements by the President would have
brought the extermination news out of ob
scurity and into the headlines. But he had
little to say about the problem and gave no
priority at all to rescue.
Roosevelt's personal feelings about the
Holocaust cannot be determined. He seldom
committed his inner thoughts to paper. And
he did not confide in anyone concerning the
plight of Europe's Jews except, infrequently,
Henry Morganthau. There are indications

the dangers.
leaders in Europe and the United
assuming the use of heavy bombers
and the consequent death of some inmates,
wrestled with the moral problem involved.
Most concluded that the loss of life under the
circumstances was justifiable. They were
aware that about 90 percent of the Jews were
gassed on arrival at Auschwitz. They also

Jewish
States,

that he was concerned about Jewish prob
lems. But he gave little attention to them, did
not keep informed about them, and
structed his staff to divert Jewish questions
to the State Department. Years later, Eman
uel Celler charged that Roosevelt, instead of
providing even “some spark of courageous
leadershipſ' had been “silent, indifferent, and
insensitive to the plight of the Jews.” In the
end, the era's most prominent symbol of

realized that most who were spared for the
work camps struggled daily through a
hellish, famished existence as slave laborers
and were worn out in a matter of weeks. Once
unfit for hard labor, they were dispatched to
the gas chambers. The bombing might kill
some of them, but it could halt or slow the
mass production of murder.

in

– David

S. Wyman, The
Abandonment of the Jews

humanitarianism turned away from one of
history's most compelling moral challenges.

The official explanation for the refusal to bomb
the concentration camps was that the War
Department of the United States was unwilling

—

occurred quite often, many of
them for humanitarian purposes. For in
stance, the Allied military moved 100,000
non-Jewish Polish, Yugoslav, and Greek civil
ians to camps in Africa and the Middle East
and maintained them there. Again, the
American and British armies in Italy sup
plied thousands of refugees with food, shelter
and medical care.
Abandonment

Wyman, The
of the Jews

abandonment. The State Department was cal
lous and wasted little sympathy for Jews; 90
percent of the quotas for Jewish immigrants
were never filled. The same indifference pre
Vailed in Congress. Even American churches
were Silent.

Exceptions

David S. Wyman,

S.

Nor did other individuals or institutions in the
United States exert Significant pressure to alter
an attitude of indifference and a policy of

to divert military resources for nonmilitary
purposes. But this policy was only applied
consistently toward the Jews.

—

David

Abandonment

American's Christian churches were almost
inert in the face of the Holocaust and nearly
silent too. No major denomination spoke out
on the issue. Few of the many Christian
publications cried out for aid to the Jews. Few
even reported the news of extermination,
except infrequently and incidentally.

The

of the Jews

United States policy about the Jews began at
the highest level.

– David

S. Wyman, The
Abandonment of the Jews

America's response to the Holocaust was the
result of action and inaction on the part of
many people. In the forefront was Franklin D.
Roosevelt, whose steps to aid Europe's Jews
were very limited. If he had wanted to, he
could have aroused substantial public back
ing for a vital rescue effort by speaking out on
the issue. If nothing else, a few forceful

be said that many Jewish political
and intellectual leaders in the United States
were tragically absorbed in other matters. Sev
eral Jews were close to Roosevelt including
David Niles, Bernard Baruch, Herbert Lehman,
Felix Frankfurter, and Henry Morganthau. Too

It must also
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to

destroy
The deliberate attempt
systematically
Europe's Jews was
all
unsuspected
the spring and early Summer
1942: the very period during which
was
most intense, and during which hundreds
thousands
Jews were being gassed every
Belzec, Chelmno, Sobibor and
day
Treblinka.

few rearranged schedules or put aside projects
of lesser significance. The difficulties are aptly
illustrated in the role of Samuel Rosenman.
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As special counsel to the President, Samuel
Rosenman had frequent contact with Roose
velt, who relied heavily on him for advice on
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secrets.

Jewish matters. But Rosenman considered
the rescue issue politically sensitive, so he
consistently tried to insulate Roosevelt from
For instance, when Morgenthau was get
ting ready
urge the President
form
rescue agency, Rosenman objected. He did
refugee matters,
not want FDR involved
although he admitted that no one else could
deal effectively with the problem. Rosenman
European
also argued that government aid
Jews might increase anti-Semitism
the
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the extermination
discourteous for me

my criticism.

Nahum Goldmann,
ican Jewish leader
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very selective version
Americans have
history. We live within
mythology
benign and benevolent experience, and we
suppress those demonic influences
tend
our history. The fact
the matter
that the
white man who came
this country drove
the Indian out
his culture, far from the
reservations of his God into the reservations
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the terrible tragedy
camps. He regarded
outspoken

ing Jews
Europe was well known
the
Allies. Since the outbreak
the war, German
brutality had received wide publicity. But
none
the Allies yet knew that these
killings were part
deliberate plan
Europe. The Wannsee
murder every Jew
Conference, and the setting up
the eastern
death camps, had been closely guarded
in
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The

the Jews

the early years
the war the Allies knew
German brutality toward the Jews but never
suspected the enormity
the Nazi Scheme
annihilate all Jews.
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Those few wretched Jews then at
tempted what the Allied powers, with their
vast might, would not. On October
suicidal uprising, they blew up one
the
crematorium buildings.
area.
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mainly Rabbi Stephen Wise and myself
via the American State Department.
General Dill thereupon revealed his real
motivation, by declaring that the British had
save bombs for military targets and that
the only salvation for the Jews would be for
the Allies to win the war.
answered that the few dozen bombs
needed
strike the death camps would not
influence the outcome
the war and pointed
Royal
out that the
Air Force was regularly
bombing the I.G. Farben factories,
few
miles distant from Auschwitz.
At the end our talk, which lasted over an
hour,
accused General Dill and his col
leagues
lack
human understanding for

1944, Jewish women who
the fall
worked
munitions factory inside Ausch
smuggle small amounts
witz managed
explosives
members
the camp under
pris
ground. The material was relayed
oners who worked
the gassing-cremation

The fact that the Germans had

Nazi victims

messages from the Jewish

desperate straits, Jewish inmates
the
many concentration camps could only rely on
their own meager resources.
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General Dill took from the start completely
negative attitude. His argument was that
bombing the camps would result
the death
prisoners.
thousands
replied
him that they were destined
being gassed anyhow and explained that the
idea
bomb the death camps had been
by the Jewish underground
suggested
Poland, with whom we were
certain
contact through the Polish government
London, which regularly conveyed
exile
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—Martin Gilbert, historian

of containment and isolation. The treatment
of black slaves ... was never treated in text
books when I was growing up in East Texas...
anti-semitism... has always been just below
the surface, and not always below the surface
of the American experience.... for very
positive reasons we have tended to stress the
affirmative... the ideals and human values so
succinctly stressed in the Declaration of
Independence and in the wonderful rhetoric
of the framers of our government.
America is a divided mind. Americans
have resorted to violences to achieve many of
their objectives. Human beings are capable of
doing great harm to others as well as great
love to others. The more we...become a tribe
isolated into our individual clans....the more
we tend to be ignorant and insensitive to
others. The more we know about others the
more we know they harbor the same intui
tions, the same instincts, the same aspira
tions that we do. Breaking down the wall of
ignorance is the first way of opening up to one
another and to our possibilities to coexist as a
civilization despite our abiding differences.

Following

the War an international tribunal
was convened at Nuremberg in Germany to

consider the crimes against humanity commit
ted by the Nazi regime. This was the first time
in history there had been an attempt in interna
tional law to define such crimes.
The following acts, or any of them, are crimes
coming within the jurisdiction of the Tri
bunal for which there shall be individual

responsibility... (c) CRIMES AGAINST
HUMANITY: namely, murder, extermina
tion,

deportation and other
inhumane acts committed against any civil
ian population before or during the war; or
persecutions on political, racial or religious
grounds in execution of or in connection
with any crime within the jurisdiction of the
Tribunal whether or not in violation of the

domestic

law of the country where

perpetrated.
Leaders, organizers, instigators and accom
plices participating in the formulation or
execution of a common plan or conspiracy to
commit any of the foregoing crimes are
responsible for all acts performed by any
persons in execution of such plan.

an interview with
American Journalist Bill

—From

Moyers on facing the
tory of the Holocaust

enslavement,

—The Nuremberg Tribunal

his

Sevenof the twenty-three defendantsof the Einsatzgruppen case at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trial, all former
members of Hitler's extermination SS units accused of murdering one million Jews and other victims. [photo
credit: YIVO)
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Suggested Films
udgment at Nuremberg is a fictionalized
account of the trial of Nazi war criminals.
The film serves as a case study of Germany
during the Holocaust. It provides insight

into the issues of freedom of choice, obedience
to authority, and responsibility to mankind.
(186 minutes)

For Reflection
1. As a citizen and soldier are you responsible for
the actions of your government? How can you
influence your government as an individual?
2. At the Nuremberg trials many former Nazis
argued they were not war criminals because
they had simply followed orders from their
military and political leaders. As a soldier, are
you responsible for carrying out all orders?
How can you determine whether an order
is illegal or immoral?
3. Among other things, the American response

to the Holocaust grew out of anti-Semitism in
this country. Do you think such prejudice still
exists? How is it like other forms of ethnic
prejudice and racism?
4. Is there anything you as a soldier can do to
fight prejudice? How do you respond, for exam
ple, to ethnic slurs or jokes?
5. What is meant by the term "crimes against
humanity?” How are such crimes different from
the brutal acts of individual soldiers against
other human beings in a war?

Further Reading
David S. Wyman, The Abandonment
of the
Jews: America and the Holocaust, 1941-1945
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1984).
Wyman's prize-winning book describes with
meticulous research the appalling extent to
which the United States, despite overwhelm
ing evidence of the Holocaust, refused to help
rescue the victims until very late in the war.

Martin Gilbert, Auschwitz and the Allies: A
Devastating Account of How the Allies Re
sponded to the News of Hitler's Mass Murder
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1981).

the story of the Allied failure
to respond in any meaningful way to the clear
evidence of the Holocaust coming out of
Eastern Europe from 1942 on.

Gilbert details
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Section 6: Resistance and Rescue
They may have been few in number, but
they offer a sufficient proof that everything
can be taken from a man but one thing the
last of his freedoms—to choose one's attitude
in any given set of circumstances, to choose
one's own way to die.

of the horror, there was
displayed by victims
through spiritual and physical resistance;
heroism displayed by others who risked their
lives through efforts to rescue their neighbors.
n the midst

—Victor

Frankl,

and Holocaust
vivor

author

sur

Another form of resistance was a refusal to give
up dreams. Anne Frank was a young girl in Am
sterdam hidden by a Christian couple during the
Nazi occupation. Shortly before her deportation
to Bergen-Belsen, where she died, she wrote the
following in her diary:
It's really a wonder that I haven't dropped all
my ideals, because they seem so absurd and
impossible to carry out. Yet I keep them
because in spite of everything I still believe
that people are really good at heart. I simply
can't build my hopes on a foundation of
confusion, misery and death. I see the world
gradually being turned into a wilderness. I
hear the approaching thunder, I can feel the
suffering of millions, and yet, if I look up into
the heavens, I think that it will all come right
one of these days, that this cruelty will end,
and that peace and tranquility will return
again. In the meantime, I must hold on to my
ideals for perhaps the day will come when I
shall be able to carry them out.

At the Holocaust Memorial Wall on the facade of the Anti
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, National Director Abraham H.
Foxman (left| confers ADL’s Courage to Care award to rescuers of
Anne Frank, Miep Gies (center) and her husband, Jan.

I: Resistance
Given overwhelming odds—whole nations
had surrendered to the Nazi war machine—
the question was never why Jews did not
resist more
but how, despite the odds, so
much resistance did occur.

–

Physical
partisans,
resistance—Jewish
ghetto heroes — was only one small part. For
there was resistance of another kind: a resist
ance of the mind, and of the heart; a resist
ance of the spirit, which kept humanity alive
... For Jews in Nazi lands, it became an act of
faith to commit one's self to life . . .

Anne Frank

Another Dutch Jew, 27 year-old Etty Hillesum,
refused to hide despite the pleas of her dearest
friends. Her diary records some of her thoughts
and feelings under the Nazi occupation.

Chap

lain Resource Board

Workbook, Chaplain
Corps, US Navy

beings cause monstrous condi
tions, but precisely because we cause them so
soon learn to adapt ourselves to them. Only if
we become such that we can no longer adapt
ourselves, only
deep inside, we rebel
against every kind
evil, will we
able
put stop
Aeroplanes, streaking down

We human

Spiritual resistance took many forms, including
Simple acts of kindness.

a
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if,

We who lived in the concentration camps can
remember the men who walked through the
huts comforting others, giving away their last
pieces of bread.

to
it.

—Horror and Hope,

—

down, that human beings are being burnt
alive. As long as that happens, while every
thing within us does not yet scream out in
protest, so long will we find ways of adapting
ourselves, and the horrors will continue.

The most famous revolt against the Nazis
occurred
the Warsaw ghetto
Poland
between Passover morning, April 19, and May
1943. Some 60,000 Jews, who had survived the
previous two years
starvation, torture, and
deportations, fought their German oppressors.
group
The revolt was carefully planned
young people
their twenties, led
Mordecai
Anielewicz. The heavily armed Germans burned
the ghetto
the ground with flame throwers
and explosives. Nearly every Jew
the ghetto
perished

8,
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—Vera
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Laska, Auschwitz

survivor, Holocaust

scholar
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the Warsaw ghetto have
armed resistance against the mur
derers
the Jewish people
The ghetto
aflame
We shall attack the enemy with
whatever weapons are available—with knives,
axes, clubs, acid—to prevent further deporta

The survivors

the death camps.
We shall not
struggle for our freedom,
this
human dignity, and honor
We shall
Auschwitz,
avenge the crimes committed
Treblinka, Belsen, Maidanek
Through the
flames and smoke
the burning ghetto and
the blood
our brothers and sisters, we, the
.
.
.
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out
the east and annihilation
Treblinka)
energetic revolt. According
launched
least one source,
fifteen year old girl hurled
the first grenade from balcony. The men and
women fought valiantly, with primitive and
insufficient arms, against the flame-throwers,
machine guns, tanks and planes. The ghetto
kept calling for help, but the cry was not

from which new sorrows will
born for others
then sorrow will never
cease
this world and will multiply. And
you have given sorrow the space
gentle
origins demand, then you may truly say: life
beautiful and
rich. So beautiful and

in

of
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to
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April, the fight
ing leadership
the 60,000 Jews left
the
ghetto (over 300,000 had already been shipped

On that Passover morning

avenged
not seek
German mothers, for they, too, sorrow
this
very moment for their slain and murdered
sons. Give your sorrow all the space and
yourself that
everyone
due, for
shelter
bears his griefhonestly and courageously, the
sorrow that now fills the world will abate.
you
But
not clear
decent shelter for
your sorrow, and instead reserve most
the
space inside you for hatred and thoughts

if

of
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it.

a

of as

Jew,

1944

And finally: ought we not, from time
time, open ourselves up
cosmic sadness?
say
One day shall surely
able
Ilse
Blumenthal, “Yes, life
beautiful, and
every day, even
value
anew
the end
though know that the sons
mothers, and
you are one such mother, are being murdered
concentration camps. And you must be
able
bear your sorrow; even
seems
crush you, you will
able
stand up again,
strong, and your
for human beings are
integral part
sorrow must become
yourself, part
your body and your soul, you
mustn't run away from
but bear
like an
adult. Do not relieve your feelings through

is

believe

Auschwitz,

in

perished

matter what the circumstances? No, far from
believe that know and share the many
sorrows and sad circumstances that human
being can experience, but do not cling
them,
do not prolong such moments
agony. They pass through me, like life itself,
broad, eternal stream, they become part
that stream, and life continues. And
preserved, does not
result all my strength
become tagged on
futile sorrow
rebelliousness.

revenge

makes you want

–Etty Hillesum, Dutch

Does that mean I am never sad, that I never
rebel, always acquiesce, and love life no

hatred,

rich that

in God.”

to

have a weird fascination for us
— though we know, deep

aesthetically

— even

it

So

in flames, still
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tº-m
ghetto,

send

High

were a few members of the Jewish
Command of ghetto fighters.

you

brotherly greetings ... Long live freedom!...
Long live liberty! . . .

—Wladys law Bartos
zewski, historian, co
founder and active

—First report of the War
saw ghetto uprising sent
over a clandestine radio
station, April 19, 1943

leader of the Council
for Aid to Jews (1942-44)
and deputy chief of the
Jewish Section of the
Office of the Delegate of
the Polish Government

came up to our posts and
marched by and we threw those hand gre
nades and bombs, and saw German blood pour
ing over the streets of Warsaw before that,
there was rejoicing. The tomorrow did not
worry us. The rejoicing amongst Jewish fight
ers was great and, see the wonder and the
miracle, those German heroes retreated, afraid
and terrorized from the Jewish bombs and

When the Germans

in London

in-exile
(1943–44)

The night

does not end and the leaden hours

drag,

The earth is like bloody coals.
The Jew arises like a storm-tossed
A flag in the valley of dead souls.

hand grenades, home-made.

–Zivia Lubetkin, Jewish
Survivor of Warsaw

flag,

The ghetto is in shambles—oh, the Jews

all

in the Warsaw

Uprising

The Germans burned down one building after
another and conquered the fortified bunkers.

The snow falls and falls, yet the earth

and brought those they took prisoners to the
death camps. Black clouds of smoke covered
the city in the daytime, and at night the burn
ing buildings illuminated the sky above War
saw, similar to the days of the siege of War
saw in September 1939. The joyful emotion of
the population of Warsaw gave way to dull
depression and hopelessness.
A few days after Easter, we received the last
report from the Jewish ghetto fighters in

The

not

the heroic Jew.

For the blood

of

It

red seething blood still shows through.
calls for revenge on this icy night—

No

will

day there

be, shouts the Jew, and no

night.
forgive!

the fight

In

Every man and woman who fell
our hearts forever will live.

in

The world we can never

We shall always remember their courage and

stated: "our last days are

pain,

Our feverish souls will

Three words etched
will remain:

And really, they did resist until the very
end—until May 8, 1943, the 20th day of the
battle, when the Germans discovered the cen
tral bunker of the Jewish ghetto fighters. The
officers of the Jewish fighting organization did
not surrender alive. Mordechai Anielewicz
and his closest co-fighters committed suicide
in the bunker in Mila St. which was sur
rounded by SS. Ten participants of the battle
succeeded, with the help of Poles, in reaching
the "Aryan side" through sewers. Among them

Revenge!

avenge.

blood

in

in our

in

near, but as long as we have weapons
hands, we shall fight and resist."

the

white.

They killed thousands of people immediately,

which Anielewicz

fight

Through flame and smoke they stride.
Revenge! Revenge! They storm through
night,
For parents, for children, for pride!
is

besieged

our hearts

Revenge! Revenge!

—“Varshe,” (“Warsaw")
Poem to commemorate
the first anniversary of
the Warsaw ghetto up

rising by partisan

Shmerke
1944
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Kaczerginski,
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will thunder with the

in

A

the target, shot and hit!
Her little gun seemed never
tire.
An enemy truck loaded with weapons
Was held
her unceasing fire.
She aimed

Never say you've come to the end of the way,
Though leaden skies blot out the light of day.
long for will surely appear—
The hour we
steps

girl

In

A

sheepskin and felt beret,
tight.
her hand she held gun
girl with velvet face fresh
the day
Kept back the enemy's trucks
night.

Some even hummed it in the presence of their
German guards in concentration camps.

Our

of

so

stars,
Quiet night
full
your
Bitter frost bites
hand.
Do you remember when showed you how
To hold gun like man.

The poet Hirsh Glick was interned in the Vilna
ghetto. When news of the Warsaw uprising
reached him he wrote the evocative song, "Never
Say," as a symbol of faith and spiritual defiance.
The song gained instant popularity. Jews Sang it
in attics, cellars, and in underground hideouts.

are

here!

At

dawn she crawled from the woods,
Garlands of snow on her hair.
courage
Her brave spirit gives
To fight for our freedom everywhere.
all

of

of

to

palm trees
snow,
From lands
far-off lands
We come with anguish, we come with grief,
with pain and woe,
And where our blood flowed right before our

—Vilna poet, Hirsh Glick

eyes,

There our power'll bloom, our courage will arise.
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morning sun will gild bright today,
Night's darkness vanish, like the enemy cast
a

of

The glow

to

to

This

we perish before this dawn's begun—
daughter and
message passed

song's

a
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away.
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written, and not with pen
blood this song
quill,
Not from songbird freely flying
will.
Sung by people crushed
falling walls—
Sung with guns
hand, by those whom
freedom calls!
—“Never Say,”

Hirsh Glick,

1943

There were many Jewish resistance and partisan
groups actively opposing the Nazis. Vitke
Kempner, for example, took part
the first suc
cessful Sabotage act
the Jewish partisans
Vilna. These partisans blew up train carrying
Wandering
two hundred German soldiers.
through the night, alone and cold, Vitke deter
place the homemade
mined the best spot
explosives her unit had prepared. She continued
carry out guerrilla actions against the Ger
mans, including the rescue
many inmates
Kailis,
concentration camp near Vilna. Vitke's
heroic resistance inspired Hirsh Glick
com
pose the well-known song, "The Quiet Night
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Jewish Maquis resistance unit victoriously entering the French
town
Mazamet. (photo credit: YIVO)

Masquerading

of

as
a

non-Jew and armed with
obtained with the help
Polish
friends, Bruno Shatyn Smuggled Jews out
the
doomed Cracow ghetto.
papers
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was standing
the window. At the
sound
the door opening she turned and
fright. could not blame her, for
cried out
was not too encouraging sight. My trousers
were tucked into my boots peasant-fashion,

Maria
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Aryan

Stars."
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which

my shirt was unbuttoned, and my hair was
tangled from the wind. It would have been
easy to be frightened. Maria quickly bent
down to one corner of the carpet on the
floor—perhaps she had poison there, I did not
reflect on the possibility but caught hold of
the arm stretched out toward the carpet and
said, distinctly and calmly, "Maria! Basia sent
me—your school friend—I have come to save
you!"I don't know whether she heard
said,
but she did hear the words "Basia, your school

were manufactured
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officer Alexander Pechersky led 600 pris
oners
breakout that put
end
that
camp. There were revolts
the ghettos
Czestochowa, Vilno, Bialystok, Minsk,
Lachwa and several others. Considerable
smuggling
people, food, medicines and
arms went on
the ghettos. Babies were
drugged with sleeping pills and carried out
coffins. Inventiveness to outsmart the Nazis
and death were almost limitless, but unfortu
nately could not
applied on large scale.
Berlin the Jewish Baum Group
men
1942; they
and women operated from 1937
once blew up one
Goebbels' propaganda
exhibits. Jewish resistance groups also func
tioned
Paris and other European cities.
“Jews held leadership positions
over 200
partisan detachments”
the Soviet Union.
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15,000 Jewish bodies were burned day
the
1943, Soviet
the “production”
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promised that would tell her everything
later. Her pupil
the meantime tore off her
duster and scarf, dressed Maria
the coat
and tied the scarf on her head exactly
she
had worn
Maria and rushed out
the
house, leaving her pupil behind. She was
return home quietly once we were safely
away.
led Maria
the carriage and put her
the rear seat. The boy got
beside her, and
took my place
the box. With
crack
the whip
were
our way back toward the
estate along the same road. The whole thing
had taken ten minutes
most.

is

myth that the Jews gave
slaughter without protest
fight. They re
volted
five extermination camps, includ
ing Treblinka and Auschwitz. was Jewish
girl, Rosa Robota, who smuggled
the
explosives that blew up the Auschwitz cre
Sobibor, where
many
matorium.
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she?" She cried.
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our sabotage. Where there was will, there
always was
way
leave
window open
overnight
pipes would freeze,
drop
wire among the ball-bearings. We were also
alert, collecting evidence for future refer
ence, observing the SS men and women
their treatment
or mistreatment
of

friend."
"Basia? Where

in the infamous

Nordhausen, next
tunnel
the concentra
camp
tion
Dora.
was gratifying after the
war
hear Churchill acknowledge the value
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Some
their boats sank with great loss
lives, they managed
get 40,000 people out
of the Holocaust and
Palestine. These
rescues
often leaky boats were among the
most traumatic and tragic ones
the war.
The main trouble was that they could not
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There
no lack
evidence that the Jews
fought back.
The Jews also organized their own under
ground railroad that tried
rescue Jews and
take them to Palestine.
They defied Nazis and Britons, and while

it
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some cases resistance continued even
concentration camps and
the factories
where camp prisoners were detailed. The
extent
this resistance depended on the
circumstances
time and place. There were
political resistance cells
most camps, the
strongest
Buchenwald. They usually aided
escape. Only once did
the few attempts
sabotaging
resistance succeed
cre
Auschwitz, and the members
matorium
the Sonderkommando (Special Detail) paid
for
with their lives. Less spectacular sabo
tage went
work, slowing
most places
causing damage. From
down production
my own experience recall weakening hemp
threads
the spinning factory
the Gross
Rosen concentration camp complex,
mis
measuring with micrometer—as
did the
rings that went into the V-2 buzz-bombs,
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concentration camps, Vera Laska has argued,
myth that the Jews gave
slaughter
fight."
without protest
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—Bruno Shatyn, survivor
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accomplish more without massive assis
tance from abroad.
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and
the
Polish doctor Maria
Grabska tried to remove or change the tatoos
on Austrian women slated for death.
There were even open revolts in which
women participated at Sobibor, Treblinka,
Auschwitz, and possibly even Bergen-Belsen.
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Every camp had an active resistance move
ment linked to the outside world. Women
were observed to be more resourceful and
skillful than men at passing messages
between jail cells and barracks, on work
details during roll calls. They were also more
skilled at trading cigarettes and food to obtain
essentials for their friends and prison families.
Inmate physicians in Ravenbruck saved
many prisoners from selections; for example,
the Yugoslav doctor Najda Persic wrote false

as

as

women
inmates revolted during October 1942 at the
satellite camp of Budy near Auschwitz and
by those
were consequently
massacred
arrested as asocials and prostitutes together
with SS officers. The only surviving evidence
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survive. Mala's escape from the
women's Lager
Auschwitz-Birkenau
has
been told by several persons, but the details
jibe. Mala was young Polish Jewess who was
captured
Belgium and spoke many lan
guages fluently, therefore
Birkenau she
interpreter and messenger and
acted

It is believed that French-Jewish

them.

escape

the summer

with Edek,

1944

to

a

Polish
political prisoner. She not only wanted
reconquer her own freedom: she was also
planning
document the daily massacre
corrupt
Birkenau. They were able
SS
procure
and
two uniforms. They left
disguise and got
far
the Slovak boarder,
where they were stopped by the customs
agents, who suspected they were dealing
with two deserters and handed them over to
the police. They were immediately recog
nized and taken back to Birkenau. Edek was
hanged right away but refused
wait for his
sentence to be read in obedience to the strict
local ritual: he slipped his head into the
she decided
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ments by the perpetrators, is unique, since
there is no other instance of one category of
prisoners massacring fellow prisoners on the
same work detail. Flight, escape, subversion of
the rules, noncompliance, and sabotage on
work details were common forms of resist
ance in every camp and ghetto of occupied
Europe. Every camp had an active clandestine
cultural life with concerts, theater perfor
mances, puppet shows, reading circles, music
and art. Schools for children were also secretly

at

to

in the Political Department of Auschwitz.
This event, if accurately reported in docu

let

organized.

noose and
himself drop from the stool.
Mala had also resolved
die her own
death. While she was waiting
cell
ap
interrogated,
companion was able
proach her and asked her, “How are things,
Mala?" She answered: “Things are always
fine with me.” She had managed
conceal

the interned
96
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from concentration camps was nearly
impossible. As the following passage discloses,
the SS used escape attempts as an excuse to
Escape
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—Sybil Milton, historian
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such enjoyed
certain freedom
movement.
She was generous and courageous; she had
helped many
her companions and was

is from the memoirs of Perry Borad, an SS man
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Laska, Auschwitz

survivor,

it

—Vera

fact, an escape was difficult undertaking,
and
was unlikely that the fugitive had no
accomplices
that his preparations had not
been noticed. His hut companions,
times all the prisoners
the camp, were
made
stand
the roll call clearing with
limit,
any
out
time
even for days, under Snow,
rain,
the hot sun, until the fugitive was
found, alive
dead.
he was tracked down
and captured alive, he was invariably
punished with death by public hanging, but
ceremony
this hanging was preceded by
that varied from time
time but was always
unheard-of ferocity, an occasion for the
imaginative cruelty
the SS
run amok.
To illustrate how desperate an undertaking
escape was, but not only with this purpose
mind, will here recall the exploit
Mala
fact, would like the memory
Zimetbaum.
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Sobibor, one of the worst of the eastern death
camps, rose up in revolt. They were led by a

of
it In

an

camp. Whosoever does not know how
"Organisator," "Kombinator,"
become
"Prominent" (the savage eloquence
these
life,
words! soon becomes
"mussulman."
third way exists, and
fact the rule; does
not exist
concentration camp.

of this death camp.

—Primo Levi, Auschwitz
survivor

Jewish officer of the Red Army who had been
taken prisoner by the Germans and brought
to the camp only three weeks before, to join
the 600 in the small labour section of the

Not all survivors would

agree with Levi's Stark

characterization.

SS men, and several of the

Ukrainian guards, were killéd, and nearly four
hundred of the prisoners succeeded in break
ing out. More than half of them, however,
were killed on the land mines with which the
Germans had surrounded the camp, or caught
by the massive hunting party of police, Sol
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SS

In

places like Buchenwald and Auschwitz the
attempt
dissipate
set
brothels
the growing strength
the political under
ground. They assumed
incorrectly,
turned out
that powerful prisoners would
enjoy themselves
the expense
their
comrades. Only criminals went, men
league with the
and untroubled
the
up

SS

by

in

diers and SS men which went in Search of
them. Two days later, Himmler ordered the
camp to be levelled to the ground. In a year
and a half, it had become the graveyard of
600,000 Jews, deported there from
over
Europe, and gassed within hours
their
arrival.

need for

solidarity....
life depends

Nothing can
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—Martin Gilbert,
historian
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on solidarity.
kept going without
done
organizing and inevitably, when the social
basis
existence becomes self-conscious
and disciplined,
becomes “political"
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At least ten
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Sobibor was one of several annihilation camps
(Vernichtungslager) in Poland. On October 14,
1943 there was a major uprising of the inmates

camp.

SS

of

of

survivor

west, six hundred Jews

of

of
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in

possess
showed itself
such choices
Satanic knowledge
human beings)
the
posts
Kapos, Blockaltester, etc.;
finally,
those who, without fulfilling particular func
tions, had always succeeded through their
successfully organiz
astuteness and energy
ing, gaining
this way, besides material
advantages
and reputation, the indulgence
and esteem
the powerful people
the

Primo Levi, Auschwitz

Unknown in the

of

in

the camp,
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in

the old Jewish pri
the others here
their condition was different), "kleine Num
mer," low numbers less than 150,000, only
few hundred had survived; not one was
ordinary Haftling ſprisoner], vegetating
the
ordinary Kommandos, and subsisting
the
normal ration. There remained only the doc
musicians, cooks,
tors, tailors, shoemakers,
young attractive homosexuals, friends
compatriots
some authority
the camp;
they were particularly pitiless, vigorous and
inhuman individuals, installed (following
command, which
investiture
the
1944,
At Auschwitz,
soners [we will not speak

of all the women in
slapped his face with her bloodied hand.
Enraged,
other guards immediately came
running: a prisoner, a Jewess, a woman, had
dared defy them! They trampled her to death;
she expired, fortunately for her, on the cart
taking her to the crematorium.
This was not “useless violence” It was
useful: it served very well to crush at its
inception any idea of escaping. It was normal
for new prisoners to think of escaping, un
aware of these refined and tested techniques;
it was extremely rare for such a thought to
occur to older prisoners. In fact it was com
mon for escape preparations to be denounced
by the members of the “gray zone" or by
third parties, afraid of the reprisals I have
described.

the eyes

have written about their individual expe
Surviving
the concentration camps.

riences

of

Many

razor blade on her body. At the foot of the
gallows, she cut the artery on one of her
wrists, the SS who acted as executioners tried
to snatch the blade from her, and Mala, under
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—Terrence Des Pres, The
Survivor: An Anatomy
Life
the Death Camps
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and Bettelheim has noted that “non-political
middle class prisoners” were among the first
who “disintegrated
autonomous persons”
up this way:
Another survivor sums
“survival
could only
social achieve
ment, not an individual accident”...
The survivor's experience
evidence that
help
the need
basic
the need for
help,
fact which points
the radically
extremity and explains
social nature
life
an unexpected but very widespread activity
among survivors.
the concentration camps

...

of

of
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I

She emptied her bowl into mine and
went without food that day.
More often gifts came from friends
others in close association:
was astonishing
see how anxious
these hungry men were
share what they
orange on all the
had... There was half
beds
the room. One of our friends had
parcel. He had not even been
received
able to wait for our return.
took, food-sharing was
...Whatever form
mode
human interchange through which
the survivor's all but defeated humanity
regained and kept going:
could
became regular custom
the factory—
bearing witness
increased solidarity
jug
that
warm liquid
bread slops
hand, among all those
passed from hand
the same work-table. Each woman took
sip, first the sick, then the healthy, by
anyone managed
turn.
flavor the
water with pinch
salt acquired some
where,
scrap
margarine,
clove
garlic, all her comrades without exception
enjoyed
good custom,
This was
humane custom, even though the condi
tions
our lives were becoming in
creasingly bestial.

our free days,
the unorganized and backward workers,
the cynics, not
mention business men
organized action
who knew nothing
disintegrated
morally.
They became
all
withess tools for the Nazis. They groveled
for favours although their groveling de
graded them still further. And they did not
live long
Buchenwald.
Kogon observes that “the lone wolves here
dangerſ'
were always especially exposed

to
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I

can eat; here, take mine too.”

Prisoners were “politically backward” if
they did not see that collective action is more
effective than individual effort, or if they did
not understand that solidarity becomes
power in proportion to the degree of disci
plined order. Many never understood, and
people who
theirs was “the tragedy of
live under the illusion that isolation

a

to

I

a

to save their own lives at the expense of
their fellows were common phenomena
among prisoners who were politically
backward, for such people were quite inca
pable of realizing that in this way they
merely strengthened the hand of the SS
against the prisoners.... Our experience of
other concentration camps [prior to
Auschwitz] had taught us the vital need to
live collectively. Political consciousness
and contact with others in the struggle
against Nazism were necessary conditions
of success; it was this that gave people a
sense of purpose in life behind the barbed
wire and enabled them to hold out.

individualism":
The great “individualists”

of

major form
behavior was gift-giving.
Inmates were continually giving and sharing
little items with each other, and small acts
like these were enormously valuable both
morale boosters and often as real aids in the
struggle for life. Sometimes the gift was given
outright, with no apparent relation between
donor and receiver:
soup made
One evening we were served
with semolina.
drank this with all the
forgo the
more relish since often had
daily cabbage soup because
my bowels.
woman, one
Just then
noticed
the
prostitutes, who always kept very much
themselves, approaching my bunk holding
her bowl out to me with both hands.
“Micheline, think this
soup you

political in the elementary human sense, as
in the following description by two survivors
of Auschwitz:
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Rescue

Why did they come to us? Because we were in
the mountains, because it was a Protestant
place, because someone had spoken, perhaps,

Far too few intervened to rescue the victims of
Nazi persecution, although some individuals and
even Some communities stand out as note
worthy exceptions. Their compassion and their

of

...

Remembering the Holocaust must include the
effort to remember such heroes. For this reason,
Yad Vashem, the Martyrs' and Heroes' Remem
brance Authority in Israel, has honored many of
them with the title, "The Righteous Among the
Nations of the World."
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of darkness.
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When the time came for the total liquidation
of the [Warsaw] ghetto, those 12 people in my
factory did not have a place to go. They asked
me for help. What could I do? I, at that time,
lived in a tiny little room by the diner. I didn't
have a home to take them to. There was only
one thing left for me to do. I did not have any
resources; I didn't have my parents. I prayed.
And as I prayed that night I threw a tantrum
at my Maker: “I do not believe in you! You are
a figment of my imagination! How can you
allow such a thing to happen?” The next day I
was on my knees saying, “Forgive me. I don't
know what I'm talking about. Your will
be done”
The next morning like a miracle, the
|Gestapo major asked me to be his house
keeper. He said, “I have a villa. I need a
housekeeper. Would you do it?” The decision
was made for me. Like a young child, without
thinking or preparing anything I told the 12
Jewish people I knew that I would leave open
the window in the villa where the coal chute
led to the cellar. One by one, they went there.
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it
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it

care"

to

— "the courage to
of hope during

could not know how people knew that they
might have a good place in our town. I can tell
you what happened in our house, but I cannot
tell you what happened in other houses,
although I know that little by little there
were Jews all over the place.
It is important
know that we were
people together. This was not
bunch
handicap, but
help.
you have
fight
alone,
more difficult. But we had the
support
people we knew,
people who
understood without knowing precisely all
that they were doing
would
called
do.
thought that we were heroes. We
None
were just people trying
do our best.
.... want people]
know that tried
open my door. tried
tell people, “Come in,
people,
say
come in!'
would like
your life there will
“Remember that
lots
circumstances that will need
kind of
your own, not
courage,
kind
decision
about other people, but about yourself.”
to

courage

as a beacon

a minister who at that time had funny
ideas, who was a conscientious objector. You
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Magda Trocme, who with
her husband, Pastor Andre
Trocme, helped Jews hide
and around the village
Le Chambon

—Irene Gut Opdyke, a Polish
Catholic who hid 12 Jews
during the German occu
pation of Poland

a Small village in South-central France, many
Jewish adults and children were kept hidden
from the Nazis during the war. That village, Le
Chambon, has become a symbol of human
decency in the midst of corruption and despair.
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Jewish and Christian youth play
Chambon during the winter
Nazi-occupied France. [Photo courtesy
1944
Friends
Chambon)
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tried to confront their opponents publicly,
there would have been no contest, only
immediate and total defeat. Secrecy, not
military power, was their weapon.
The struggle in Le Chambon began and
ended in the privacy of people's homes.
Decisions that were turning points in that
struggle took place in kitchens, and not with
male leaders as the only decision-makers,
but often with women centrally involved. A
kitchen is a private, intimate place; in it
there are no uniforms, no buttons or badges
symbolizing public duty or public support. In
the kitchen of a modest home only a few
people are involved. In Le Chambon only the
lives of a few thousand people were changed,
compared to the scores of millions of human
lives directly affected by the larger events of
World War II.
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those actions flew
the face
that self
interest: by resisting power far greater than
grave
their own they put their village
danger
massacre, especially
the last two
years
the Occupation, when the Germans
growing
desperate. Under the guidance
were
spiritual leader they were trying
act
accord with their consciences
the very
bloody, hate-filled war.
middle

The “kitchen struggle” of Le Chambon
resembles rather closely a certain kind of
conflict that grew more and more widespread
as the years of Occupation passed. Guerrilla
action, clandestine, violent resistance to the
German occupants, was as much a part of
history of that Occupation as the story of
that little commune. Secrecy was as vital to
guerrilla warfare as it was to the resistance of
the people of Le Chambon, and so was a
minimum of permanent records. In both
be few records and much secrecy.
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But the kitchen struggles differed greatly
from the bush battles (the Maquis, the name
given to the wing of the armed resistance
which had no direct connections with de
Gaulle's Secret Army, refers to le maquis, the
low prickly bushes that grow on dry, hilly
land). The guerrillas were fighting for the
liberation of their country. Some of them
received their orders from de Gaulle's exiled
French government (Free France), and others
owed their allegiance to the Soviet Union;
still others had no particular political al

to

military weakness dictated that there

be II.
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And what this meant for them was non
violence. Following their consciences meant
refusing
hate
kill any human being. And
this lies their deepest difference from the
other aspects
World War
Human life was
too precious
them
taken for any
reason, glorious and vast though that reason
might be. Their consciences told them
many lives
they could even
doing
save
this meant endangering the lives
all the
villagers; and they obeyed their consciences.
There are many friends for the rescuers
nations, but there do not seem
many
sympathizers for the rescuers
few thou
sand desperate human beings.
to of

in

I,

who share Trocme's and the Chambon
nais' beliefs
the preciousness
human
life, may never have the moral strength
much like the Chambonnais
like Trocme;
or
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military
liance, but they were
parts
units. Especially
time
war such units are
primarily concerned with achieving
vio
victory over the enemies
lent means
those units. Their primary duty
not
save
lives but
save the life
some public
entity; and especially
time
war they
living and dying gloriously
cherish heroism
for public cause
more than they cherish
compassion. The consciences
individuals
military units tend
lock-step with
fact, for the
the self-interest
the units.
bush warriors
for the uniformed warriors,
public duty took precedence over personal
conscience.
But the people
Le Chambon whom
Pastor Andre Trocme led into quiet struggle
against Vichy and the Nazis were not fighting
for the liberation
their country
their
govern
village. They felt little loyalty
ments. Their actions did not serve the self
interest of the little commune of Le Cham
bon-sur-Lignon
the department
Haute
Loire, southern France. On the contrary,

While the story of Le Chambon was unfold
ing, it was being recorded nowhere. What was
happening was clandestine because the peo
ple of Le Chambon had no military power
comparable to that of the Nazis occupying
France, or comparable to that of the Vichy
government of France, which was collaborat
ing with the Nazi conquerors. If they had

but I know what I want to have the power to
be. I know that I want to have a door in the
depths of my being, a door that is not locked
against the faces of all other human beings. I

youth

Le Chambon

Some

Many rescuers had strong religious convictions.
Christina, a Dutch rescuer, began by taking in

rescuers

had an early

awareness

of

the

I asked

my German friend what her son was
up to every night and she said, “It is better
not to speak of it." After a few more evenings,
I could not help but ask her again. At my
insistence, she revealed that her son was in
the Hitler Youth movement. “In the eve
ning” she explained, “the boys catch animals
—rabbits, pigs, mice or rats — and they learn
to kill, to see blood” Her story made an
enormous impression on me, and with this
haunted feeling, I returned to Holland.

One Jewish child. She and her husband went on
to Save over 450 people.

I plopped her between three kids in a bed. My
husband, upon returning from work, was
afraid. “Chrissie, Chrissie, what are you
doing?” he asked. “Remember this!” I an
swered,

“we call ourselves Christians. We
cannot put this little girl out on the street.
She will be gassed” My husband was not
convinced. “I have to take care of my own”
he said. Later, when the children were all
sleeping, we talked it over. “Remember the
story of the Good Samaritan?” I asked.
“Martin, do you want to be like the first two
who looked away and turned their backs? Or
do you want to be like the third, who, no
matter the cost said, "okay, I will help'?”

—Henry, Dutch rescuer
Rescuers often had to put their own fears aside
offer hope to their terrified and

in order to
desperate

charges.

My wife tried to keep people laughing, to give
them hope. She would say, “I hear the Ger
mans are losing” and she said that to keep the
boat floating. When you sit together
15 or
more people — you see all their deaths before
you. You cannot just sit. It became our work,
and it was very intensive and hard work.
I was very anti-German. But once I saw a
man lying in the road — a soldier bleeding. I
put him on my bicycle and carried him, with
all my energy, to a house. I asked that
someone take care of him. Later, a friend said,
“How could you have done that? If you are
anti-Hitler, that man is your enemy.” It is
very difficult to explain my action. You see,
he was not a German soldier — he became a
wounded human being.

–

net

We never used our own name. There was an

organization that brought people and another
that stole food ration cards. We always had at
least 18 people in my house. Some stayed
until liberation. One little boy was born in
my house... for me it was an indication that
no matter what Hitler did, the Lord was at
work. He would not let his people perish. If
Hitler killed, the Lord would let new ones
come. I said to her, “Your husband planted
the seed, but life is from God the Almighty.
Hitler tries to destroy the Jewish people, but
the Lord lets new ones come up. I shall call
you ‘Blessed mother!”
—Christina,

es

Nazis' intentions toward the Jews. A Dutch res
cuer who Saved fifty Jews in Holland had visited
Germany in 1939, shortly before the German
invasion.

historian of

Christina and her husband later joined a
work of other rescuers.

to

camps

know that I want to be able to say from those
depths, “Naturally, come in, and come in."

–Phillip Hallie,

attempting

cape forced German labor

—

Henry, Dutch Rescuer

Young children were often enlisted by their
rescuer parents to help victims of Nazi
persecution.

Dutch rescuer
who with her husband
saved over 450 people,
mostly Jews, but also
lied pilots and Dutch
a

Al

It began

because the adults were afraid to read
the announcements, the lists of those whom
the Nazis were after which were posted
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ically. The Germans heaved them into the
truck, too. just sat there on my bicycle, and
that was the moment decided that
there
anything
was
could do
thwart such
atrocities would do it.
did not occur
me
do anything other
than did. After what had seen outside that
children's home, could not have done any
thing else. think you have responsibility
yourself
behave decently.
We all have
memories of times we should have done
something and didn't. And
gets
the way
your life.
the rest
to
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tions to fulfill. Soon I played an important
role in the anti-Nazi conspiracy. I was con
stantly alert. My whole attention was con
centrated on the movements of the Germans:
how they behaved, what their intentions
toward people were
and told father and
mother everything. But my real function was
taking Jews out
the ghetto and locating
hiding places for them. My father had many
contacts with the ghetto. When Jews came
perform
special mission,
out
would
prearranged address.
escort them
was
small girl and my head and eyes
were always inclined
one side. This came
from always having
watch for Germans.
People knew my function but no one be

van Binsbergen
Pritchard, rescuer
Jews
during the occupation
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and father made it clear that we —
every one of us children — had certain func

Holland
to

It's easy
assume that people who de
hiding were evil people. One
nounced Jews
keep
has
mind that anti-Semitism and
hatred
Jews was accepted by most people.
was not unique
denounce Jews because
general acceptance
there was
the per
person
secution
the Jews.
addition
helped Jew
those days and
the Germans
found out, the person
well
the Jew got
killed. To be
rescuer under those circum
unique person.
stances took
took some
a
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people
simply
people
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years old

One morning on my way
school passed by
small Jewish children's home. The Ger
mans were loading the children, who ranged
eight-year olds, on
age from babies
trucks. They were upset, and crying. When
they did not move fast enough the Nazis
picked them up, by an arm, leg, the hair, and
threw them into the trucks. To watch grown
up men treat small children that way
could not believe my eyes.
found myself
literally crying with rage. Two women com
ing down the street tried
interfere phys

a

of
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in

—Emanuel Tanay, M.D., sur
vived the Nazi occupation
Poland by hiding
monastery

Social psychologist Eva Fogelman has noted that
many rescuers
experienced
"transforming
encounter" with death before they began
actively helping Jews escape Nazi persecution.
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Humor was not lacking
these undertak
ings. An Italian priest's group transported
Safety
Jews
German army trucks, with
“pilgrims." All over oc
German driver
cupied Europe
became the custom
turn
highway crossings
around the arrows
switch street signs, creating utter confusion
among the Supermen
the German armies.
Cooks placed laxatives into their food. The
“Only for Germans” signs were removed
from certain houses
entertainment and
hung from lampposts.
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to

It

deep-seated

conviction
help. These were not
making choices on reflection....they
help, because that's the kind
had
they were.
or

one who had

—Bojena, Polish rescuer who
began helping Jews
War
saw when she was nine
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adult world. One blink
the eye made
possible
grasp the whole event.
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would make believe lived close
bring the Jews, stopping
the spot had
every now and then
front
window pane
to make sure
was not followed. While
executing dangerous functions,
person ma
tures and there
fast understanding
the
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around the city. Everybody had at least one
relative or friend in the resistance — so we
were often sent to find out whether or not
they had been discovered and therefore listed.
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People often asked me what
remember
most vividly about the Nazis during the
occupation
particularly
France. What
remember were their voices. They sounded
inhuman, hard. They didn't speak like
human beings,
act like human beings.
They were
brutal force without brains,
without thinking.
also remember their
brutality: they beat me with their guns
on
or
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—Moshe Bejski, Justice
the Supreme Court
the
State of Israel
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protection and distributed
certificates
them among the Jews slated for deportation.
When he saw that the authorities were hon
oring these documents, he went on
estab
lish the so-called international ghetto. At
certain stage, this colony absorbed 33 thou
Sand people who were cared for and protected
from deportation.

of

if

escape

saving 30 thou
Raoul Wallenberg's work
Budapest well known. He took
sand Jews
extending aid
on the special mission
the
Hungary
Jews
the very time when
transports were leaving Budapest for Ausch
witz every day
ten thousand deportees
day. On his own initiative, when he reached
print up Swedish
Budapest, he began

Switzerland, which was
neutral country
during the war.
the beginning did alone,
my family and friends
then members
began
help, but
knew that we needed
more help,
we were going
be successful.
Eventually, with others we became known
organized
“Dutch-Paris”
network and
bring people
set up route that enabled
Belgium
France, and
from Holland
then
Geneva, via the Seventh-Day Adventist
on
Collonges, which was
school
the foot
mountain and not too far from the
Swiss border.
to

as

imately 800 Jews
the Nazis

Sometimes we have a desire to help but we
decided, since
don't know how to do
knew the area of the French-Swiss border
well, that would try
around Collonges
help Jews and others who were
danger by
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to
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“Dutch-Paris”
approx
helped
which
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survivor, Holocaust
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—John Weidner organized
rescue network in France

— Vera Laska, Auschwitz
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my head,
my stomach,
over my body.
They had
humanity. The Nazis were force
and violence; they would smash and beat you
without pity.
During our lives, each
faces
choice:
get
think only about yourself,
much
you can for yourself,
think about
others,
helpful
serve,
those who are
very important
need.
believe that
develop your brains, your knowledge, but
develop your heart,
more important
have heart open
the suffering
others.

carried the death penalty after December 7,
1941. Just like the underground railroad of the
American Civil War era, these lines crossed
several states, but in this case the frontiers
were heavily guarded. One well-traveled line
led from the Netherlands through Belgium,
France, across the Pyrenees to Spain; another
from Bohemia or Poland through Slovakia,
Hungary, Yugoslavia and Greece to Lebanon.
The organization of these lines was complex
involving messengers, guides and people at
each safe-house or meeting point. Some of
the best safe-houses were brothels and con
vents. There were countless women who
risked their lives repeatedly to help others
escape, and they went back to do it over and
over again. Many were caught and perished in
concentration camps.

getting them across the

I

of

I

most serious side of the resistance was
the smuggling of people across closely
watched borders to safety. Politicians, of
ficers and young men intending to join the
Allied armies, Jews, prisoners of war, or
people who simply needed to escape the
clutches of the totalitarian regime, were
spirited away often under circumstances that
put the best of sleuths to shame. This was a
dangerous undertaking as Smuggling people
and aiding members of enemy armed forces
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tips on how to feign illness or induce fever.
They collected evidence by filming German
atrocities, even inside a concentration camp.

Wallenberg's first list of "protected" Jews was
given to the Hungarian government together
with a Swiss list of seven hundred Jews whose
emigration for Palestine had been approved
by the British government. To guard these
Jews against local hostility, a number of "pro
tected" houses were set aside for them. The
deportations had already stopped. The months
of protection, and diplomatic rescue activity,

Laska, Auschwitz

—Vera

survivor, Holocaust

scholar

In retaliation for the actions of
of

had begun. Within three weeks, at the initia
tive of the Swiss representative in Budapest,
Charles Lutz, a large department store, the
Glass House, was declared to be the "Swiss
Legation Representation of Foreign Interests,
Department of Immigration," and several
hundred Budapest Jews were able to register
as Swiss-protected persons.

on

all

the Danish
underground, the Nazis planned to deport
the
remaining 7,200 Jews
August 28,
Denmark
1943.

Montgomery called the
underground
Danish
“second to none.” Of
the four million Danish men and women
(and children) about 50,000 belonged to the
resistance movement against the German
occupants. Nowhere was it more widespread,
effective and life saving.
Their thousands of acts of sabotage greatly
contributed to the defeat of the Nazi ma
chine. They cooperated with the Royal Air
Force and British intelligence, pinpointing
military targets and Gestapo headquarters.
They fire-bombed factories that manufac
tured components of the V-2 rockets and
earned the gratitude of Eisenhower's Su
preme Headquarters of Allied-European
Forces for preventing the total destruction of
London. They disrupted railroad transporta
tion, thus delaying German troop move

a

in

—Martin Gilbert,
historian

to

to
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of

to
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.
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Forewarned
the planned deportation,
Danes and Jews plotted
ensure that,
the
deportation, Danish sea captains and
eve
fishermen ferried 5,919 Jews, 1,301 part Jews
(designated Jews
the Nazis), and 686 Chris
Jews,
safety
Sweden,
tians married
country where, between 1933 and 1943, more
than three thousand European Jews, including
many from Germany itself, had already found
refuge.

Field Marshal

to

in

in

1

On
October 1943 the Germans found
only 500 Jews still
Denmark. All were sent
Czechoslovakia);
Theresienstadt ghetto
423 survived the war.

—Martin Gilbert,
historian

or to

a

to

of

by

a

a

us
to

to

by

by

in

There were some men and women who,
many places, did opt for humanity. Sur
terror, oppressed
rounded
absolute evil,
they had the courage
care about their fel
low human beings. Isn't that reason for
feel comforted and, indeed, uplifted? These
individuals did save Jewish woman, Jewish
family. Where did they find the courage
care! They were not protected
visible
invisible armies, nor did many
them belong
organized clandestine movements. They
were alone—as the victims themselves were
alone—and
the question we must confront
special,
human,
what made them

so

so

so

is

so

ments. They maintained communication
with the free world through neutral Sweden,
smuggling out people in danger, including
Jews and downed Allied pilots and smuggling
in arms, ammunition, explosives, mail, film
and secret agents. They organized strikes,
they liquidated traitors.

different?

—Elie Wiesel, survivor,
author and Nobel Peace
Prize Laureate

They printed twenty-six million issues of
illegal newspapers, some in Braille. They
published cookbooks that gave recipes for
homemade bombs and sabotage techniques,
and sold the Germans pocket diaries with
104

Suggested

Film for this Section
based on the diary that she kept

he Courage to Care is an award-winning
documentary on the few but significant
non-Jews who knowingly risked their
lives during the Holocaust to aid Jews. It fea
tures interviews with rescuers and survivors
whose stories address the basic issue of indi
vidual responsibility: the notion that one per
son can act — and that those actions can make a

in Amsterdam

|

difference.

war.

(1959

while in hiding
in the

before her deportation late

film, 170 minutes; 1980 film, 104

minutes)

-

Weapons of the Spirit movingly tells the story
of the remarkable village of Le Chambon-sur
Lignon which hid and saved about 5,000 Jews
from the Nazis between 1940-1945. Directed by
Pierre Sauvage, who was born in Le Chambon
sur-Lignon shortly before the end of the German
occupation of France.

[28 minutes)

The Diary of Anne Frank is a touching and
optimistic story of a young German Jewish girl
who later died in Bergen-Belsen. The film is

For Reflection
If you were a prisoner of war in

Nonviolent resistance, it has been

a foreign land,
how would you respond to brutal treatment?
Would you resist? How is the Code of Conduct
relevant to such circumstances?
2. What makes some people willing to risk their
lives to save others?
3. Elie Wiesel has said that those who helped

4.

Jews during the Holocaust remained “human”
What do you think he means by that?

were they successful?

1.

suggested,

was irrelevant against the Nazis. Considering
the case of the community of Le Chambon, is it
necessarily useless?

Why were

so few victims of Nazism able to
resist! Against considerable odds, some did fight
back. Discuss some examples. In what ways
5.

Further Reading
Reuben Ainsztein, The Warsaw Ghetto Revolt
(New York: Holocaust Library, 1979).
An account by an authority on Jewish re
sistance in Eastern Europe.

Phillip Hallie, Lest Innocent Blood

Be Shed:
The Story of the Village of Le Chambon and
How Goodness Happened There (New York:
Harper and Row, 1979).

Philip

In full view of the Vichy government and a
nearby division of Nazi SS, this Protestant
its

Friedman, Their Brothers' Keepers: The
Christian Heroes and Heroines Who Helped
the Oppressed Escape the Nazi Terror (New
York: Holocaust Library, 1978). This book is
well-documented and deeply moving. Holo
caust Library has also more recently pub
lished Finland and the Holocaust—the Rescue
of Finland's Jews, by Hannu Ratkalio; The
Stones Cry Out—Sweden's Response to the
Persecution of the Jews, 1933-1945, by Steven
Koblik; and The Norwegian Rescue of the
Jews, by Samuel Abrahamsen. New York
University Press has published The Rescue of
the Danish Jews: Moral Courage Under Stress,
edited by Leo Goldberger.

is

of

of

village in Southern France, led by
clergy,
saved thousands
Jews from death. The
story
based on the testimony
the
villagers.

of

to

Carol Rittner and Sondra Myers, The Courage
Care: Rescuers
Jews During the Holo
caust (New York: New York University
Press, 1986).

of

to

Companion volume
the Academy Award
nominated documentary
the same title.
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The Shadow
don't know that
we were angry
We were too numb
for that. We were
drained, iced over,
frozen.
was
just too much. We
couldn't take
in. We couldn't
have any human
feelings. That

to

be

to

came later, when
woke for month
nights, screaming.

I

of

—American Liberator, in

the words of poet

to

of

Elie Wiesel

Center for Jewish Studies
the Graduate Theologi
Berkeley,
cal Union
at

to

to

of

of

In

the ghettos and concentration camps there
were many situations
moral complexity for
respond
Jews. Jewish law, Halacha, had

in

these situations both during and after the
Holocaust. For example,
man who had once
kapo
worked
concentration camp

California

a

be a

to in

as
a

of

a

a

of

–Night,

the Holocaust, rather than repre
pas
senting the culmination
history
Sivity, are rather symbol
the helplessness
the individual
the face
the modern
state gone mad.
—David Biale, director
the

The Jews

of

in

I

if
it

Barbara Helfgott Hyett

of

in

He did not answer. He was weep
ing. His body was shaken convulsively.
Around us, everyone was weeping. Someone
began
recite the Kaddish, the prayer for the
dead.
do not know
has ever happened
before,
the long history
the Jews, that
people have ever recited the prayer for the
dead themselves.
flames.”

of of

I

to is

...
if "

I

is

it

is is

It

in

I

I

...

I

y father's voice drew me from my
My forehead was
thoughts.
bathed in cold sweat. But
told
they
him that
did not believe that
could
burn people
our age, that humanity would
never tolerate it... “Humanity? Humanity
not concerned with us. Today anything
possible, even these
allowed. Anything
crematories
His voice was choking.
“Father,” said,
so,
that
don't want
wait here. I'm going
run
the electric
wire. That would
better than slow agony

in

7:

a

Section

a

a

in

sought after the War
appointed cantor
synagogue.
His request was brought before
the community's Rabbi.
be

to

a

or

a

as

if

a

be

a

I

to

appointed
ruled that this man was not
cantor. All the sources of Halacha indicate
appointed
any
that
man should not
reputa
communal position
he has
had
tion
sinner. This was certainly true for
this man; everyone knew how he had cursed

to

be

to

and beaten his fellow-Jews. No matter how
much penance he might claim
have done,
appointed
any communal
he was not
position.

Arbeit Macht Frei, "work liberates" the sign over the gates
Auschwitz. [photo credit: YIVO)
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“The Repentant Kapo."
Responsum from the Hol
ocaust by Rabbi Ephraim
Oshry.

We felt we had something to say, enormous
things to say, to every single German, and we

considered the key
the Age
Genocide, rather than the ghastly sacrifice by
5,000,000 kulaks
dictatorial regimes
20,000,000 Chinese during
Soviet Russia
the “cultural revolution” under Mao or
300,000 Ugandans under Idi Amim? Afirm
ing the uniqueness
the Holocaust
moral and theological decision. Affirming its

of to

in
a

is

—The Rev. Franklin H. Lit
tell, Anne Frank Institute

from us, from me: I felt the tattooed number
on my arm burning like a sore.

Finding out about my father's past, the decep
tion, the recognition that he wasn't the kind,
good person had thought, also affected my
feeling
independence.
changed, became
shy and anxious. also cried lot, and when
did I'd go down
the basement, sit down on
crate, put on my father's old uniform coat,
and stay there until all traces
tears

sur

I

Primo Levi, writer,
vivor of Auschwitz

of

other tragedies suffered by other
decision both moral and
a

relevance
peoples
scientific.

is to

of

or

of

felt that every German should have some
thing to say to us; we felt an urgent need to
settle our accounts, to ask, explain and
comment, like chess players at the end of a
game. Did “they' know about Auschwitz,
about the silent daily massacre, a step away
from their doors? If they did, how could they
walk about, return home and look at their
children, cross the threshold of a church? If
they did not, they ought, as a sacred duty, to
listen, to learn everything, immediately,

—

be

6,000,000 Jews

unlock the tragic mysteries

I

of

a

Monika, daughter
Nazi, interviewed by Peter
of

Alan Mintz, Holocaust
scholar

Sichrovsky
to

Only the survivors have the right
words.
The others and especially those born after the
war should be silent, silent. Their words are

I

at

a

Cry")

a

I

Henri Raczymow, Un cri
sans voix [“A Voiceless

it

of

in

in

of

First
all must tell you that I'm haunted by
guilt. Born
guilt, left behind
guilt.
The dreams are worst
all. Always
night they come and get me. Always the same
dream.
know
like
movie I've seen
hundred times. They tear me from my bed,
drag me through the room, down the stairs,
and push me into
car. They're men wearing
striped uniforms. The car races through
city. There's noise all around. People shout
“Hurrah!' yelling and screaming. Sometimes
think we're driving through
street
which the people cheer us. We arrive
house don't recognize. I'm pushed down the
cellar, they rip my pajamas off
stairs into
and push me into
room. The door closes
behind me. Do have
tell you what room

obscene and indecent.
—

a

to I
—

disappeared.

a

—

is

in

a

to

in

to is,

adequate

I

of fashioning
metaphors for the catastrophe, that
metaphors which,
comparing calamity
mitigate that
familiar things, serve
which
most frightening
the Destruc
tion: its unprecedentedness and its incom
mensurability.

of

At issue is the possibility

a

at
a

I

it
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or
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is?

There are showerheads on the wall, and
through the openings something streams out
with
soft hiss, like air from
defective
bicycle tire. have trouble breathing; think
open
I'm choking. rush
the door, try

at

murder

to

a

a

I

in

to

in

general
sacred history and
human history, means already
have made
comparisons and
have reached decisions.
Why should the Holocaust
remembered
Napoleon's defeat
ahead
Moscow
Stalingrad? Why should the
Hitler's defeat

planned and systematized

in

I

of

which men and women thereafter say, “be
fore (the event]..." and “after that...”
To think of the Holocaust as an event in
history,

a

of

of

in

an

is

is

it

is

There
no religious problem with silence,
provided
respect and not
the silence
the silence of denial.
The Holocaust
an epoch-making event
history,
human
event
the mass

talked to
the Army chaplain,
asked him what
Germany
we saw
could happen
America and he said,
No. He swore that
couldn't. Then
we heard that
Hiroshima had been
blown to hell.
We all cheered.
The war was over.
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as go I
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While growing
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or
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as

as
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to

In

in to to

of

in
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Elie Wiesel, survivor

a

it

a

...
if
I

of

I'm the product
trauma
was
mystic, I'd call
cosmic rip, cosmic tear.
Something went wrong, something went
a

or

in

in

—Eva Fogelman, psychol
ogist, child
survivors

in

us

to

to

be
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other survivors and began new families. An
estimated quarter
million established
themselves
North America. We, their
children, were the hope for the future.

Though Jewish, profoundly Jewish
nature,
the Holocaust has universal implications,
and believe, we believe, that the memory
what was done may shield
the future.
—

of

or

in

or

of

—

Elie Wiesel, Nobel Peace
Prize winner, survivor.
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as

in

a

of

of

a

of

in

is
of in

most six million Jews had been murdered.
Those who were liberated were mal
nourished, ill, and emotionally battered.
Food, clothing, and medical attention slowly
helped them recover their strength.
vain
they began
look for family members that
camps for dis
survived. Many waited
placed persons for
long
six years hoping
emigrate
new world. Many married

We are all Jews
that way. It's also
true that somehow we have managed
acquire an art
survival. We should try
share that art. How? It's not
one day
year
one
that we can find the answer.

fected.

to us

to

in

a

a

to

it

of if

Perhaps
the world now acknowledges the
reality
may take the
the Holocaust,
necessary steps
prevent
nuclear holo
caust. For 2,000 years the Jewish people have
uncertainty.
lived always on the threshold
For 2,000 years our fate often depended upon
person whom we had never
the decision
met and we were made responsible for things
we had never done
that had happened
other times,
other places. Now the whole
world
the same situation. Because of the
gesture
one person everyone may
af

—

a

of

is

The Holocaust
often linked with discussion
the potential for nuclear genocide. While
Sometimes trivial, the similarity can be subtle
and troubling.

of

up, we the children
Nazi
Holocaust survivors heard bits and pieces
about our parents' shattered lives. Even now,
especially around the holidays our mothers
and fathers remember all those relatives who
they
are no longer here
celebrate with
Europe
school,
did
where they went
participated
sports, politics, and tried
living. Accelerating harassments
make
Jews were beginning
the Final Solution.
joined the
Some
our parents escaped
Resistance, others hid
disguise
tried
their identities. But unfortunately most were
ghettos and
rounded up and deported
concentration camps. When the Allied
troops advanced across Europe
1945 al

a

of

Sichrovsky

to

be
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inter
Peter

Nazi,

by

a

It

I

at

viewed

—American Liberator, in
the words of poet
Barbara Helfgott Hyett

We didn't care.

a

I

it

I

to

I

I

Rudolf, son

if

it,

When

scream, my eyes are burning. Then
rattle
wake up. Usually then get up and don't
back
bed. can't sleep anymore. As soon
my
eyes
close
starts all over again. They
tear me out of bed.
must not have any children. This line
must come to an end with me. What should
tell the little ones about Grandpa?
lived
with my parents too long, who knows what
evil carry within me?
mustn't
handed
down. It's over, our proud noble lineage.
anyone should ask, the “von" [from]
my
name
most means “from where.” But soon
nobody
there'll
ask.

akilter. Civilization went awry, and children
108

you could know that there's
You wonder
your town and not do
concentration camp
anything about
would upset you, because you would feel
ashamed that people saw what was going on,
but wouldn't stop
You feel really guilty for being
human
being.
Not for being part
certain group
but
just for being
the human race
all.

a

in

it.

It

a child of survivors

I was born, born of

a

a

I was born of ash into ash. Born of ash
world of ash. Destined to become, to
be, to reveal myself an insubstantial thing.
World of ash which was, which once was,
which once was hot, fire, hot fiery flesh.
a

it

to

at

I

I

If

I

of

of
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survivors.

child

of

—Carole,
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I

of
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Moshe, child

I

I

be
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is

...

Somehow there was always an awareness
that my parents were different from other
people
wondered why they kept those
pictures around...pictures
bodies piled up
being
put
and bodies
into the ovens. The first
time came across them thought had been
bad, that
had stumbled upon something
that wasn't supposed
see. was shocked,
morbidly fascinated.
and sort
couldn't
take my eyes away
and yet
was really
frightened.

I

if

Mal
play

wright.

I

is

the Holocaust, about
that
was everyday nice people
5:30, who hung up their
who went home
hats, who had dinner, who went
church on
Sunday.
wonder
can meet the challenge
telling my own children, and my children's
children, about the Holocaust.
am fortu
nate enough
alive that long, will tell
them that Evil part
the ordinary, we can't
push
away and out
our existence, we
just
say
can't
it's an aberration. We have
life, part
confront Evil. It's part
our
existence.
Nazism,

I

pede, American

The frightening part

of

Us, by Karen

—From

at

in

—American high school stu
dents, during
discussion
with Holocaust survivors

prayers.

into

—

of

a

it.

ash. Born of ash borne
across the sea, on a hot wind, Smelling of
death. A wisp of ash, a particle, a flake,
infected my mother's womb. No egg. No
sperm, but this odd smelling thing. Ash of
my ancestors, Abraham, Sarah and the rest,
beaten as they walked, beaten from the cattle
cars, beaten as they choked, choked on

of

– Moshe,

if

of survivors, I think, are particularly sen
sitive to the fact that civilization failed.

survivors

it

I

I

child

of

–

Mark,

a

a

a

is

to I

to

I

a

Ever since was little kid, could remember
being told that was the last male left, that
was up
me
continue the family. That
big job, especially for little kid.
survivors

didn't know exactly what the Holocaust
did know about ovens and about

gas chambers. There was

so

I

was. But

little differentia

—

a

I

of

in

I

of

to

tion between my mother's experience, and
my own...
having fears about
the point
showers and showerheads and what would
come out of them.
felt that
was almost
living
concentration camp
the mind.

Child of survivors
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Warsaw Ghetto Monument designed by Natan Rapoport lphoto
credit: Monika Krajewska]

Some years ago there was a fire in my
building. Fireman came, there was a big fuss,
tenants ran out on the street. That's when I
became fascinated with the idea of fleeing.
Thoughts about what to do if I suddenly had
to flee went through my mind. What would I
take along? Would I remain calm or go to
pieces? Would I be up to the demands of the
situation? Or would I give myself up? The
way I would handle such an escape has been
preoccupying me for years. What bothers me
is not so much the fear of having to flee, but

is the very worst thing imaginable. It may
sound brutal and inhuman, but I don't want
to have Jewish children.
And if they catch me? That's all right.
Whether I live another few years or not
doesn't matter. But my daughter? I can't even
think of that. When I do, I see pictures of
children in concentration camps, and I have
to stop, I feel as if my head is spilt in two.
—Robert, child of survivors,

living in Austria, inter
by
viewed
Peter

rather the fear that I wouldn't manage it well

Sichrovsky

enough....

Recently I found an old steamer trunk in a
junk shop. It opens up like a wardrobe, with
drawers on one side. At least once a week I
pack this trunk in my imagination, taking
along things that at that moment seem the
most important to me.
—

....we have a lot of work to do if we're going to
get love to be a part of us. I mean that
sincerely. We don't know how to love. We're
so busy hustling, making that buck; we get
scar tissue built up. We get immune to other
people's cries.

Aryeh, a young Jew living
in Germany, interviewed
by Peter Sichrovsky

–Sergeant Leon Bass,
ican liberator

Amer

This little car

You do not move about, but try
to maintain your position. Would you eat
the fruit of the corpses? — You would.
Your friends are the points of a star
now a golden, unattainable “elsewhere" be
cause there is no elsewhere for a Jew.

it.

came out of Dachau.
I picked it up
in the street.
Some child had
My
brought
wife has painted
black. She
painted the little
wheels red. did
not see any children
in Dachau alive.

it

– “Getting

I

Lost in Nazi Ger
many;' by Marvin Bell

–

You know that I often think of emigrating,
even if for the time being I feel at home here,
have my practice and make my living here.
Still, I'm haunted by the idea that I may be
forced to leave. And in these flight fantasies I
escape by myself. Whenever I think of leaving
here I see myself alone in a train compart
ment, on a plane, perhaps with another man
who also has had to flee. But never with a
wife and a child. I always see [them] staying
here, surviving in safety as Austrians. Per
haps that's the real reason I am living with a
non-Jewish woman], rather than a Jewish
woman. To have to flee with a wife and child

a

We always have
Christmas tree

a

a

in our house. And
underneath the tree
we always have
garden. We always
have skiers, farm
animals,
little
village and that
car from Dachau.
It's our family's
tradition.

—American Liberator, in
the words of poet
Barbara Helfgott Hyett
110

Suggested Films
reaking

the Silence:

for this Section
ogist Eva Fogelman reveals the difficult but
ultimately healing dialogue between children of
Holocaust survivors and their parents.

The Generation

After the Holocaust.

This award-win
ning documentary by social psychol

For Reflection
1. Why does the Holocaust continue to cast its
shadow over contemporary life? What are its
messages for Americans today?
2. Some feel the Holocaust should be respected
by silent memory, that words desecrate the
dead. Do you agree?
3. Do you feel there is a meaningful connection
between the Holocaust and potential nuclear

Scars

World War II veterans respond to their parents'
military experiences?
5. Given the importance of the Holocaust in its
influence on contemporary life and culture,
isn't it surprising how little most Americans
know about the destruction of the European
Jews? What can you do to keep alive the
memory of this important event?

genocide?
4. Why did the Holocaust

in lives of the children of survivors? How

do you imagine other sons and daughters of

create such painful

Further Reading
Helen Epstein, Children of the Holocaust: Con
versations with Sons and Daughters of the
Survivors, (New York: G.P. Putnam Sons,
1979; Bantam 1980, paper).
Journalist Epstein, herself a child of sur
vivors, collected interviews with children of
survivors in North America. This moving
book catalyzed the “second generation”
community.
Robert Jay Lifton, The Future of Immortality:

Essays for a Nuclear Age (New York: Basic
Books, 1986).
Lifton's collected essays over the past decade
treat ethical, cultural and historical issues as
they pertain to genocide and nuclear threat.
Peter Sichrovsky, Born Guilty: Children of Nazi
Families, (New York: Basic Books, 1988).
Interviews with children of Nazi families. A
companion to Sichrovsky's
Strangers in
Young
Their Own Land:
Jews in Germany
and Austria Today.
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8.

America Remembers
merican efforts to remember the Holo
caust can be traced back to the

the future if in days of peace it finds incredi
ble the accusatory generalities uttered during
the war. We must establish incredible events
by credible evidence.

actions of General Dwight D. Eisen
hower, when American forces helped liberate
the camps:

—Justice Robert H. Jack
son, U.S. Representa
tive and Chief Counsel

able to describe my emo
tional reactions when I first came face to face
with indisputable evidence of Nazi brutality
and ruthless disregard of every shred of
decency... I visited every nook and cranny of
the camp because I felt it my duty to be in a
position from then on to testify at first hand
about these things in case there ever grew up
at home the belief or assumption that 'the
stories of Nazi brutality were just propaganda."

I have never felt

Crimes Trials, June

6,

1946

as to

of

in

II,

In the decades following World War
Ameri
can leaders remembered the Holocaust
vari
special
ous ways, including the designation
days
commemorate Specific historical events,
Such
the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.

Eisen

Of the more than 400,000 Jews whom the
Nazis had previously walled into the Warsaw
April
Ghetto, only about 70,000 remained
1943. With deadly efficiency, most
the
other inhabitants had been transported
the
byof

of

in

hower, Supreme Com
mander, Allied Forces,
Europe, Letter to Chief
of Staff George Mar
shall, April 12, 1945

to

—General Dwight D.

for European War

Nazis

concentration camps and had there
The surviving Jews, suf

been exterminated.

fering from malnutrition and disease, with
pitifully few weapons and virtually no hope
assistance from any source, determined
sell
dearly
possible. They engaged
their lives
the Nazis
battle.
The result was known by the Jews
Yet, though they lacked both
foredoomed.
military resources and
military tradition,
they were able
conduct their struggle
against the overwhelming forces
the Nazi
occupiers for more than three weeks, thereby
providing
chapter
the annals
human

his visit to Ohrdruf-which he des
cribed as a 'horror camp
Eisenhower took
Steps to ensure that all Americans would learn
about and remember what he and his forces saw
firsthand:
as I returned to Patton's headquarters
that evening I sent communications to both
Washington and London urging the two
governments to send instantly to Germany a
random group of newspaper editors and repre
sentative groups from the national legisla
tures. I felt that the evidence should be
immediately placed before the American and
British publics in a fashion that would leave
no room for cynical doubt.

of

to

inspiration

in

F.

appropriate

ceremonies and activities.

—President John

F.

more information
was uncovered, other
American leaders joined the effort to record
events for the future:

As

of

to

of

do

of

of

—General Dwight D. Eisen
hower, Supreme Com
mander, Allied Forces,
Europe, 1945

of

I,

be

the world and

to

the peace-loving
warning
would-be
oppressors which will long
remembered.
Now, therefore,
Kennedy, Presi
John
America,
dent
the United States
con
Congress
sonance with the joint resolution
approved August 28, 1962 (76 Stat. 407),
hereby invite the people
the United States
observe the twentieth anniversary
the
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, April 21, 1963, with
people

a

heroism,

in

an a

of
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As soon
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Following

Ken

nedy, Proclamation,
March 1963
4,

Unless we write the record of this movement
with clarity and precision, we cannot blame
112

Thirty

years ago a remnant of determined Pol
ish Jews launched a resistance of desperation
in the Warsaw Ghetto. All who took part
knew that death would be the almost certain
consequence, yet they readily chose that path
and

heroes,

we are mindful that the
price of freedom is high. The debt we owe the

Auschwitz Survivor and Nobel

Peace Prize
winner, Elie Wiesel, was appointed Chairman of
the President's Commission. Wiesel wrote to

gallant defenders of the Warsaw Ghetto is
part of the same obligation all of us who live
in freedom owe to those who refuse to capitu
late in the face of invasion or violence . . .
Now, therefore, I, Richard Nixon, President
of the United States of America, in accor

President Carter that remembrance was impor
tant to the past:
We will accomplish a mission that the vic
tims have assigned to us: to collect memories
and tears, fragments of fire and sorrow, tales of
despair
and defiance,
and names—above
all–names.
What we all have in common is an obses

dance with House Joint Resolution 303, do
hereby designate
the twenty-ninth day of

April

1973 to mark the thirtieth anniversary
of the uprising against the Nazi occupation
forces by the beleaguered and outnumbered
Jews of the Warsaw Ghetto, who, by their
heroic deeds, reaffirmed the determination of
the oppressed to fight for freedom and dignity
and thereby helped keep alive the spirit of
liberty.

Sion not to betray the dead we left behind or
who left us behind. They were killed once.
They must not be killed again through
forgetfulness.

—Elie Wiesel, survivor,

author, and Nobel

—President Richard
Nixon, Proclamation,
April 21, 1973
As additional time

12093

Peace Prize Laureate

But, he also emphasized the importance of
remembering for the Sake of the future:
We wish, through the work of this Commis
Sion, to reach and transform as many human
beings as possible. We hope to share our con
viction that when war and genocide unleash
hatred against any one people or peoples,
are ultimately engulfed
the fire
The most vital lesson
be drawn from the
Holocaust era
that Auschwitz was possible
because the enemy
the Jewish people and
always the same
mankind
and
enemy
dividing,
separat
succeeded
splitting human society, nation against
ing,
nation. Christian against Jew, young against
old. And not enough people cared.
Ger
many and other occupied countries, most

passed, U.S. leaders realized

to by

that increased efforts would be required to
ensure that a new generation of Americans
would remember
and learn from historical
events. In 1978, President Jimmy Carter issued
Executive Order No. 12093, establishing the
President's Commission on the Holocaust, with
the following functions:

all

desperate

—Executive Order
November 1, 1978

in
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people.
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chose

not
interfere with the
other lands, too, many persons
result, the
remain neutral. As
chose

in

spectators

killers;

to

In

in

–

1-201.
The Commission shall submit a
report to the President and the Secretary of
the Interior containing its recommendations
with respect to the establishment and main
tenance of an appropriate memorial to those
who perished in the Holocaust.
1-202.
The Commission's report shall exam
ine the feasibility of obtaining funds for crea
tion and maintenance of the Memorial
through contributions
of the American

in it

of

—

of

is

.
.
.

in their struggle for freedom.
As we recall the valor of these honored

1-203. The Commission shall recommend
appropriate ways for the nation to commemo
rate . . . "Days of Remembrance of Victims of
the Holocaust."

killers killed, the victims died, and the world
remained neutral.

as

was the systematic,bureau
cratic extermination
six million Jews by
the Nazis and their collaborators
central
act
state during the Second World War:
night descended, millions
other peoples
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of

Nazism was facilitated
the breakdown
democracy, the collapse
social and eco
nomic cohesion, the decline
human Solid
arity, and
erosion
faith
the political
leadership and
the ability
democratic
governments
function. Recalling these
danger signals intensifies our concern for the
health
the body politic and the processes
government, and the
democracy, the forms
importance
human and social values.
By remembering the excesses that marked

from the world. We must recognize that when
any fellow human being is stripped of human
ity; when any person is turned into an object
of repression; tortured or defiled or victimized
by terrorism or prejudice or racism, then
human beings are victims, too.
to

in

of

be of

be

a

of

of

all

the Nazi era we can learn from the impor
limits;
tance
checks and balances. We
can also learn that
democratic government
must function and perform basic services and
protected within
that human rights must
the law. We can renew our appreciation for
the human cost
scientific experimentation.
We can strengthen our belief
inalienable
individual rights. We can also come
under
stand that universalist ethic unbalanced by
ultimately
respect for particular variation
tyrannical. Tolerance for ethnic diversity and
pluralism can
enhanced

recognize the moral
forty
permitted
years
ago
truth
the Holocaust
proceed. Our generation—the generation
survivors—will never permit the lesson
forgotten.

to

Car

is

a

ter, National Civic
Commemoration, April

be

24, 1979

.
.
.

to

of

in

its manner and purpose
mass criminal
enterprise organized
the state against
defenseless civilian populations
To remember the Holocaust
to sensitize
ourselves
its critical political lessons.

of all, we ourselves must remember.
We must learn not only about the vulnera
bility of life, but of the value of human life.
We must remember the terrible price paid for
bigotry and hatred and also the terrible price
paid for indifference and for silence . . .
To truly commemorate the victims of the
Holocaust, we must harness the outrage of
our memories to banish all human oppression

to

It

swept into this net
death.
was
crime unique
the annals
human history,
quantity
different not only
the
violence—the sheer numbers killed—but in

were

Although words do pale, yet we must speak.
We must strive to understand. We must
teach the lessons of the Holocaust. And most

—President Jimmy

of of of

24, 1979, the first National Civil Holo
caust Commemoration Ceremony was held in
the United States Capitol Rotunda. President
Carter delivered the address:

as

of

1979

a

as

of

The Holocaust

On April

The world's failure

a

of

—Elie Wiesel, Letter to
President Carter from
the President's Commis
sion on the Holocaust,
September 27,

as

In

September, 1979, the President's Commission
Submitted its report. That report stressed the
importance
remembering the Holocaust
individuals, and
nation:

—Report to the Presi
dent, President's Com
mission on the Holo
caust, September 27,
1979
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mourning. According
this tradition, Jews
may not mourn on the Sabbathand on holidays.
was found that the date 27 Nissan, which
close to that date
1943when the Warsaw
Ghetto Uprisingbegan,neverfallson theSabbath
holiday.
on Jewish
The Israel Parliament
(Knesset) passed law fixing the observance
the Holocaust anniversary on that day the
Hebrew calendar.Furthermore, the Israel Mini
charge
legislative
ster
Justice (who
matters)
1975 issued an opinion that, out
side Israel, Jewish communities are free
commemoratethe anniversaryon any dateclose
prevailing cir
27 Nissan, “according
cumstances.”This means that
for example,
easier commemorateon Sunday instead
weekday,
participation,
assurebetter
this acceptable.
Over the past severalyears,although thereare
some exceptions, the overwhelmingmajority
Jewish communities
the United States and
around the world has accepted the date
27
day
Nissan (which each year corresponds
approximately
part
the middle
second
April)
the appropriatedate commemoration.
By extension, morethan one day set for such
observance,the entire week the proximity of
including, the 27th day Nissan selected.
The exactdateeach April corresponding 27
Nissan can be easily computed for an indefinite
number yearsahead.
proposed,therefore, adhere the above
Jewish customasamatter unifying theobserv
ance
the Holocaust anniversary throughout
the United Statesand elsewhere the world.
majorcommemoration,such theoneheldeach
year
New York under the leadership
the
WarsawGhetto ResistanceOrganization,should
Sunday
participants
be held on
enable
travellongerdistancesand assurethe largest
possibleparticipation.
Additionally
proposedthat the President's
Commission on the Holocaust recommendthat
eachyear,on thedatecorresponding 27 Nissan,
memorialcandlesbe lighted eachhome desir
ing commemoratethe Holocaust.The Warsaw
Ghetto Resistance Organization will undertake
the task designingsuch candles this proposal
accepted.
Furthermore, we
WAGRO,having had the
experienceduring the past years organizing
anannualCommemorationwith the participation
twenty thousand people,request
from ten
that full week of Holocaustobservancesbe set
aside in accordancewith the aboveenumerated
principles.
Thereason for requesting full week observ
ances thatwe feelitis important,foreducational
purposes, allow ample time for differentcom
schools, community
memorative activities
centers,churches,and synagogues.
conclusion,
requested that the Presi
dent'sCommissionon the Holocaustrecommend
the PresidentandCongress theUnitedStates
that Week HolocaustObservancesbe desig
natedeachyear coincidewith 27 Nissan.
alsorequestedthattheCommissionrecom
mend the distribution each year
educational
kits on the Holocaustto school children around
the country,explaining the significanceand the
background observing the anniversary the
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising and honoring the Six
Million Jewish victims,the martyrsand theheroes
of the Holocaust.
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MEMORANDUM
TotheSubcommitteeon Daysof Remembrance.
President'sCommissionon the Holocaust.From
Benjamin Meed.Subject:Fixing the dateof Days
of Remembrance.
The purpose of this memo is to discuss a
proposal for the fixing of a permanent dating
system for the Days of Remembrance of the
Holocaust.
It is respectfullyproposed that each year one
week correspondingto the Hebrew calendardate
of the 27th day of the month of Nissan (usually
the middle or the second part of the month of
April) be designatedasthe Daysof Remembrance
of the Holocaust. In 1980,the above date cor
respondsto Sunday,April 13.
The background of the selectionof the above
Hebrew calendardateis the following.
Soon after the end of WorldWar the Jewish
survivors establishedthat nearlyeveryday the
year representedan anniversary the destruc
tion someJewish communityduring the Holo
caust.Furthermore, informationwas gathered
about Jewish uprisingsagainstthe Nazis con
centration camps and other places, additional
anniversariesof such eventswerelisted.
The most prominent anniversary came
be
the first day the WarsawGhetto Uprising, on
April 19, 1943,which was then the eve
the
Pesach(Passover) festival.This particular anni
versary becamethe symbol
commemoration
of Jewish armedresistance WorldWarII.
Obviously becameimpossible observeall
the different anniversaries of the tragic events
the Holocaust.The question arose,which one
representative the Holocaust, so
select
as to adhere at the same time to established
Jewish tradition concerning observances days
as

S.J. RES.97
Whereas,less than forty yearsago,six million
Jews as well as millions of others were murdered

in Nazi concentrationcampsas part of a planned
programof extermination;
Whereas the people of the United States of
America should always remember the terrible
atrocities committed by the Nazis so that they
are never repeated;
Whereasthe peopleof the UnitedStatesshould
continually rededicatethemselves to the prin
ciple of equality;
Whereasthe peopleof the UnitedStatesshould
remain eternally vigilant against all tyranny,
recognizing that tyranny provides a breeding
ground for bigotryto flourish;
Whereas April 13 has been designatedinter
nationally as a day of remembranceof victims of
the Nazi Holocaust,known asYom Hoshoah;and
Whereas it is appropriate for the American
people to join in the international commemora
tion: Now,therefore,be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Repre
sentatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That, in memory of all
victims of the Holocaust and in the hope that
Americanswill strive always to overcomecruelty
and prejudice through vigilance and resistance,
the days of April 13 through April 19, 1980,are
herebydesignatedas the “Daysof Remembrance
of Victims of the Holocaust.”The President is
requested to issue a proclamation calling upon
the people of the United States to remember
the atrocities committed by the Nazis and to
commemoratesuch days with appropriate cere
moniesand activities.

to of

BY MR. DANFORTH (FOR HIMSELF MR.
JACKSON, MR. PELL, MR. BOSCHWITZ,
AND MR.STONE):
S.J.Res. 97.A joint resolutiondesignatingApril
13through April 19as “Daysof Remembranceof
Victims of the Holocaust”;to the Committeeon
the Judiciary
•Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, together with
JACKSON,PELL, and STONE,
SenatorsBOSCHWITZ,
I am introducing a joint resolution designating
April 13to April 19of 1980as “Days of Remem
brance of Victims of the Holocaust.”The resolu
tion authorizes and requests the President to
issue a proclamationcalling upon the American
people to honor the memory of the victims of
the Holocaust and to reflect on the pernicious
nature of bigotryand the dangersof tyranny and
oppression.
The days of April 13to April 19were recom
mended by the President'sCommission on the
Holocaust. Those days were chosen to coincide
with Yom Hoshoah, the internationally recog
nized day of remembrance,which in 1980will
occur on April 13.A memorandumpreparedby
Mr. Benjamin Meed, chairman of the advisory
committeeof the President'sCommissionon the
Holocaust, explains the Commission'schoice of
April 13to April 19asthe “Daysof Remembrance"
for 1980.I ask unanimousconsentthat the mem
orandum be printed in the RECORDfollowingmy
Statement.
I believe it is imperative that at least once a
year,we set aside days to reflectupon the horror
of the Holocaust and to recommit ourselves to
stand up for the rights of the oppressed.
Wemust not forgetthe millions of people who
were murderedasa part of a planned programof
extermination. However,it is not enough to feel
horror at a massacrewhich occurred more than
30 yearsago.
If the “Days of Remembrance"are to be truly
meaningful,we mustseethem not just as a com
memmorationof an abhorrent historical event,
but as a living memorial—atime to reflect speci
fically on injustices we see in our own lives and
in our own times. We must use it as a time to
dedicateourselvesto action.
In this regard,I think it is important to think
about the“boatpeople”of SoutheastAsia.At this
time, millions of men, women, and children are
abandoned by the nations of the world—unable
to find a home.It has been estimatedthat 1,000
refugeesdie each day.The photographs—thesad
faces, the boats being pushed away—arehaun
tingly similar to famouspictures of 30 yearsago.
I applaud President Carter for doubling the
number of refugeesthat our country will accept
each month. I believe each American should
reflect upon what he or she can do—whetherit
is making a monetarycontribution,sponsoringa
family, accepting a refugee openly into one's
community—toeasethe plight of thesepeople.
I believe the “Days of Remembrance"should
not be just another commemoration, another
event.Rather,the “Daysof Remembrance"should
be a time to reflect upon our humanity and our
respectand lovefor others. I hope that the joint
resolution,which I ask unanimousconsentto be
printed in the RECORD,is speedilyadopted.

tance
between
universes.

In October, 1980, based on the recommenda
tions of the President's Commission, Congress
enacted Public Law 96-388, creating the United

perhaps

between

has been forty years since
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trapped inside
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appropriate ways for the
Nation to commemorate the Days of
Remembrance, as an annual, national, civic
commemoration of the holocaust, and . . .
encourage and sponsor appropriate obser
vances of such Days of Remembrance
throughout the United States;

of

It

stood outside
the burning Warsaw Ghetto and
watched building after building engulfed by
the flames and heard through the dense
Smoke the shooting and the screams
those
the walls

States Holocaust Memorial Council (USHMC):

to
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plan, construct and oversee the opera
tion of a permanent living memorial
museum to the victims of the holocaust
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The world
still not free of the disease
which led
Auschwitz and Treblinka
We
still remember the ships with trapped Jews
turned back from these shores, the closing
many refugees, the declining
door
bomb
railway that led
death camp—these are

– To

—Title

Worlds,

bitter remembrances.
But we cannot forget
the mighty American Army crushing Hitler's
fortress Europa. For this reason we [Holocaust
survivors] have assembled
here
our
Nation's capital
the world's greatest
democracy—to give thanks
those hundreds
young Americans who fought
thousands

Section 1401,
United States Code

America.

—Benjamin Meed, Co
Chairman, Days of
Remembrance Com
mittee, USHMC, Na
tional Commemora
tion Ceremony, April

.
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We can ask ourselves why we are memorializ
ing the most massive and darkest example
man's inhumanity
man. Why? The reason
prevent such inhumanity from
seek
occurring again and
alert
the need
snuff out those same dreadful instincts that
turn human beings like you and me into

to

first public

appearance after being
wounded in an at
tempted assassination)

to

be

to

to

(President Rea

to
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—President Ronald Rea
gan, National Civic
Commemoration, April

so

us

beasts.
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Between the Warsaw Ghetto and Washing
ton, between Auschwitz and America, seems
an incredible distance,
distance that goes
beyond miles, that goes beyond years—a dis

remember,

by

too, Dante's words
oft
noted colleague, Robert Kennedy:
"He who sees, stands by, and does nothing
just
guilty
performed,
evil
who
performs it." Here we must remember how we
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Holocaust Survivors)

our strength.

1980

Holo

ident of American
Gathering of Jewish
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1983 (Mr. Meed,
caust survivor,

is a

all

in

April
1945 when American
Troops
and Allied
liberated Nazi death camps
The tragedy
took place
our life
time. We share the wounds
the survivors.
We recall the pain only because we must
never permit
come again
Our Spirit
strengthened
remembering and our hope

gan's

crush Hitler's Germany. We
them and
thank you,

pay tribute

We remember the suffering and the death of
Jews and
those others who were per
secuted
World War
We commemo
rate the days

and the thousands who gave

to

came

to

liberate
their lives

to

to us

to of

Since this time, the USHMC has worked to Sup
port and coordinate America's efforts to re
member the Holocaust. (See Part 2 of this Guide
for background information.) Central to this
initiative is the annual National Civic Com
memoration, usually held in the U.S. Capitol
Rotunda:
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sacrifice for
never forget that lesson.
The principles that the rescuers upheld,
and for which many gave their lives, con
tinued to animate heroic idealists of our own
day whose consciences will not permit them
acquiesce
injustice.
the principle
up
spiritual
summed
one
the
mentors
the American Revolution, Edmund Burke,

to

to

to

will

nothing we can do
bring back
There
life those whose souls and spirits were
snuffed out
the gas chambers and killing
Nazi-occupied
Europe. We cannot
fields
adequately
pay
even
tribute
the courage
and dignity they displayed on the altar
hate
and cruelty, but we can invest their sacrifice
with redeeming significance
we resolve
prevent
do everything within our power
happening
again.
such
evil from ever
the
aftermath
the Holocaust, nothing will ever
the same. The memory
the six million
has irrevocably shaped the consciousness,
not the conscience,
mankind.
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evil ever present
mankind can
fronted and eventually defeated
justice and
more powerful devotion

memoration, April,

by

National Civic Com
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—Senator Claiborne Pell,
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us
to

hope.
four decades ago also gave
They made
possible for
look forward,
begin
start again,
restore our faith
the possibility
better world, even while
the memories of the horrors live on.
They offered
peoples
new chance for
join together
and
nations
defense
humanity. These brave men showed that the

at

camps

little 40 years ago: what can we do now?
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nine percent
our visa allotment for Europe
was used. As reads our War Department tele
gram, exhibited
Yad Vashem [the Holo
caust Memorial Museum
Israel] we even
refused
bomb the rail line that carried the
Nazi victims to Auschwitz. We did all too

an

an a

as

to
at

out his awful designs
But the Americans
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In

men

to

to

St.

its

who liberated the camps
sense liberated the world
well. They put
end
the physical tragedy, though they
could not and we should not put
end
the
spiritual anguish. We will never forget the
atrocities committed by Hitler and we will
pursue the criminals who carried
continue

in
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The

Gypsies were murdered. Examples: we re
turned the passenger vessel
Louis with
load
900 Jews back
Bremen and the con
Europe; we declined
centration camps
change our own immigration laws one jot and
then declined to take
most of these unfor
beings
tunate human
who were clamoring
fact,
1944, only
our consulates for visas.

—Congressman Stephen

J.

Solarz, National
Civic Commemora

tion, April,

1985
at
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The images
Jewish suffering
Nazi
still burn in our memories. We will

hands
never

is

of

forget, and the world must never forget, the
inhumanity
capable
which mankind
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again
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Memorial Service
Fort Monmouth, NJ, Vietnam
War Veteran Bud Badlan, Commander
the local Post
the
memory
Jewish War Veterans, lights one
the candles
the victims
the Holocaust. |Photo credit: U.S. Army]
a

During

all

of

it

disregards the sanctity, the dignity
when
and the human rights
men and women.
Our nation shared the grief
those who
had survived the concentration camps; we
mourned for those who had not; and we made
one very simple pledge, renewed here: "Never

So, from the Holocaust, we learn:
when we deny humanity in others,
we destroy humanity within ourselves.
When we reject the human, and the holy,

when he said, "The only thing necessary for
the triumph of evil is for good men to do
nothing."

State,

in any neighbor's soul,
then we unleash the beast, and the barbaric,
in our own heart.
And, Since the Holocaust, we pray:

Civic Commemora

if the time has not yet dawned
proclaim our faith
God,
when we can
say
then let
least
that we admit we are not gods ourselves.
others,
we cannot yet see the face
God
least,
see,
then let
face
human
our own.
long ago, the Bible taught that life might
blessing
curse:
the choice
our hands.
Today we vow: the curse will
remembered.
in
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But our prayer must also be:
fight despair;
find the strength, the courage and the faith,
keep the dream alive
that—through
and through our children—
the blessing still might be.

—Commander Arnold

E.

Resnic off, Chaplain,

—Senator Robert C. Byrd,

U.S. Navy, Closing
Prayer, National Civic
Commemoration, 1987

Minority Leader, U.S.
Senate, National Civic
Commemoration,

in

Congress of the United States
pauses in its deliberations to take part in the
Days of Remembrance of victims of the
Holocaust.
As we briefly lay aside the problems and
the promises confronting our nation today to
memorialize the supreme tragedy of more
than forty years ago, there is no more approp
riate location in which to do this than here in
the Capitol Rotunda. This Rotunda is the
symbol of all that the unspeakable crimes of
the Holocaust tried to eliminate: human
rights, individual liberties, the independence
of nations living in freedom.
Our holding this ceremony here symbol
izes the ultimate triumph of these values,
which other democratic nations also cherish,
over the unspeakable negation of those prin
ciples embodied by the Holocaust.
the

1986

The United States Army Band (Pershing's Own) and Herald
Trumpets support annual Days
Remembrance programs.
Washington)
|Photo credit: U.S. Army Military District
of
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THE UNITED STATES
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM

|

"Under Construction"

S

r

The Holocaust serves as a universal warn
It is not to be sentimentalized, not

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
will be located on the National Mall between the
Washington
Monument
and the Jefferson
Memorial, and is expected to open in 1992. A

ing.

abstracted.

Its impact must not be diluted.

The Holocaust is no metaphor; it is truth.
In your coming here today, we remember

national center for Holocaust educational and
cultural programs, the Museum will reaffirm our
national commitment to remember.

anew the accountability, the duty, we each
have for every human life. It is said that each
step Hitler took, he took only after he saw the
world fail to respond. May this Holocaust
Memorial Museum serve as the special bea
con of light to
future generations—
assaulting our indifference, demanding our
involvement, arresting our selfishness, and
accosting every last trace
our isolationism,
both personally, and
nation. As Elie Wie
sel has said, 'Every visitor
the museum
a

should leave

as

to

as
a

of

all

Remember: that from the whispers from those
lost in the Holocaust, the world must not
repeat the hate; we must remember instead to
teach tolerance, to teach respect and dignity
for every [person] . . . regardless of race, color,
or creed.
The Holocaust Memorial Museum will
house this lesson . . . Yes, it will document
the horrible, the unmentionable. Yes, it will
point the blame. And it will credit the saviors.
But, most of all, it will . . . teach. This

changed

person.'

—Vice President George
Bush, Presentation of
the Key to the U.S.

museum will show what can happen when
humanitarian goals are forsaken and the hel
lish forces that emanate when an Adolf Hitler

Holocaust Memorial
Museum,

comes to power.
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April

13, 1983

For those of us who lived through those years,
the fact that the Holocaust occurred is a chil
ling and stark reality. But to more distant
generations, it may seem impossible that a
civilized society could degenerate so com
pletely. It may seem impossible that evil
could so dominate the world.
The Jewish people are known as the people
of the book. The Jewish people are just as
much a people of questions. . . . In confront
ing the Holocaust, we, too, must constantly
apply a process of questioning. We must keep
alive the questions that the Holocaust brings
to our minds. . . .
We must record this history for future
generations. Citizens in a free Society must
never again forget that they are responsible
for the policies of their nation. They must
reject political appeals based on hate and
prejudice.

What better place than here in the
seat of this great government, so as to remind
us forever of our precious responsibility never
to allow the darkness of the Holocaust to be
colleagues:

repeated against

any people. . . .

—Mark E. Talisman
Vice Chairman, USHMC

Official Groundbreak

ing,

1986

But, you ask, why do we have need for these
museums and memorials? Why do we seek to
remember such a painful period in history?
The short answer is that if we dare let our
selves forget, we may not sufficiently be vig
ilant when other Hitlers take those first,
almost unnoticeable steps toward tyranny.
We must be vigilant to incipient tyranny
wherever it occurs because, as is etched on
the front of our National Archives, "Eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty."

—Congressman Thomas P.
O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of
the House of Representa

—Donald

P.

Hodel

Secretary of the Interior

tives, Presentation of
the Key, April 13, 1983

Official Groundbreak

ing,

We are gathered here in a place that is dear to
every American. We stand not 1500 yards
from the monument to our first President. We
are at the very heart and the soul of our
beloved country. We gather here in this hal
lowed place to break this earth together, to

1986

Now, we are here today for the same reason
that led General Eisenhower to make his
painful pilgrimage. After four decades, memo
ries, even horrible memories can fade. After
four decades, many of these who survived the
Holocaust and could tell us how it really was,
many of them have passed from our midst.
And after four decades of peace in Europe
and dramatic political changes around the
world, with former enemies now fast friends

consecrate this place as a memorial to the
victims of the Holocaust.
It is here that a true memorial shall rise to
those who were felled by tyranny and oppres
sion. The dehumanization and the degrada
tion that swelled and swallowed a whole peo
ple occurred in the midst of an ancient,
cultured, civilized society gone mad. When

and former allies now adversaries, it is hard
sometimes to recall or even believe how

actions would have breached, those laws were
altered by otherwise civilized educated peo
ple. Eventually, few remained to be maimed
and brutalized and murdered. Most of all, it
was the starkness of the silence from good
people that ultimately abetted the killers and
encouraged them to complete their incom
prehensible mission of destruction and

Something so vast and inhuman could ever
have happened.

The museum whose construction we start
will remind us that it did happen. Even
more important, it will remind us that —
today

unless we are vigilant in our defense of liberty
for all — it could happen again, to any of
ll.S. . . .

death. . . .

Some ask in good faith, why here in this
I would respond clearly, along with my

place?
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Leader, U.S.

—Harvey M. Meyerhoff
USHMC Chairman

Official Groundbreak

Unveiling of Corner
stone, October

1986

Forty-five years ago
stood before Joseph
Mengele
Auschwitz without home and
country.
without
Before the day was over,
had number tattooed on my arm and was
condemned to be without
name
We
believed that none
us would survive and
worse yet,
we did, our story would
too
horrible to tell.
Today the American people remember and
in

I

is

of

in

vide an invaluable resource for researchers,
and bring together
one place the greatest
array
information and knowledge on this
necessary subject.
And you and and

in

of

a

J.

Lowenberg,
—William
USHMC Vice Chairman,

if

Unveiling of Corner
stone, October

if

1988

to

be

is

to

no

it

American troops who liberated concentra
tion camps saw things
human eyes should
ever see. But
we
America remain strong
— we hold fast and true to the conviction
that, yes, there are things worth fighting for,
there are things worth dying for, and we will
heed the call
we must — humans will never
suffer so, nor will others
called upon

if

a

.
.
.

of

chal

.
.
.

the

of

all

I

in

.
.
.

of

are united

.
.
.

will

.
.
.

honor the millions who died
For me,
survivor
Auschwitz and Dachau, and for all
my fellow survivors, this
moment
immense consolation
We are grateful
beyond words that the American people will
know our tragic story and will transmit
generation.
from generation

of

good

be

.
.
.

if

it.

of

of

a

it.

I

is

a

.
.
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I
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.
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I

stand
think they are wrong.
comprehensible.
believe the Holocaust
Indeed, we must comprehend
We have no
choice, the future
mankind depends upon
To fulfill that mission, the museum
will study the history
the Holocaust, pro

.
.

of

Some people say evil
this degree
incom
prehensible. They say we will never under

1988

a

ing,

5,

Senate

5,

Majority

it.

save them from such suffering.

Ronald

—President
Cornerstone,

October

5,

Reagan, Unveiling of
1988

The Holocaust pain and experience

in

a

.
.
.

of

was not
one country alone.
And this day has
again confirmed how vital and American
raising up
mission we have undertaken

to

.
.
.

to

to

to to

.
.
.

this Museum
not just
remember.
educate, not just
Our task
look back
on evil, but
look forward
the day when
genocide and international hate and irrational
is

will

of

—Senator Robert Dole

lenge.

happened.

with events that took place far from
these shores, but they are events which con
tinue
have enormous meaning for the citi
zens
the United States.

deal

happen again.

Americans

unspeakable yet we must

the

because

it

of
it

deals with
speak

it

a

us

of

all

If any of us is faced with persecution, none
of us is really secure. If any of us begins to
forget what happened during the Holocaust,
will face greater risk that could
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World War

II

in

Sergeant Leon Bass

It

of

a

is

to

national violence have disappeared.
This
an American monument
broth
teaching museum that proclaims
erhood,
understanding and equity.
the value

Army Uniform

In June of 1943 I became a soldier in the Uni
ted States Army. As a black American] The
evil of racism plagued me throughout my
training . . . On a day in April [1945] I entered
the concentration camp known as Buchen
wald. There I saw the walking dead . . . I was
informed that they were Jews, Gypsies,
Jehovah's Witnesses, trade unionists, Com
munists, homosexuals, and others the Nazis
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and the footnotes are the prayers, the songs,
the hymns, the psalms, the responses
the
congregations. Until the right responses are
worship and
found
the liturgies, the
Holocaust will continue
burn and
hurt
rather than
heal. The healing will begin
come
the fore when the liturgies
our
congregations show that we have found the
right form
words with which
address the
memory

ing of Cornerstone,
Aº

.
.
.

is

American Educator and
former U.S. Army Ser
geant in WWII, Unveil
October

of

an

is

is

primar
Confronting the Holocaust
not
ily
intelligence. Because the
exercise
claim
made upon the whole person, more
important than the monographs and articles

—Dr. Leon Bass, liberator,
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be
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come here today because
those lessons
learned
Buchenwald. They constantly
my pain, and my
remind me that your pain
pain
your pain.
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of
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a
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in

or

as

considered "expendable . . ." It made me see
clearly what can happen when racism is left
unchecked and unchallenged. It removed my
blinders.
now understand that the pain
racism
not relegated just
me and mine
is

it

publishes
listing
state-by-state
Holocaust Resource Centers and Organizations
(included
Section
this Guide)
encour
age cooperative efforts.
Many Synagogues, churches, and religious
groups take part
local "Yom HaShoah" ("Holo
caust Remembrance Day") programs, using this
day
the week-long National Days
Remem
opportunity
struggle with theo
brance
logical lessons from the history
the Holocaust
period. Philadelphia's Anne Frank Institute has
published
compilation
such services
book, Liturgies on the Holocaust, and New
York's National Jewish Center on Learning and
Leadership (CLAL)
sponsoring national effort
study ways prayer might effectively and
appropriately
used
Holocaust programs:
grams;

—The Rev. Dr.

Franklin H.

Litte 11, Anne Frank
Institute

of

Any liturgy

or

of

all

to

to

of to

It
in

of

to

one
total defeat and despair. That would
not do justice
those who remained faithful

life and

of

or
of to

in

of

greatest
and human even
the moments
agony
the incredible model
renewal

of

in

in

of

to

response
One
the first shipboard observances conducted
1984, onboard
the Department
Defense initiative was held
the Sixth Fleet Flagship, "USS Puget Sound." Vice Admiral
Edward Martin, Commander, Sixth Fleet—a former Prisoner
War
Vietnam—was the keynote speaker. [Photo credit: Uni
ted States Navy)
of

is

or

the Holocaust should avoid
resolution. This tragedy
swiftly.
overcome lightly
humanity
poses radical questions
and
all views. Neither should the mood be
total affirmation
too devastating

faith which survivors exemplify

Local efforts
remembrance
now include offi
fifty States,
cial ceremonies
addition
projects and programs sponsored
individuals,
organizations, and religious and civic commun
ity groups. The USHMC supports local pro

the inadequacy

words and fear

of

inability
the
conscious and artistic
response
express the inexpressible, we
be

to

to

think that prayers preferably should
taken
from the actual writings and testimony

of

by in

all

in

of

As we feel

of

.
.
.

after the war
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year 1985 was the 40th anniversary

of

The

the days when the gates

to

those who went through the Holocaust who
tried to tell us what and how to remember.

the concentration
were opened and the world glimpsed
bodies, living skeletons and
the heaps
indescribable horrors that became known
camps

as

of

—David G. Roskies and
Rabbi Irving Greenberg,
National Jewish Center
for Learning and Leader
ship (CLAL)

the Holocaust.

is

is

It

at

a

of

so

so

to

of

a

of

to

be

to

be

of

so

Some people asked why was there
much
commemoration on the 40th anniversary!
Why not wait for the 50th?
How many
those who remember first
hand will
here
tell the story? There will
records, books—more than 20000 titles
date, but few eyewitnesses.
Some 20,000
books on the Holocaust! That figure alone
must give the ill-informed
hint
the mag
nitude
this tragedy.
Another figure also comes
mind.
smaller but certainly frightening. There are
200 books written
far denying the Holo
caust. Such tampering with history seems
many
unbelievable with
the victims still
alive. Yet
whole new band of falsifiers of
history
busy
work.

silent,

of

of

an

a

of

in

tional Liberators Conference":

if

to

I

its of

believe that we can hear the memory
the
prevent
Holocaust only
we strive
re
currence. Let us, therefore, remember well the
Signposts on the road
genocide. First, indi
vidual rights were revoked. Then, individual
dignity was denied. Finally,
the abyss
despair, came the murder itself.
began with

all

in

It

and reflect.
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remember the Holocaust—have included
the creation
the Eisenhower Liberation Medal
honor
American forces which helped liber
ate the camps;
National Clearinghouse on
Holocaust Education; an annual nationwide
Holocaust study program for elementary and
high School Students (including
annual essay
many special exhi
contest); and sponsorship
bitions and gatherings, including "The Interna
effort

of

to

of

time

to

Other contributions
the USHMC—the central
Federal Agency responsible
for our national

sions: A Journal of Holocaust Studies. Its work
with the Department of Defense on this Obser
vance Guide has helped U.S. military personnel
take part in the national effort to remember—
and its contributions have challenged
Ameri
cans
confront the horrors
the past with
honesty, and yet face the future with hope.
Remembrance

apathetic?

—Abraham H. Foxman,
National Director, Anti
Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith

The International Center for Holocaust Studies
of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
functions as a public educational, resource, and
research institution. Since 1977, it has received
special recognition for contributions toward
strengthening the teaching of the Holocaust.
It produces and distributes books, films, exhibits,
and special programs for radio and television;
sponsors public conferences,
Symposia,
and
literary competitions; and publishes Dimen

remember

ask

so

uncaring,

Holocaust Memorial Wall on the facade of the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith national headquarters in New York City.
|Photo credit: ADL)

The Days

remembering,

and

are some people today and,
many people then
insensitive,
so

so

Sure, were

reading
so so

While

why—why

O

tº

of

The Eisenhower Liberation Medal
the United States Holo
caust Memorial Council (Photo credit: USHMC). The medal was
created
honor the American soldiers and those who helped
liberate the Nazi concentration camps
1945.
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not despair . . .
The liberators, too, bear witness. You will
tell us that the values we cherish become
meaningful only if we are prepared to work
for them, to defend them, and to fight for
them. A generation unwilling to bear the
burden of
own beliefs makes possible
Holocaust of its dreams.
know this as
former soldier, and we are all soldiers for our
beliefs
There
old Jewish saying, "The memory
the righteous shall
for the blessing." As
we remember the righteous today, let
way that we merit
resolve
act
such
its

and the lºng
must bear
go

caust have shown us, each in their own ways,
that man need not succumb to this evil.
Those who went to their deaths singing of
their belief in God did not lose their souls.
Those who fought against hopeless odds did
not lose their dignity. Those who survived did

ºg dead

º

º

º

the most defenseless, but it did not stop with
them . . .
The victims and the survivors of the Holo

their blessing.

Alex

of

in

Many years have passed since the Allied
armies entered the camps. The Russian
armies entered the camps
the East, being
expose
first
the world the horrors commit
ted
the Nazis and their collaborators. The
English army entered the camps
the North
and confirmed
the western world the brutal
realities
death factories
the heart
big towns and small villages,
Europe, next
while the inhabitants went about their daily
work, unconcerned, undisturbed, and yet
knowing very well that mass murder was tak
ing place
their backyard.
the South,
American armies entering the camps and
Suspecting that time may erase the memory
Nazi behavior, brought high-ranking con
gressional delegation
record for posterity
the atrocities committed
Nazi Germany.
in

1987

of

to

1988

a

of

R.

Mr. Fred W. Friendly
Mr. Edward
Murrow

by

Lieutenant General John Gavin,
US Army
Master Sergeant Raymond Stone, US Army

Survivors will never forget the valiant effort
Allied armies
save even those
help restore
who were beyond help and
semblance
normal life to those who were
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1986

Wickham, Jr., US Army
John
General Lawton Collins, US Army
Lieutenant General William W. Quinn,
US Army
Senator

of

of

Veterans' Affairs]

Recipients of
The United States Holocaust
Memorial Council's
Eisenhower Liberation Medal
General

in

of

1981

to

ference, October

in

ander Haig, Interna
tional Liberators Con

of

Liberty State Park, site
Remembrance observance
Liber
ation, the monument appearing on the cover
this Guide. The
Liberty and New York harbor are
Statue
the background.
Military and
|Photo credit: State
New Jersey Department
of

—Secretary of State

-The Honorable William J. Lowenberg (left), United States Holo
caust Memorial Council Vice Chairman, presents former Army
Master Sergeant Raymond Stone with the Council's Eisenhower
Liberation Medal, 1988. |Photo credit: USHMC)

The Honorable Elie Wiesel (left), United States Holocaust
Memorial Council Chairman, presents General John J. Wick
ham, Jr., U.S. Army, with the Council's Eisenhower Liberation
Medal, 1986. |Photo credit: USHMC)

again. Let's hope, therefore,
madness
that
today's eyewitness testimonies to acts of evil

that moment not even able to respond to
human decency or to react to human compas

stand as a permanent witness to an event
that must be remembered and transmitted to
younger generations, not only by us, the vic
tims, but also by you, the victors. You and we
are partners to a legacy forced on us by fate: to
uphold the truth, to prevent the dead from
being murdered again, and to save the con
Science, the decency, and the humanity of
mankind.

will

Sion . . .

Those who fought in the last war and those
who have been victims of hate, prejudice, and
indifference owe it to present and future
generations to sound the warning that we live
in times when military forces of unimagina
ble destructiveness, religious fanaticism that
caused so much misery in the past, and blind
hatred that transcends boundaries are build
ing up around the world that can in one

—Sigmund

Survivor;

Strochlitz,
Member,

USHMC, International

Summer day or winter day drive mankind to

Liberators Conference,
October

1981

In 1984, mindful of the fact that it was our
Nation's military forces which first witnessed
evidence of the Holocaust as they liberated the
camps—and cognizant of the fact that our men
and women in uniform must be especially aware
of both the dreams for which our Nation stands,
and the nightmares we stand against—the
Secretary of Defense directed that the Military
Services
take part in the national effort to
remember the Holocaust. In 1986, the Navy's
Chaplain Resource Board produced the first
materials in Support of military programs. Stocks
of their workbook—Horror
and Hope: Ameri
cans Remember the Holocaust—were quickly

Lieutenant General John Gavin, U.S. Army (Retired), receives
the Eisenhower Liberation Medal from the United States Holo
caust Memorial Council, 1988. |Photo credit: USHMC)

depleted,

but the materials and the process of
developing them provided the groundwork for
125

the first edition (1988) of the DOD Observance

upon the first camps and had entered those
camps. And you saw—unretouched—and
no way that
could ever have been
rehearsed—what they saw—the horror they
as

SaW

.
.
.

it

in

Guide. Department of Defense observances are
now held around the world during the annual
Days of Remembrance.
American efforts to remember the Holocaust
began with the liberation of the camps. With
those first American Servicemembers in Europe,
our Nation vowed to remember that horror So
that future generations would live with hope; to
remember evil so that we would recommit our
selves to good to remember nightmares So that
we would always take a stand for dreams.

a

to

It

remains with me
confirmation of
right
rekindle these memories,
because we need always guard against that
tyranny and inhumanity
kind
Even
tortured past holds promises
we
Isaiah, there
learn
lessons. According
will be new heaven and new earth and the
weeping will
voice
heard no more.
Together, with the help
God, we can bear
up
the burden
our nightmare.
ensure that we never live
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of

that

again.

—President Ronald Rea

gan, Remembrance
Ceremony,

East

Room

of the White House,
April 30, 1981
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(left to right) Chaplain (Lieutenant Commander) Norman L.
Auerback, USN, and Lieutenant Colonel David M. Fox, USAF
(Retired), stand beside Holocaust survivor Hugo Schindler and
receive a Torah from the Memorial Scrolls Trust in London,
England. The scroll is for presentation by the B'nai B'rith Lodge
in Annapolis, MD during a Days of Remembrance observance at
the United States Naval Academy. The Trust distributes Czech
Torah scrolls which survived the Holocaust. |Photo credit: Uni
ted States Navy)
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We commemorate the days of April in 1945
when American and Allied troops liberated
the Nazi death camps . . .
I'm horrified today when I know that . . .
there are actually people now trying to say
that it [the Holocaust] never happened . . .
that all of this is propaganda. . . In World War
post
was
the military and assigned
where every week we obtained from every
branch of the service all over the world the

of

a
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to

at

the Main Exchange
Patrick Air Force Base,
during the Days
complement
Remembrance was prepared
central Base commemorative observance. [Photo credit: U.S.
Air Force|

An exhibit

in I

I

And remember April 1945. remember
seeing the first film that came
when the
war was still on, but our troops had come

FL

and saw that
in

staff. We had access
secret report.

to

general

a

combat film that was taken by that branch.
secret report for the

And we edited this into
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Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Elie Wiesel visits the United States
Military Academy, West Point, NY to deliver the Feinstone
Lecture, 1987. |Photo credit: USMA) ". . . To speak about the
meaning of freedom to me, tonight," he told the cadets, "means
to speak about my encounter with the American Army. . . . I
remember, I shall always remember, the day I was liberated by
1945, Buchenwald. The terrifying
the American Army; April
abrupt yelling the first American soldiers:
silence terminated
remember them, their faces ashen, their eyes, shall never

I

forget their eyes... They reflected astonishment, bewilderment,
endless pain and anger, yes anger above
.
.
."

all

Elie
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Suggested

T

Film for this Section

o Bear Witness was filmed at the 1981 Libera

Holocaust. It shows how a Junior High School
project in Kennebunk, Maine, led to a program
which involved the entire community. When
the class decides to perform The Diary of Anne
Frank, the local church provides the stage. The
minister, townspeople, students and their par
ents comment on the Holocaust study program
and its effect on them, and their children. This
production is helpful for project officers inter
ested in developing Holocaust educational pro

tors Conference in Washington, DC. It pres

ents an extraordinary series of interviews
with the survivors and liberators of the Nazi
concentration camps. The recurring theme that

emerges

as these remarkable men and women
speak is the strength of the human spirit in the
face of adversity. This production is especially
appropriate

for DoD audiences.

41 minutes)

Anne Frank in Maine tells the story of one
American community's efforts to remember the

grams. [28 minutes)

For Reflection
1. Why does it matter that military personnel
learn and participate in commemorative cerem
onies about the Holocaust?
2. Confronting the Holocaust can be a pro
found experience. Why do you think this is true!
3. Do you find planning for and/or participat
ing in Holocaust commemorations troubling. In

Holocaust. Have you ever seen such an exhibi
tion of paintings, a statue, memorial, or a com
memorative building: Can you describe what
you thought was moving—or not—about what
you saw?
5. The Days of Remembrance is a week-long
period. You have been exposed to a variety of

what ways?
4. Artists,

commemorative events and
grams about the Holocaust.
learned?

struggled

sculptors, and architects have
for a generation to memorialize the

educational pro
What have you

Further Reading
Young, Writing and Rewriting the
Holocaust: Narrative Consequences of Inter
pretation (Indiana: Indiana University Press,
1988). James Young asks how historical
memory and understanding are created in
Holocaust diaries, memoirs, fiction, poetry,
drama, video testimony, and in its memorials.
Rethinking the Holocaust (special feature), in
Tikkun: A Quarterly Jewish Critique of Polit
Society, Vol.
ics, Culture
No.
1987.
special feature on how people are struggling
to

2,

e.)

lished by ADL’s International Center for
Holocaust Studies is devoted to the under
standing of how memorials can sometimes
serve as evasions or distortions of the real
issues concerning the Holocaust.
Sybil Milton, In Fitting Memory! Holocaust
Memorials and the Political Culture, with 140
photographs by Ira Nowinsky (Detroit: Wayne
State University Press, 1989). An historical
analysis of Holocaust memorials that con
nects their meanings to a broader political
and social context.

E.

A

James

1,

Are Memorials Reflecting History!, Dimensions:
A Journal of Holocaust Studies, Vol. 3, No. 2,
1987. This special issue of a magazine pub
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it

in it

it

us

of

make sense
what the Holocaust was,
today, what lessons we
what
means for
can learn from
for the future, and how
plays itself out
our individual lives and our
collective consciousness.

6.

Glossary
chiefly to demonstrate their might
and ideological purpose.
Buchenwald:

Anti-Semitism:
Concept rooted in the biological and racial
thinking of the late 19th and 20th Century.
Its aim is to transform pre-modern religious
and economic hostility against the Jews into
an irrational social rejection of Jews and their

nesses,

Concentration camp, opened in 1937. Located
in central Germany, near Weimar, it impri
soned and eventually destroyed thousands of

alleged

sinister influences. Connotes a deep
suspicion of an imaginary Jewish force that
is hidden, organized,
and seeks world
dominion.

Jews.

Concentration Camps.
A group of labor and death camps located in
Germany and Nazi-occupied Europe for the
incarceration of Nazi opponents, and other
political dissidents, gypsies,
"undesirables,"

Aryan:
Aspect of racial doctrine to emphasize the
myth of Nordic, and especially German supe
riority. This racial connotation corrupted the
term's original purpose of designating and
classifying an Indo-European language group.

Russian POWs and Jews. Conditions were so
terrible that most inmates died after about
four months. The death camps in Poland were
Auschwitz, Belzec, Chelmno, Majdanek, Sobi
bor and Treblinka.
Crematorium:
A furnace installed and used in the death
camps to cremate and dispose of bodies after
death by gassing, starvation, disease, or
torture.

Auschwitz:
Notorious death camp in Poland. Opened by
the Nazis in 1940, it soon became the largest
death camp run by a staff which had acquired
experience from other camps. Supervised by
SS Captain Rudolf Hoess, the camp even
tually took the lives of over two million
people by means of gassing, starvation, over
work, and disease. At its peak, with the gas
chambers and crematoria operating full time,
as many as 24,000 people were put to death

Crystal Night:

Night of

the broken glass (Kristallnacht in
German). Name for the violent pogroms, or
terror attacks carried out on November 9-10,
1938, in Germany and Austria against hun
dreds of synagogues

each day.

and Jewish owned stores.
Results: Approximately 100 Jews were killed
and 101 synagogues were destroyed in fifteen
hours, along with 7,500 Jewish shops. The
Nazis levied the Jewish communities with
severe fines for the damage they allegedly

Babi Yar:

A

ravine near Kiev, inside the Soviet border,
where in 1941, the Nazis with the support of
Ukrainian militia men, shot and buried over
100,000 Jews

in one mass grave.

"provoked."

Book Burning:
On May 10, 1933, in Berlin thousands of
students gathered and put to the torch ap
proximately 20,000 books written by Jews
and other “undesirables.” The scene was
repeated in other cities. The books destroyed
were written by such distinguished writers as
Jack London, Helen Keller, H.G. Wells, Sig
mund Freud, Albert Einstein, Andre Gide,
Emile Zola, and Erich Maria Remarque.

Dachau:
Concentration camp located near Munich in
Southwestern Germany. One of the original
camps opened by the Nazis in 1933.
Deportation:
The transportation or “resettlement" of Jews
from Nazi-occupied countries to labor or
death camps.
Displaced Person (DP):
A refugee from his or her native country in
flight from terror or oppression. Without the
legal or social protection of his former coun
try, this fugitive suffered from all the legal,

Boycott:

On April 1, 1933, shortly after seizing politi
cal control of Germany, the Nazis declared a
nationwide boycott of Jewish-owned busi
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economic, political and social disabilities of
a stateless person. After the Holocaust DP
camps were set up throughout Europe as
temporary detention camps for many of
those liberated from concentration camps.

1943 by the Polish-Jewish legal scholar
Raphael Lemkin, it identified the policy
characterizing Nazi racial goals especially
against Jews and Polish dissidents.

Gestapo:
Acronym in German for Geheime Staats
polizei (Secret State Police]. The Nazis estab
lished the Gestapo in order to monitor and
stamp out any political opposition aimed at
the Hitler regime. Under Himmler, the Ges
tapo's powers became brutal and far reaching
in ferreting out Jews, Marxists, and even
moderate critics of the regime. At the Inter

Eichmann, Adolf [SS Lieutenant Colonel]:
Chief of Subsection IV B-4 of the Central

Reich Security Office. Eichmann was
charged with the responsibility for organiz
ing the destruction of millions of European

Jews. By his own admission he reported to
Himmler in August, 1944 that approximately
4 million Jews had died in the death camps

national Military Tribunal held at Nurem
berg after the war, the prosecution accused
the Gestapo of “the persecution and exter
mination of the Jews, brutalities and killings
in concentration camps, excesses in the ad
ministration of the occupied territories, the
administration of a slave-labour programme,

and another 2 million had been shot or killed
by mobile units. In May, 1960 the Israeli
Secret Service smuggled him back to Israel
where he was tried, found guilty of crimes
against the Jewish people and all humanity,
and, in May, 1962, was executed.

Einsatzgruppen:

the mistreatment
oners-of-war.”

German for special mobile death squads in
the rear guard of the German military, used in
the Eastern theatre of the European War.
Accompanying regular German army units
into a given area, they then proceeded to
murder all Jews they came across. Usually
forcing Jews to dig their own mass graves, and
then mowing them down with machine gun
fire, the Einsatzgruppen are estimated to

and

and murder of

pris

Ghettos:

A medieval

system, revived and advanced by
the Nazis, designating an area of a city where
Jews were restricted and forbidden to leave on
pain of death. The inhabitants were crowded
into a small area with little food and a
minimum of hygienic facilities. Even in
these terrible conditions, Jews managed to
provide education for their children and cul
tural events.

killed 2 million of the 6 million Jews
murdered in the Nazi destruction of Euro
pean Jewry.
have

Euthanasia Program:
So-called "mercy" killing of those the Nazis
deemed incurably insane or biologically infe
rior, including Jews and others regarded as
"racially valueless." The program culminated
in the late 1930s and continued more secretly
into the 1940s. It aimed at purging Germany
and some Nazi-occupied areas of "defective"
social influences by protecting and streng
thening "racial
integrity." Approximately
200,000 people died this way.

Goebbels, Joseph:
The Nazi Party's chief of the Department of
Propaganda. He controlled all newspapers
and radio broadcasts to solidify support for
Hitler.
Goering, Hermann:
Number two Nazi, after Hitler, military and
economic chief of the Third Reich. Hitler
named Goering as his successor, but later
accused him of treason.
Grynszpan, Herschel:
Polish-Jewish youth who, distressed by his
expulsion from Germany,
parents'
recent
murdered the third secretary to the German
Embassy in Paris, Ernst vom Rath, on
November 7, 1938. Goebbels used the assas
sination as a pretext for a widespread anti
Semitic pogrom throughout the Reich which

Genocide:

A

deliberate and systematic policy aimed at
destroying an entire racial, political, or cul
tural group of a nation or a people. Coined in
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II,

Hess, Rudolf:
Early supporter and confident of Hitler, at
one point number three Nazi after Hitler and
Goering. Assisted Hitler with the writing of
Mein Kampf. On May 10, 1941, Hess piloted
his own plane and parachuted into Scotland
in an unsuccessful attempt “to stop the warſ"
by means of persuading England to join
Hitler in the forthcoming war against Russia.

it

Holocaust:
Term devised in the late 1950s to describe the
Nazi program of the wholesale physical anni
hilation of European Jewry. Connotes un
precedented phenomenon of human destruc
tion. By the end of World War
was

of the

of

of as

estimated that some 5.7 million Jews had
perished
result
the systematic killing
program
the Nazis.
Kapo:

as

Heydrich, Reinhard [SS General]:
Head of the Reich Security Service and ad
ministrator of the concentration camps. At
the Wannsee Conference in 1942, Heydrich
was chosen to administer the Final Solution.
On May 29, 1942 three members of the Czech
resistance assassinated Heydrich in Prague.

of

or

a

or

in

charge
Trustee
overseer
work detail,
or some other branch of
concentration
camp such
hospital
kitchen. Kapos
camp
prisoners,
usually
were drawn from the
from the criminals among them.
a

Kristallnacht:
(See Crystal Night]
Master Race:
a

as

to

designate Germans
being
Term used
“superior” race
opposed
the “inferior”
and defective races.
as

Himmler, Heinrich:
As Reichsfuehrer of the SS [the Nazi elite
guard] leader of the Gestapo, and fanatical
racist, Himmler rose to be arguably the most
ruthless man in Germany behind Hitler.
Devised methods of mass murder based on a
Systematic process of extermination. Toward

to

Mein Kampf:

of

German for My Struggle. Adolf Hitler's anti
Semitic, anti-Russian autobiographical and
political testament. First
two volumes
written
the Landsberg prison while he
served an 8-month sentence for his part
an
1923,
unsuccessful attempt
seize politi
cal power.
he developed his mass
psychological political techniques and the
Aryan-German superiority
racial doctrine
over Jewish “sub-human” inferiority.
to

of

In
it

in

in

in

the end of the war, he tried to strike a deal
that would have involved the swapping of
Hungarian Jews bound for Auschwitz for
badly needed trucks for the German war
effort. The deal failed.
Hitler, Adolf:
Fuehrer (leader] and Chancellor of the Third
Reich, from 1933 until his death in 1945. He
built a German regime unparalleled as an
instrument of tyranny, oppression, and ruin.
Waging war in Europe and the campaign to
annihilate the Jewish people, he brought
Western civilization itself to the brink of
destruction.

Mussolini, Benito:
Fascist dictator

Italy, 1922-1943.

National Socialist German

Workers

Party

(N.S.D.A.P):

in

The Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Ar
beiterpartei. The party came into being
1920, soon headed by Hitler.
national political power
1933.

acquired

in

Hoess, Rudolf:
Commandant
of Auschwitz, the largest
mass-killing installation. In March, 1946,
Hoess made the following statement: “I
personally arranged on orders from Himmler,
the gassing of 2,000,000 persons from June

It

Kristallnacht|Night

of

as

a

known
Broken Glass].
became

Nazi:
Acronym for the National Socialist German
Workers Party
in

Nuremberg Laws:
Enacted
1935. The “Reich Citizens Law”
declared that only those persons
“German
blood” were Reich citizens, while those
“impure bloodſ” such
the Jews, were no
longer citizens. The “Law for the Protection
as

of

of

1941 to 1943.” After the war, Hoess was
sentenced to death at Warsaw, and was
hanged several days later at Auschwitz.
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Swastika:
Called Hakenkreuz in German. An ancient
symbol used
India, Persia, Greece, and
religious emblem
elsewhere
ward off
evil spirits. Using
the official symbol
the Nazis, Hitler corrupted the meaning
the holy insignia
denote Aryan racial
superiority.
to

to

of of

as

it

a

as

after 1938.

Nuremberg Trials:
An international military tribunal estab
lished after the war, in August, 1945, to try
and punish those who had planned or waged
aggressive war or acted criminally against
humanity. Great Britain, the U.S., the USSR,
and France acted on behalf of the United
Nations for the 26 countries who had fought
Germany. The evidence taken by the tribunal
exposed
to the world the genocidal fury
which had fueled the Nazi movement.

a

It

—

to

as

of

Third Reich:
The Third Empire. This was the official name
Hitler's regime, which ruled from
1933-1945. The Nazis regarded their rule
the successor
two previous empires
The
Holy Roman Empire (962 AD-1806) and the
Second Reich founded by Otto von Bismarck
appears that Hitler adopted the
(1871-1918).
name Third Reich from the title of
book
1923 by the German nationalist
van den Bruck entitled Das Dritte

in

written

Partisans:
Underground fighters against Nazi occupa
tion forces, mainly operating in the forests in
White Russia, Poland and Lithuania. Jews
either belonged to the general movement
whenever excluded, formed their own units.

Moeller

or,

to

Reich [The Third Reich). Hitler boasted that
date,
his Third Reich, the most glorious
would last 1,000 years.
Treblinka:
of

in

Poland,
One
the Nazi death camps
1943, 750,000 persons,
where from 1940
mostly Jews from Warsaw and its environs,
1943, prisoners
were gassed. On August
revolted; about 150-200
the 700 inmates
then
the camp escaped. They were all
recaptured. An awareness
the Warsaw
Ghetto
certain death
Treblinka spurred
the ghetto inhabitants
rebel against Ger
troops
police.
man
and

north

of

located

of

2,

in

A

concentration camp
Berlin, opened
1936.

to

Sachsenhausen:

in

SS [Schutzstaffel]:

to

It to in

of

of

Poland,
Death camp
Lublin region
erected
1942. Prisoners were Jews from
Poland, the USSR, Austria, Czechoslovakia,
France, and Holland. The SS was responsible
for gassing
death some 250,000 people. On

in

of

Warsaw Ghetto:

At

to

an

October 14, 1943, about 150 inmates staged
uprising which was quickly suppressed.

the walled-in, segregated areas
for Jews
wartime
peak, the ghetto was home

designated

to

largest

specifically
Europe.

in

The

SS 35

Sonderkommandos [Special Detachments):
Jewish prisoners
the death camps assigned
deal with the corpses. This involved the
gold teeth and the transfer
extraction
bodies from the gas chambers
crematoria.

of

an

360,000 Jews crammed into
area
about
square miles. On November 15, 1940, the

its

to

By

to

of

to

in

of

sealed the ghetto, isolating
inhabitants
from the outside world. Thousands died
starvation and disease. By mid-summer 1942,
mass deportations
the gas chambers
early 1943, only 60,000
Treblinka began.
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at

in

in

A

in

Sobibor:

of

in

Wannsee Conference:
meeting held
January, 1942,
the Berlin
suburb
Grossen-Wannsee where the Nazis
mapped the “Final Solutionſ” the planned
annihilation
the Jewish people.

of

in

vice. Under Himmler, the organization ex
panded enormously, from 280 men
1929
240,000 members
1939. Their activities
and powers grew
administer the con
centration camps.
was the SS that even
tually suppressed the uprising
the Warsaw
ghetto.

to at

of

as

in

to

This elite guard was originally organized
serve
Hitler's personal protection ser

its

gypsies

in

of German Blood and Honorſ' forbade mar
riage and sexual intercourse between Jews
and the “bearers of German blood.” Designed
by Hitler to isolate the Jews socially as well
as politically. These laws also were applied to

Zyklon-B:

Jews were left in the ghetto. The Jewish Fighting Organization, using guns that it had purchased from the Polish underground, staged
an uprising. They held off the superbl

Poison gas used in the gas chambers of death

it.

Camps.

—Adapted from
The Rec

trained and armed Nazi enemy,
heavy losses. Eventually, with increased
armaments, the Germans succeeded in liquidating the final remnants of Jewish resistance.

ord: The
Holocaust
tory, an

III

His

Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith
publication.

Fewer than 100 people survived the ghetto;
many of these joined the partisans in the
forests to continue the struggle against the
Nazis.
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--Holocaust Resource Centers and Organizations

This listing was provided by the United

States Holocaust Memorial

1989.

Council

and is current as of January,

Fortunoff Video Archive for Hol. Test.
Room 331C
Sterling Memorial Library

Institutions
(By State)

Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520

Tucson Holocaust Commission
635 North Craycroft
Tucson, AZ 857.11

(203) 432-1879

National Archives and Records Adm
8th & Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20408

(602) 327-7957

American Congress of Jews
6534 Moore Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90048

(202) 523-3340
U.S. Holocaust

(213) 938-7881

Memorial Council

Suite 717

Friends of Le Chambon, Inc.
Suite 784
8033 Sunset Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90046

2000 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 822-6464

Jewish Federation of Lee County
3628 Evans Avenue
Fort Myers, FL 33901

(213) 650-1774

Martyrs Memorial and Museum
Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90048
6505

(813) 275-3554

Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education
851 North Maitland Avenue
Maitland, FL 32751

(213) 852-1234

Simon Wiesenthal Center
9760 West Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90035

(407) 628-0555

[415) 751-6040

FL

Holocaust Center of Northern California
601 14th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118

&

Holocaust Documentation Education Center
Biscayne Blvd.
N.E. 151st
Florida Int'l Univ.–N. Miami
North Miami,
33181
St.

(213) 553-9036

(305) 940-5690

Int'l Network
Survivors

Hoover Institution
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

of

7.

Children Jewish Holocaust

FL

&

Biscayne, Trade Ctr.
N.E. 151st St.
Fla Int'l Univ.–N. Miami Campus
North Miami,
33181

[415) 723-1754

(305) 940-5690

Alternatives in Religious Education
3945 S. Oneida
Denver, CO 80237

Fred Roberts Crawford

Emory University
Atlanta, GA 30322

(303) 758.0954

|404) 727-7545

Holocaust Awareness Institute

University of Denver

Zachor Holocaust Center
1753 Peachtree Road, N.E.

Center for Judaic Studies
Denver, CO 80208

c/o Atlanta Jewish Federation
Atlanta, GA 30309

(303) 871-3022

|404) 873-1661

L

of

For further information, contact the United States Holocaust Memorial Council;
Remembrance; 2000 Street, NW (Suite 588), Washington, DC 20036-4907.
ATTN. Days

Holocaust Memorial Foundation of Illinois
4255

Main Street
Skokie, IL 60076

Holocaust Resource Center
8200 West 33rd Street
Minneapolis, MN 55426

(312) 677-4680

(612) 935-0316

Facing History & Ourselves Nat'l
Foundation
25 Kennard Road
Brookline, MA 02146

St. Louis Center for Holocaust Studies
12 Millstone Campus Drive
St. Louis, MO 63146
(314) 432-0020

(617) 232-1595

North Carolina Council on Holocaust
2230 Lash Avenue

Bureau of Jewish Education-Boston
4th Floor
333 Nahanton Street
Newton, MA 02159

Raleigh, NC 27606
(919) 787-9232

Holocaust Resource Center
Fiske Annex
Keene State College
Keene, NH 03431

(617) 965-7350

Holocaust Center-North Shore
76 Lake Street, Room 108

McCarthy School
Peabody,

MA

(603) 357-0796

01960

Jewish Education Assoc. of Metrowest

(617) 535-0003

39 Plymouth Street

American Jewish Historical Society
2 Thornton Road
Waltham, MA 02154

Fairfield,

NJ

07006

(201) 575-6050

Holocaust Genocide Resource Center
2083 Lawrenceville Road
Rider College
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

(617) 891-8110

College of the Holy Cross
Department of History
Worcester, MA 01610

(609) 896-5345

(617) 793-2465

Center for Holocaust Studies
Brookdale Community College
Lincroft, NJ 07738

Baltimore Jewish Council
101 West Mount Royal Avenue
Baltimore, MD 2120.1

(201) 842-1709

(301) 752-2630

Center for Holocaust & Genocide Study
505 Ramapo Valley Road
Ramapo College of New Jersey
Mahwah, NJ 07430

Board of Jewish Education
11710 Hunter's Lane
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 984-1611

(201) 489-2463

Holocaust Human Rights Center-Maine
BOX 422B
Rural Route 1
Newcastle, ME 04553

Interfaith Holocaust Memorial Council
375 Route 10

Randolph,

NJ

07869

(201) 366-3113

(207) 586–5225

Raritan Valley Community
P.O. BOX 3300
Somerville, NJ 08876

Holocaust Memorial Center
6602 West Maple Road
West Bloomfield, MI 48322

(201) 526-1200

(313) 661-0840
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College

Holocaust Resource Center
Kean College of New Jersey

Union, NJ 07083

Long Island Center for Holocaust Study
261 Willis Avenue
Mineola, NY 1 1501

(201) 527-3049

(516) 746-3211

Gertrude Sperling Holocaust Resource
Center
1030 East Twain Avenue

Agudath Israel of America

Jewish Federation of Las Vegas

(212) 797-9000

Las Vegas,

NV

84

William

Street

New York, NY 10038

89.109

American Gathering of Jewish Holocaust
Survivors
Suite 201
122 West 30th Street
New York, NY 10001

(702) 732-0556

New York State Holocaust Center
ROOm 9B52
New York State Cultural Educ. Center
Albany, NY 12230

(212) 239-4230

(518) 474-5801

American Jewish Committee
165 East 56th Street
New York, NY 10022

Holocaust Resource Center & Archives
Queensborough Community College
Bayside, NY 11364

(212) 751-4000

[718) 631-6291

American Jewish Joint Distribution Comm.
10th Floor
711 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Holocaust Studies Center
Bronx High School of Science
75 West 205th Street
Bronx, NY 10468

(212) 687-6200

(212) 295-0200

American Society for Yad Vashem, Inc.
9th Floor
48 West 37th Street
New York, NY 10018

Center for Holocaust Studies
Doc. & Res.
1610 Avenue J
Brooklyn, NY 11230

(212) 564-1865

[718) 338-6766

Anne Frank Center
4th Floor

Holocaust Study Center of Jewish
Experience
2881 West 12th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11224

106 E. 19th Street

New York,

NY

10003

(212) 529.9532

[718) 449.0803

Pedagogic

Resource Center—BJE
416 West 58th Street
New York, NY 10019

Masada—The Holocaust Survivors
Organization
26.15 Brown Street
Brooklyn, NY 11235

(212) 245-8200

Bund Archives of the Jewish Labor Comm.
3rd Floor

[718) 743-7598

Holocaust Resource Center of Buffalo, Inc.
2640 North Forest Road
Getzville, NY 14068

25 East 21st Street

New York,

NY

10010

(212) 473-5101

(716) 688-7020

Conference on Jewish Material Claims
Room 1355
15 East 26th Street
New York, NY 11377

Holocaust Survivors & Friends
Suite 400
800 New Loudon Road
Latham, NY 12110

(212) 696-4944

(518) 785.0035
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Csengeri Institute for Holocaust Studies
Graduate Center
Room 1450
33 West 42nd Street
New York, NY 10036

Jewish Theological Seminary—Library
3080 Broadway
New York, NY 10027
(212) 678-8982

Leo Baeck Institute
129 East 73d Street
New York, NY 10021

(212) 642-2183

Federation of Former Jewish Underground
Fighters
12 East 31st Street
New York, NY 10016

(212) 744-6400

Martyrdom and Resistance
9th Floor
48 West 37th Street
New York, NY 10018

(212) 684-7480

Holocaust Project—Emanu-El
344 E. 14th Street
New York, NY 10003

|212 564-1865

Natl Conference of Christians & Jews, Inc.

(212) 674-7200

Suite 1100
71 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10003

Holocaust Publications
216 West 18th Street
New York, NY 10011

(212) 206-0006

(212) 463-7988

National Jewish Center for Learning and
Leadership (CLAL
421 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10001

Holocaust Survivors Memorial Foundation
Suite 3508
350 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10118

(212) 714.9500

(212) 594-8765

National Jewish Community
442 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Institute for Research in History
Sutie 923
1133 Broadway
New York, NY 10010

(212) 684-6950

New York Holocaust Memorial Comm.
Suite 717
342 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10173

(212) 691-7316

International Center for Holocaust Studies
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
823 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017

(212) 687-5020

New York Public Library (Jewish Div.)
Central Research Library
Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street
New York, NY 10018

(212) 490-2525

National Educational Resource
Center—JESNA
730 Broadway

New York,

NY

(212) 930-0603

10003

Research Foundation for Jewish Immig.
16th Floor
570 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10018

(212) 529-2000

Jewish Labor Committee
25 East 21st Street

New York,

NY

Relations

10010

(212) 921-3871

(212) 477.0707

Thanks to Scandinavia
745 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10151

Jewish Nazi Victims of America
Room 704
373 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 486-8600

(212) 362-5262
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Warsaw Ghetto Resistance
122 West 30th Street
New York, NY 10001

Oregon Holocaust Resource Center
2900 SW Peaceful Lane
Portland, OR 97.201

(212) 564-1065

(503) 246-8831

World Federation of Bergen—Belsen

Allentown Jewish Archives

Associations
Lenox Hill Station
P.O. BOX 232
New York, NY 10021

702 N. 22nd Street
Allentown, PA 18104
(215) 821-9690

Anne Frank Institute of Philadelphia
Lafayette Building
Suite 608
5th & Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106

(212) 752-3387

World Zionist Organization
515 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022
(212) 752-0600

(215) 625-0412

YIVO

Institute for Jewish Research
1048 Fifth Avenue

New York,

NY

Gratz College
10th & Tabor Road
Philadelphia, PA 19141

10028

(212) 535-6700

(215) 329-3363

Yeshiva University: Holocaust Studies
500 West 185th Street
New York, NY 10033

Holocaust Awareness Museum
Gratz College
Room 217
10th Street & Tabor Road
Philadelphia, PA 19141

(212) 960-5265

Holocaust Resource Center
East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14067

(215) 722-7242

4.41

Interfaith Council on the Holocaust
3rd Floor, Suite 300
125 South 9th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

(716) 461-0290

Jerome Riker International Study
30 Soundview Lane
Sands Point, NY 11050

(215) 922-7222

(516) 883-3850

Memorial Committee for the Six Million
Jewish Community Relations Council

Rockland Center for Holocaust Studies
17 South Madison Avenue
Spring Valley, NY 10977

125 S.

Ninth

Street, #300

Philadelphia, PA 19107

(914) 356-2711

(215) 922-7222

American Jewish Archives
3101 Clifton Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45215

Holocaust Center of Greater Pittsburgh
242. McKee Place
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

(513) 221-1875

[412) 682-7124

Kent State University
314 Satterfield Hall
Kent, OH 44242

West Chester University
West Chester, PA 19383

National Association for Holocaust

(216) 672-2389

(215) 696-3609

Holocaust Resource Center—Toledo
P.O. BOX 587
6505 Sylvania Avenue
Sylvania, OH 43560

Jewish Community Council of Austin
11713 Jollyville Road
Austin, TX 78759
(512) 472-6248

(419) 885-2685
138

World Romani Union
Post Office Box 856
Buda,

TX

78610

(512) 926-5201

Association of Holocaust Organizations
c/o Dallas Memorial Center for Holocaust
Studies
7900 Northaven Road
Dallas, TX 75230
(214) 750-4654

Dallas Memorial Center for Holocaust
Studies
Dallas, TX 75230
(214) 750-4654

El Paso Holocaust Museum and Study
Center
405 Wallenburg Drive
El Paso,

TX

79912

(915) 584-4437

Jewish Federation of San Antonio—CRC
8434 Ahern
San Antonio, TX 78216
(512) 341-8234

University
FM-25
Seattle,

of Washington Libraries

WA

98.195

(206) 543-1879

Wisconsin Jewish Archives
816 State Street

Madison, WI 53706
(608) 262-0629
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8.

A

Additional Resources

great deal of additional information

Szonyi. (KTAV). Lists resources on subjects
related to learning about or teaching the
Holocaust, as well as to programming and
commemorations.

is avail

able in the publications from which many of the

The Holocaust:

excerpts contained in this Observance Guide
were taken. Those publications are listed at the
front of the Guide. Further, suggested films and
materials are listed at the end of each Section in
Part 5 of this Guide. This page contains addi
tional resources of special interest to project

Catalog of Publications

and

Audio-Visual Materials. Compiled by the staff

of the ADL International Center for Holocaust
Studies, lists more than 100 annotated and
graded resources in ten subject areas.

The Holocaust in Books and Films: A Selected,
Annotated List, edited by Judith Herschlag
Muffs; general editor Dennis B. Klein. (Hippo
crene Books). Lists over 400 resources, new and
classic.

officers and program leaders.

Atlas of the Holocaust,

by Martin Gilbert.
(Michael Joseph Ltd.). 316 maps, 45 photographs
and an excellent narrative depicting the events
from 1942 to 1945.

Holocaust in Informal Settings. (JWB) A program
resource manual; a practical guide for implement
ing Holocaust education programs. (IWB, 15 East
26th Street; New York, NY 10010-1579. IWB is
the major service agency for Jewish Community
Centers, YM & YWHAs, and camps. JWB's Jew
ish Chaplains Council is the sole endorsing body
for Jewish chaplains in the military and in the
Department of Veterans Affairs. Of special
interest to Days of Remembrance project offi

Dimensions: A Journal of Holocaust Studies.
Published three times a year by the ADL’s
International Center for Holocaust Studies.
Essays, excerpts from survivors' testimonies,
reviews, book selections, and an international
calendar of events.
Genocide. Produced by the Simon Wiesenthal
Center and narrated by Orson Welles and Eliza
beth Taylor, this Academy-Award winning film
|Best Documentary Film of 1981) personalizes
the story of Nazi atrocities through filmclips,
photographs, and letters. (90 minutes). Addition
ally, Critical Issues of the Holocaust, edited by
Alex Grobman, Daniel Landes, and associate
editor Sybil Milton, is an anthology of essays
published by the Simon Wiesenthal Center and
Rossell Books. Originally produced as a compan
ion volume to the film, it is an excellent text
book or instructor resource for discussion
groups and classes, used with this film or by
itself.

cers/committees are resources available from
the JWB Jewish Media Service and the JWB Lec
ture Bureau.)
Holocaust Poster Series. Created by ADL’s
International Center for Holocaust Studies. A
major and unique educational tool. Twenty
black-and-white posters (18" x 24"), viewer's
guide and suggestions for display.
Inside the Vicious Heart: Americans and the
Liberation of Nazi Concentration Camps, by

Robert H. Abzug (Oxford University Press).
Reconstructs the wide-range of liberators' re
sponses from initial numbness, to a questioning
of a lifetime of beliefs, to the desire to forget and
yet remember.

The Holocaust, by Seymour Rossel. [Franklin
A historical account with an emphasis
on the universal issues involved: passive and
active resistance to evil, justice and injustice,
and the moral responsibility of governments.

The Record: The Holocaust in History,
ADL’s International Center for Hol
Ocaust Studies reconstructs the Holocaust with
period news reports and photographs. Discus

Watts).

1933-1945.

Sion guide and glossary of terms.

The Holocaust: An Annotated Bibliography
and Resource Guide, edited by David M.
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Additional Resources
The Six Days
Destruction: Meditation
Toward Hope,
Elie Wiesel and Albert
Friedlander. [Paulist Press). Six readings and six
prayers/reflections, presented
for individual
reading
part
program
use
remem
of

a

the Holocaust: Study Guide. (CLAL).
including
introduction,
an

A

Witness
study

Holocaust: An Interfaith
Marcia Sachs Littell. (Anne
Philadelphia). An interfaith
Frank Institute
anthology
Liturgies and poems suitable for
use in commemoration of the Holocaust. All
Catholic,
have been used
services prepared
Jewish, and Protestant religious and community

guide,

by

leaders.
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to

it

of

in

by

instructional goals, video documentaries (avail
able from The Cinema Guild) which show,
human terms, what
was like
live through
the Holocaust.

of

in

of

brance.

II.

Liturgies on the
Anthology, edited

as

or

ial Council). A record of the 1981 International
Liberators Conference, containing eyewitness
accounts and testimonies from representatives
of 14 nations which had fought against the
Nazis in World War
Available from the
Printing
Government
Office (#052-003-01087-9).

H.

by

of

The Liberation of the Nazi Concentration
Camps 1945. (United States Holocaust Memor

to
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Although words do pale, yet we must speak. We must strive to understand. We
must teach the lessons of the Holocaust. And, most of all, we ourselves must
remember. . . . The world's failure to recognize the moral truth forty years ago
permitted the Holocaust to proceed. Our generation
the generation of sur
vivors — will never permit the lesson to be forgotten.
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"Never Again."
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Remembrance has a power for good that is
its own, and each
must use
power
contemplate
impact
that
we
the Holocaust
and
the entire
possible for both those who have
world.
We know that remembrance
witnessed and those who have heard. My generation cannot forget, but neither
must any generation.
Let
make our remembrance, then, always
the
manner and the spirit
those who liberated the concentration camps and freed
conquest but
compassion,
and cared for survivors. These soldiers came not
not
kill and enslave but
free and
heal. Let our remembrance ever be thus
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the future.
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our duty
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today

did, look

to

insist that time will not become the Nazis' friend, that
specificity, the uniqueness
the Holocaust, that
make the Holocaust into
abstraction. Our challenge
Holocaust,
remember the
for
we remember we will,
our soldiers
evil
the face.
For memory
our duty
the past, and memory
is

Our challenge today
time will not fade our
time will not lead

Ronald Reagan

1980
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States
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